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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Progress is reported for the past year of an interdisciplinary program aimed at

establishing advanced optical diagnostic techniques applicable to combustion gases and
plasmas, with some emphasis on high speed flows. The primary parameters of interest are

species concentrations (including electrons), temperature, mass density, pressure, velocity,
and quantities derivable from these parameters such as mass flow rate (from the product of

density and velocity). The techniques under study are based on laser spectroscopy,
particularly laser absorption and laser-induced fluorescence, with the latter capable of
providing both single-point and multi-point (2-D and 3-D) measurements. Laser sources

include tunable cw lasers (ring dye and semiconductor diode lasers) and tunable pulsed lasers
(excimer-pumped dye and narrow-linewidth excimer). The cw lasers are spectrally narrow,
allowing study of a new class of techniques based on spectral lineshapes and shifts, while the
pulsed lasers provide intense bursts of photons needed for techniques based on light-

scattering phenomena. Accomplishments of note include: development of a new plasma

diagnostic based on saturated LIF measurements with a diode laser source; development of a

novel multiple-laser absorption diagnostic which enables simultaneous monitoring of
multiple species (or other quantities) along a common optical path; development of

"- - spectrally-resolved diagnostic methods suitable for quantitative measurements in very high

enthalpy flows; the first quantitative single-shot velocity imaging via PLIF in a hypersonic

flow; the first use of PLIF to monitor multiple temperatures in nonequilibrium hypersonic

flows; the development of a novel PLIF imaging scheme, based on the use of acetone, which
allows simultaneous imaging of two species (acetone and OH) in a flowfield using only one

laser source; and exploration of various aspects of degenerate four-wave mixing diagnostics.



2.0 PROJECT SUMMARIES

Included in this section are summaries of progress in each of seven project areas.
Additional descriptions of this work may be found in the publications listed in Sections 3.2
and 3.3. Reprints of these papers are available on request. Personnel involved in these
projects are listed in Section 4.0. Copies of key publications are included as Sec. 6.0.

2.1 Plasma Diagnostics

During the past year we have continued to explore the use of cw semiconductor diode
lasers (GaA1As) as light sources for absorption and fluorescence diagnostics of temperature,
species concentration, collisional transfer rates, and electron number density in laboratory
plasmas. These low-cost lasers are evolving rapidly owing to their numerous practical
applicatiotus (compact disc players, supermarket scanners, etc.), but they also offer exciting
prospects for use in scientific applications. With regard to spectroscopic diagnostics, these
lasers can be viewed as economical, rugged and compact sources of low power, cw, tunable
wavelength light with relatively narrow spectral linewidths. Thus they represent possible
replacements for currently employed cw dye lasers. Unfortunately, diode lasers have been

* - developed primarily for use at near-infrared wavelengths (especially 1.3 and 1.5 microns),
and only in the past few years have lasers become readily available at wavelengths below 1
micron where most electronic transitions of interest in atoms and molecules are located. At
"the present time, diode lasers are available for use in selected wavelength bands down to
about 650 nm. In our recent work we have utilized diode lasers which operate in the 770-850
nm range. This has allowed studies of excited-state transitions of three species: (a) the
strong 4s3P --- 4p3D transitions of argon linking the first excited state of argon (4s) with the
second excited state (4p); (b) the 3 s5S°O . 3P5P3 excited-state transition of 0-atoms; and (c)
the 6s[3/2]2

0 - 6p[3/2]2 transition of xenon. These species and the spectroscopic diagnostics
under development are relevant to electric propulsion and to basic studies of plasma-
dynamics.

Particular accomplishments of our recent research include: the first application of
diode lasers for single-point fluorescence measurements in atmospheric pressure plasmas,
and the first studies of partially-saturated fluorescence as a possible method of measuring
electronic quench rates in plasmas, both of which were conducted in an RF-excited argon
plasma. Details of this work are available in the publications cited in Sec. 3.2 (see papers 1
and 2). Here we summarize our approach and illustrate the type of information obtained.

A simplified form of the experimental arrangement used to extend diode laser
techniques to fluorescence is indicated in Fig. 1, together with a sketch of representative data

2
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which illustrates the features of the data used to infer plasma properties. The measurements

are made in an atmospheric pressure, inductively-coupled RF plasma torch assembled
previously in this program to provide a controlled, high temperature plasma with convenient
optical access. In the experiment, the diode laser is rapidly swept in wavelength across an
individual absorption transition of interest, providing a fully resolved record of the
absorption lineshape; either line-of-sight absorption or single-point fluorescence recording

may be used, but here our goal was to establish LIF, since it provides spatially-resolved data.
-pv The lineshape data can be used to infer gas temperature (through Doppler broadening of the

line) and electron density (through the Stark-induced shift in the line position). Since the
lineshape also is influenced by Stark broadening, the linewidth data can be interpreted to
yield a second, independent determination of the electron density. In general, excellent
agreement is found between the two measurements of electron density. Inferred
temperatures are typically in the range 6000-8000 K, for both absorption and fluorescence
measurements, thereby illustrating the power of this diagnostic for probing very high
temperature gases. The extension of this diagnostic to fluorescence is significant, because

most past plasma diagnostics have been based on line-of-sight emission approaches which
require use of Abel inversion methods to establish spatial distributions; inversion methods
are applicable only to plasmas with radial symmetry while LIF diagnostics have no

symmetry limitation.

Although most experiments are conducted with relatively low laser power, so as to
minimize perturbation to the plasma under study, we have recognized that intentional use of
high laser power densities, sufficient to cause partial saturation of the absorption transition,
may present new diagnostic strategies. The basic concept we have been pursuing is
illustrated in Fig. 2. A laser source is used to partially saturate a specific absorption
transition, between the lower state I and the upper state u, and the emitted LIF signal is used

to infer the primary unknown (in the fluorescence yield equation), namely the collisional
transfer rate, Q. This quantity, Q, represents the rate of collisionally-induced transfer of the
excited species between the state u and nearly electronic states. The primary process is by
electron collisions, and hence a measurement of Q can either be used to infer the electron

density (if the relevant cross-section for the transfer process is known) or the cross-section
for transfer (if the electron density is known). A measurement of the saturated (or partially
saturated) LIF signal thus represents a new plasma diagnostic with potential for measuring

either fundamental properties (e.g., cross-sections) or plasma parameters (e.g., electron
density). Details of this work are available in paper I of Sec. 3.2.

"- - We can also mention briefly our initial work in a low pressure xenon plasma
discharge. Our goal is to extend the ideas previously demonstrated in argon and oxygen to
"xenon plasmas. Xenon is the species most relevant to current work on ion thrusters for
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electric propulsion, and hence development of nonintrusive diagnostics capable of probing

the exhausts of such thrusters is critical to the evolution of improved ion thruster engines.

Thus far we have achieved only line-of-sight absorption measurements in a simple DC

discharge, but work is now in progress to extend measurements to fluorescence. Although

xenon spectroscopy is complex, owing to the existence of several strong isotopes and the

J• role of hyperfine splitting in each atomic transition, we are hopeful to be able to fit fully

resolved LIF spectra in a way which will allow extraction of quantities such as velocity

* (Doppler shift), temperature (Doppler widths) and density (integrated spectral absorption).

These critical quantities have not previously been monitored by nonintrusive means in ion

thrusters.

2.2 Diode Laser Thermometry in High Enthalpy Flows

For gases at combustion temperatures, i.e. up to about 3000 K, spectroscopic

diagnostics for temperature typically probe molecular species, such as OH, 02, NO and N2;

and a number of experimental methods are now available for such temperature

measurements, including LIF, - Raman scattering and CARS. At higher temperatures,

however, as may be found in various high enthalpy hypersonic flows and plasmas, it will be

necessary to establish new techniques which recognize that the major species present are

neutral and ionized atoms. To illustrate this point, Fig. 3 shows the neutral and charged

particle mole fractions as a function of temperature in equilibrium air at I atm. Note that

above 3500 K the mole fraction of O-atoms exceeds that of molecular oxygen, and above

about 7000 K, the atomic species 0 and N are the primary components of air; above 14000

K, the primary constituent becomes N+. It is thus apparent that spectroscopic diagnostics

intended for gases at very high temperatures should be based on atomic rather than molecular

species.

The approach we have been pursuing (see Fig. 4) for the past two years is based on

spectrally resolved absorption (and, in some cases, fluorescence) of excited-state transitions

of atomic oxygen. The laser source is a tunable diode laser, and the experimental procedure

involves recording at least one fully resolved absorption line. At high temperatures, the
width of the line is dominated by Doppler broadening, and thus a measurement of linewidth

is easily converted to a value for the translational (i.e., kinetic) temperature of the gas. The

integrated area under the measured spectral absorption coefficient curve yields the number

density of atoms in the absorbing (i.e., lower) state, from which one can invoke a Boltzmann

distribution to infer an "electronic" or population temperature, assuming that the density of

- . the species is known. (The density of a species is known from theory once the translational

temperature and pressure are specified for a mixture of known atomic proportions.) It is

-.. important to note that the two temperatures inferred with these methods, i.e. the kinetic and

6
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electronic temperatures, may differ in gases at very high temperatures where radiative and

collisional transfer processes are not in balance, and such difficulties motivate the need for
diagnostics sensitive to these different temperatures in gases with very high enthalpies. The

elements of these ideas are illustrated in Fig. 4 which shows a representative lineshape and
the key theoretical relationships.

Measurement Approach

* Beer's law
Laser Line ,s

0 I~/jo =cxp (-.cvL)
U0
S.

'U Absorption
. Unneshape

C',

* Boltzmm Equation
Frequency

Laser Linewidth - MHz
Absorption Linewidth - GHz

Figure 4. Measurement concept for spectral lineshape thermometry.

Our work to explore high-temperature laser thermometry has been carried out in a
conventional pressure-driven shock tube, using reflected shock waves to provide a wide

range of known gas temperatures and pressures. A schematic of the experimental

arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. Experiments have been conducted primarily in 0 2-argon

mixtures for simplicity, and the absorption line probed is the 3s--3p transition of O-atoms at

777 nm. The laser utilized is a commercial GaAIAs semiconductor laser with an output
power level of 5 mW.

An energy level diagram for the relevant O-atom transitions, and a representative
single-sweep data trace (converted from time to laser frequency) are shown in Fig. 6. The
laser is repetitively modulated at 6-10 kHz, and so a complete spectrally resolved lineshape

is recorded at approximately 100 microsecond intervals. The absorption data are converted
"through Beer's law to a plot of the spectral absorption coefficient and then best fit with a
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Voigt profile. This allows determination of the Gaussian component of the lineshape, which

yields directly the kinetic temperature through the known Doppler-broadening relationship.

The integrated area under the lineshape curve is used to infer the electronic or population

temperature of the absorbing state. Note, in this case, that these temperatures are in close

agreement (8400-8500 K). Experiments thus far have been limited to temperatures in the

range from 6000 to 13000 K, owing primarily to shock tube design limitations, but we

anticipate being able to extend the temperature range in future work.

The concept of using absorption between excited electronic states is versatile, since the

specific lower (absorbing) state used may be varied to give appropriately large fractional

absorption as the temperature of interest changes. For example, as the temperature increases,

one would utilize excited states with a higher electronic energy. In addition, the species

selected for thermometry may be varied depending on the temperature and the specific gas

mixture under study; and each of the atomic species typically has many possible absorption

transitions which may be utilized.

Experimental Setup
Dkiod Laser

Temperature B tt
Controller optical a gtem tur

tFhenctieexopin Caerred t Imselnttr

Shock Weve Wldw Microwave
"•Discharge

Section othSection o -m tran

tepraue range.o'~rge

9 c ososope
Time I nte rval

D i e C ou nterschrom ator

vacuum Vacuum Gas
Pump •Pump Bottles

Figure 5. E~xperimental set-up for diode laser thermometry at high temperatures.

-- Research is continuing on this diagnostic concept. Following some work to improve
: - the experimental arrangement and reduce system noise, we plan to conduct experiments
.which will include: other transitions of O-atoms, N-atom transitions, and a wider

-. temperature range.
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2.3 Fiberoptic Mufti-Laser Absorption Diagnostic

During the past year we have continued our effort to establish diagnostic methods,
based on diode laser line-of-sight absorption, suitable for probing supersonic and hypersonic
propulsion flows. The goal has been to identify new, improved techniques which enable
accurate, fast and simultaneous measurements of multiple gasdynamic properties; properties
of interest include velocity, temperature, pressure, species concentration and derived

quantities based on combinations of these primary properties, such as thrust and mass flux.
The approach we have been taking is based on the fact that spectral lineshapes are sensitive
to precisely the thermodynamic and gasdynamic quantities of interest, and also that
semiconductor diode lasers offer good prospects for monitoring these lineshapes in an
economical and simple manner. In work thus far, we have used a single rapid-scanning

diode laser source which is tuned to coincidence with a pair of absorption lines of the species
being monitored (typically 02 or H20). Spectrally resolved absorption lineshapes are then
recorded in the flowfield of interest, and these data are interrogated to yield the quantities of
interest. For example, the ratio of peak absorption in the two lines yields temperature, the
widths of the lines yields pressure, the Doppler shift of the lines gives velocity, the perfect
gas law gives the density, and the integrated absorption gives the species concentration.
Although this general approach has been t.,Itremely successful, and has provided the first
"laser-based diagnostic method capable of simultaneously monitoring several flowfield
properties (included derived quantities such as mass flux and thrust), we have been limited in
this work by the relatively narrow continuous tuning range of these lasers.

One attractive feature of diode laser absorption has been that it is a method that is
compatible with the use of fiberoptics, which enables remote measurements in hostile
environments. During the past year, as we have progressed with a project to demonstrate
remote measurements of H20 in a supersonic combustor exhaust, we realized that the

fiberoptic components now available for splitting and combining light as it propagates
through optical fibers could also be used to allow simultaneous use of multiple laser beams
along a single absorption path. This simple idea has significant implications, since one can
now consider measurement strategies based on multiple lasers tuned to entirely different
spectral regions. Such capability will eliminate the limitation on tuning range of single diode
lasers, and will provide improved capabilities for measuring temperature and also for
measuring multiple species.

The essence of this diagnostic strategy is illustrated in Fig. 7. Here, for simplicity, we

show only two laser sources, which in this case are tuned with a single function generator.
The outputs of the two lasers, which are scanned alternately in time, are combined using a

. fiberoptic beam combiner and then distributed through a beam splitter to three paths: an

11
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interferometer ring (serves as an etalon for measuring frequency change during laser tuning),
a reference detector (to monitor the laser intensity during each scan), and the absorption path.
The important point to note here is that the light beams are entirely confined to optical fibers,
except for the path through the test medium (here a shock tube). There are no lenses or
traditional optical elements; all of the beam processing occurs in fiberoptic components. The

* I. change in this optical setup, relative to our past work with traditional optical components, is
quite striking. When one views the optical table, it now consists of numerous lengths of fiber
and fiberoptic components, coupled together with hand-tightened connectors. Obviously, the
usual steps of aligning laser beams and detectors is greatly simplified. It is clear that this
form of optical system is the way of the future, at least for low power laser systems and for
practical applications requiring ruggedness.

The signal seen by the absorption detector is sketched on the right of Fig. 7. The
detector alternately sees the modulation of laser I and II, each with a triangular waveform.
Conversion from time to frequency is carried out via the detector signal produced by the
interferometer ring, leading to the absorption lineshape data plotted in the lower right corner
of the figure.

We have only recently attempted to implement this idea in the laboratory. Example
data from our first effort are shown in Fig. 8. The experiment involved monitoring water
vapor using two diode lasers emitting near 1.40 microns, a combination vibrational band (v1

+ v3) which is the strongest of the non-fundamental bands. The experiments were conducted
in a shock tube to produce a known high temperature, high velocity stream containing water
vapor, with the objective of simulating the exhaust stream from a scramjet combustor. The
data have been analyzed, with the result shown in the inset table of Fig. 8. Note that the
agreement between measured and calculated conditions is good.

This new project has significant potential and will be continued during the forthcoming
year. We hope to explore several modifications to our initial strategy, including approaches
for increasih the number of laser sources, for measuring multiple species (rather than
iomperature, and for separating the laser beams by spectral methods rather than by time.

2.4 PLIF Imaging In Nonequilibrium Hypersonic Flows

Nonequilibrium supersonic/hypersonic flows, relevant to current research on
scramjets, pose new measurement problems for experimentalists. For example, experiments
are often conducted in pulsed flow facilities in which the available measurement time is quite
limited, thereby putting a premium on the ability to acquire complete data sets in very short
times. In addition, many flows of interest exhibit a high degree of nonequilibrium, requiring

13
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experimental methods sensitive to such nonequilibrium effects. PLIF has high potential for
dealing with both of these critical problems, in that the data provide population densities in
specific quantum states of the species probed at a very large number of flowfield locations.
Our experiments have been carried out in a standard pressure-driven shock tube, built
specifically for research on PLIF imaging diagnostics for supersonic flows. Three years ago

* * we added a free-jet shock tunnel to the facility to allow study of PLIF in rapidly expanding,
high enthalpy flows. Shock tubes and tunnels provide an economical and convenient means
of studying nonequilibrium gasdynamic phenomena and of simulating the extreme conditions
relevant to advanced air-breathing propulsion systems. The chief limitation of such facilities,
of course, is the short run times which can be produced. A schematic of the current
experimental facility is shown in Fig. 9.

Sto2adshm

drim betn tUxaylzilas AAM

Figure 9. Schematic of experimental facility with associated optical and electronic
components for instantaneous one-laser/two-camera PLIF imaging.

The PLIF diagnostics ideas we have been pursuing in the past year are based on the
use of two gated CCD cameras (see Fig. 9) and either one or two pulsed dye laser sources.
The quantities of primary interest are velocity and temperature. The typical arrangement of
the laser sheets used to extract two velocity components in the free jet flowfield is shown in
Fig. 10. Here the angle [5 may be varied to optimize the detection sensitivity of either the

* radial or axial velocity; a typical value for j5 in recent experiments has been 570. In the case
of temperature measurements, this angle is usually set to 900.

15
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Our objective in the past year has been to extend velocity measurements to single-shot
imaging of two velocity components. This can be accomplished, in a symmetric flow, with
two illumination beams, as has been discussed in detail in our publications (e.g., see paper 10
in Sec:. 3.3). In the present case, these beams are produced from a single dye laser source,
tuned to excite a single transition of NO in the A •- X system near 225 rim. The single out-
put pulse from the laser is formed into two counterpropagating sheets, one of which is opti-
cally delayed by 300 nsec, so as to interrogate the flow from opposite directions. This
arrangement simplified the analysis, since the Doppler shifts measured along the illumination
direction are equal in magnitude (but opposite in sign) for a specific flowfield point. The
two values of fluorescence signal measured for each point, together with the information that
the flow is symmetric, allows inference of two components of velocity in the illumination
plane. In cases which involve nonsymmetric flow, it would be necessary to monitor the
Doppler shift at an additional angle; that was not pursued here since only two cameras were
available.

As we worked to make the velocity measurements as quantitative as possible, we
learned that it was critical to monitor, on a shot-by-shot basis, certain parameters of the laser
beam; these include pulse energy, sheet distribution, and the spectral distribution of the laser
pulse. In addition, we found it necessary to intentionally broaden the spectral linewidth of
the laser to ensure that the maximum Doppler shifts were still contained within a portion of
the line containing significant energy. To further improve measurement accuracy and repro-

" ~ducibility, we also developed improved procedures for setting and monitoring the center fre-
= . quency of the laser relative to the absorption line, and even considered the pressure shift of

the absorption line. The apparatus built to enable monitoring of key experimental parameters
is shown in Fig. 11.

16
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Figure 11. Schematic of equipment used for laser tuning and pulsed spectrum analysis.

Details of the experimental arrangement and procedures as discussed in our

publications. Here we will only highlight our findings to indicate the status of the method.

Figure 12 provides results for both the radial and axial velocity components along four

specific coordinates of the flowfield: the jet centerline and radial cuts at three values of x/D.

The critical flow parameters are: stagnation pressure = 4 atm, stagnation temperature = 2000

K, gas mixture 4.6% NO in argon, jet pressure ratio (stagnation/ambient) = 95, jet diameter

D = 5 mm, imaged area = 45 mm x 30 mm, laser pulse energy approximately I mJ/sheet,

transition excited is the Q21 + R1(3); the camera was a time-gated, intensified CCD (576 x

384 pixels).

2.0 ... I .... I .... .... . .... I ....
(a) r/D=O (b)xID 2 (c) xD -3 (d)txID 4

1.0 7 ,'............. I.... I....I.... ......................V Vý

V,
0.5 1Vt

0,E
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2

xID riD riD r1D

Figure 12. Velocity profiles from MOC prediction (dashed curves) and from analysis
of a single-shot PLIF image pair (solid curves): (a) along jet axis, (b) on
radial cut at x/D = 2, (c) at x/D = 3, and (d) at x/D = 4.
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Note that the results obtained are compared with calculations based on a method-of-
characteristics (MOC) code developed earlier in this program. In general, the measurements
and calculations may be regarded as in excellent agreement, except for regions close to the
barrel shock which bounds the steady, interior flow. Since this flow features a very wide
range of temperature, velocity and density, we regard these experiments as a stringent test of
the PLIF method. It should be noted that although the maximum velocities measured here

are about 1.5 km/sec, extension of this measurement technique to higher velocities should

pose no serious problem.

The second diagnostics activity in this flow facility during the past year aimed at PLIF
imaging of vibrational and rotational temperatures in a vibrationally relaxing field. The

species probed was gain NO, and the flowfield conditions were virtually the same as for the
velocity imaging work, except that the gas mixture contained about 8% water vapor to
increase the vibrational relaxation rate so that the vibrational temperature would freeze in the

portion of the flowfield imaged. The basic strategy of the measurement, illustrated in Fig.
13, is to excite separate vibrational and rotational levels, using a total of three wavelengths.
Appropriate ratios of the PLIF signals can then be used to infer both the vibrational
temperature and rotational temperature. Although these temperatures are initially equal, as
the gas expands to lower temperatures in the free jet, the finite vibrational relaxation rate is
eventually insufficient to maintain equilibrium with the rotational and translational
temperatures. This phenomenon, known as "vibrational freezing", is of practical importance

in rapidly expanding flows such as found in rocket exhausts and possibly the exhaust stream
of scramjet combustors. Our research seeks to provide the first diagnostic suitable of
providing full-field measurements of these temperatures.

A sample result, shown in a false-color display, is included in Fig. 13. The results, for
either of the two temperatures, are obtained in a single firing of the two-laser system.
Simultaneous measurement of both temperatures, on a single shot, would require a third laser
so as to allow generation of three laser wavelengths. Details of this work are available in
paper 7 in Sec. 3.3.
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2.5 PUF Imaging of Acetone-Seeded Flows

About three years ago, we initiated an effort to survey alternatives to the use of
biacetyl as a flowfield tracer in PLIF studies on turbulent mixing in nonreactive flows. Until
that time, biacetyl was the preferred choice as an additive owing to its relatively high vapor
pressure, convenient excitation wavelength range, high fluorescence yield, and other less
critical factors. The development and use of biacetyl seeding in turbulent jet mixing
experiments, particularly at Stanford, had previously led to the first high-quality image data
for instantaneous scalar fields. These data were well received by the turbulence community
owing both to their uniqueness (in providing instantaneous, full-field results for the jet
mixture fraction) and to the high quality of the data, especially the high signal-to-noise ratio
and high dynamic range achieved. Unfortunately, biacetyl is limited in its applicability to
high-speed flows owing to the relatively long radiative decay time (about 1 millisecond) of
the phosphorescent emission (long decay times lead to blurring in single-shot images). Thus,
as the direction of our research began to emphasize high-speed and supersonic flows, we
decided to review alternative molecular tracers.

Although our survey identified several attractive compounds, we eventually selected
acetone as best-suited to our needs for a fluorescent tracer. Details of our analysis of acetone
photophysics were published this year (see paper 3 in Sec. 34.2). Here we mention only the
primary advantages of acetone: (1) acetone has a high vapor pressure, about 180 torr at room
temperature, so that it can be easily seeded at high levels; (2) it is economical, easily handled
and non-toxic, so that safety is not a problem; (3) the peak absorption is at 275 nm, but
reasonably efficient excitation occurs at the convenient laser wavelengths of 248 nm, 266 nm
and 308 nm; (4) the fluorescence quantum yield is high, about 0.2%, even in air, (5) the
emission has short lifetime (4 nsec) and occurs in a wide band which peaks at 480 run, in the
visible, so that it can be recorded on an unintensified camera; and (6) we estimate that, at
room temperature and with existing laser sources, the fluorescence signals achievable with
acetone are only about a factor of six less than the high phosphorescence signals obtained
with biacetyl. Thus it is possible to obtain both high SNR and high signal resolution
(dynamic range), comparable to our past experience with biacetyl, in high speed flows
seeded with acetone.

In reviewing options for exciting acetone, we realized that 308 nm light from a xenon
chloride (XeC1) excimer laser offered important advantages. For example, by using a
tunable excimer, already available in our laboratory, we could simultaneously excite
fluorescence of OH, which has a few absorption lines which lie under the output curve of
typical (XeCl) laser output. To demonstrate this concept of simultaneous PLIF imaging of
multiple species (i.e., acetone and OH), we first performed experiments in a simple diffusion
flame. The fuel, nominally H2, was seeded with acetone (about 10% by mol fraction), and

burned in ambient air. Two time-gated intensified CCD cameras were used to capture the
"resulting PLIF images, as indicated schematically in Fig. 14. The OH images were separated
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Figure 14. Experimental setup for combined OH/acetone PLIF imaging.

from the acetone images through use of spectral filters; a 10 nm bandpass filter centered at
310 run was used for the OH channel and a broad bandpass filter selected the 350-470 nm
light from the acetone emission. Example results for a flame with jet Re = 24,000 are shown
in Fig. 15. The field imaged is 6 cm x 8 cm, the bottom of which is 16 dia above the 2.2 mm
nozzle. Note the capability to obtain high quality images for both species with a very simple
experimental arrangement. Mie scattering from dust in the ambient air is also evident. The
virtue of this diagnostic strategy is the ability to utilize a single laser while obtaining
information on multiple species.

During this past year, we also investigated the applicability of the combined
OR/acetone imaging concept for supersonic flows. A detailed analysis was carried out to
establish the regimes in which acetone could serve as representative tracer of hydrocarbon
fuels in reacting (combusting) flows, and this analysis pointed clearly to high-speed flows as

optimum. There is good reason to believe that the primary difficulty observed in using
acetone as a tracer in a low speed diffusion flame, namely the difference in thermal
decomposition of the true fuel and the acetone tracer, would be eliminated in supersonic
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mixing layers where the time scales of interest are very short. The experiments to test this
hypothesis, conducted in Stanford's supersonic mixing layer facility, were a collaboration
involving Drs. Yip and Seitzman of our diagnostics group with Mike Miller and Toby Island,

who are graduate students conducting their Ph.D thesis work in this facility under separate

AFOSR support. The flowfield under study is a planar supersonic mixing layer, with high-
speed vitiated air on top and lower speed (sonic) fuel (H2) seeded with acetone on the
bottom. The mixing and subsequent combustion of these gases, under supersonic flow
conditions, is highly relevant to current research on scramjets. We explored two excitation

strategies: (1) 308 nm light from a tunable XeCI laser; and (2) 285 nm light from a tunable
dye laser. Both schemes excite both OH and acetone, but the use of 285 nm allows
excitation of the 1-0 band of OH and, by use of 1-1 plus 0-0 detection, gives excellent
discrimination against elastically scattered light. The result of this measurement strategy is a

significant improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio of the OH images.

The experiments in the reacting supersonic mixing layer were highly successful,
yielding good signal-to-noise ratios in both measurement channels. The imaging data
obtained are the first to provide simultaneous information on the spatial distribution of both
the fuel and the combustion product (OH); this information is of critical value to engine

designers. In terms of fundamental fluid mechanical insight, these i.,,w PLIF data provide

useful confirmation of the increasingly three-dimensional character of mixing layers at high
convective Mach numbers.

As a last example of PLIF employing acetone, we summarize work during the past two
years to develop a scheme for measuring mixing on a molecular scale. The objective is to

find a way to eliminate the bias in PLIF measurements of mixing owing to the finite size of
the imaged volume. (In short, our usual PLIF images are unable to resolve mixing scales
below the size of the imaged volume.) Our strategy, which is a refined version of ideas put
forth previously by other groups, can be described with the help of the schematic shown in
Fig. 16. We imagine that the problem of interest involves the mixing between two gaseous
streams, one seeded with biacetyl and the other with acetone. A pulse of laser light is used to
excite the first excited singlet state of acetone, and the absorbed photons nearly all are
returned to the ground state by quenching collisions. A small fraction of these absorbed
photons are emitted as fluorescence, and this signal, in the blue, is directly proportional to the
local concentration of acetone. However, wherever acetone molecules are in intimate
contact with biacetyl molecules, a transfer of energy occurs to the first excited triplet state of
biacetyl, and some of these molecules then emit fluorescence in the green. Thus, green light
is only emitted when mixing has occurred to the molecular level. A typical two-color image
acquired in a preliminary study of this concept appears in Fig. 16.
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We have developed a detailed model to characterize the behavior of acetone-biacetyl
systems as a function of the various parameters: e.g., mixture fraction, pulse energy, colli-
sional cross-sections, radiative rates, etc. This model, presented at the Aerospace Sciences
Meeting this past January by Dr. Yip (see paper 8, Sec. 3.3), who is largely responsible for
our efforts on this topic, confirms the feasibility of the approach and allows prediction of the
signal dependences (uv and green) on the extent of molecular mixing. Although difficulties
remain, we believe that this general approach has considerable merit for application in
fundamental studies of mixing.

2.6 Degenerate Four-Wave Mixing

Three years ago, we initiated a study of innovative diagnostic methods based on
degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM). A relatively new diagnostic, DFWM is a spatially
resolved technique which is complementary to LIF. It offers several advantages in some
applications, though it is more complicated and less well understood than LIF. In particular,
DFWM generates a coherent signal beam which is useful for both remote sensing and rejec-
tion of unwanted background light; and it is a Doppler-free technique allowing very highly
resolved (spectrally) spectroscopic measurements. Furthermore, DFWM shows a reduced
dependence on quenching compared to LIF. Finally, although this technique requires
absorption of light, it does not necessarily require subsequent re-emission of light. Thus, it

can be used to probe non-fluorescing transitions as are commonly found in the infrared. In
summary, while it is more difficult to perform and understand, DFWM has several attractive
qualities when compared to LIF, and hence continued research on this subject is merited.

Since completing and publishing the first study of a single-laser-pulse DFWM temper-
ature measurement over a year ago (see paper 6, Sec. 3.2), we have turned our attention to
several different topics related to DFWM. We have continued to invest time in developing
an "engineering" understanding of the DFWM process. This has led to simple interpretation
of otherwise complicated phenomena observed in the laboratory. Furthermore, this basic
understanding has allowed us to consider some new diagnostic methods using DFWM.

Our continued collaboration with researchers at Sandia National Laboratories in
Livermore, CA (SNLL), has yielded several results in the last year. (The SNLL component
of the effort is sponsored by DOE.) One of the most important experiments was designed to
isolate the effects of collisional quenching on both DFWM and LIF. In the limit of strong
quenching, LIF signal intensities are expected to scale as 1/Q (where Q is the quench rate,
which is gas-dependent and is proportional to pressure). If the quench rate is not known,
then LIF signal intensities are difficult to interpret On the other hand, the dependence of

DFWM on quenching is more complicated, but much less severe than LIF's. In the case of
DFWM, quenching is one of several loss mechanisms for the laser-induced grating process.
For example, rotational energy transfer (RET) often depopulates the grating faster than
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quenching. Since RET is much less gas-dependent than quenching, DFWM is expected to be
less sensitive to gas composition, and quenching, in most environments.

To investigate this effect directly, we probed a well-isolated line in the A-X band of
nitric oxide. Using - 100 Torr mixtures of nitrogen and carbon dioxide as buffer gases with a
trace concentration of NO in a cell, the quench rate could be varied by a factor of 104 while

the pressure broadening was held constant. Figure 17 shows the results of this experiment.
On the left of the graph, the buffer gas is pure nitrogen, while on the right the buffer gas is

pure carbon dioxide. Intermediate points are mixtures of these two gases. The quench rate is
increased by l04 from left to right in this graph, while the RET rate increased only 28%. The
LIF signal intensity (shown by the triangles) drops by more than a factor of 300 as quenching

is increased. For the same conditions, the DFWM intensity (circles) dropped by a factor of

2. Clearly, DFWM is less sensitive to quenching for these conditions. DFWM's reduced

sensitivity to quenching is expected when homogeneous broadening is insensitive to quench
rate, which is often the case in flames and other practical environments. This study supports
early claims that DFWM has a reduced dependence on quenching.
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Figure 17. Nearly unsaturated experimental DFWM (circles) and LIF (triangles)
signal intensities versus mole fraction of CO 2 in an NjCO2 mixture. The
"data are normalized to 1.0 at the left axis and are connected by straight
lines to guide the eye.
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Another result of this work was a determination of the laser intensity which minimizes
DFWM's sensitivity to quenching. While LIF reaches minimum dependence on quenching
at I >> I., we showed that DFWM reaches minimum dependence on quenching at I - I,,.
This result is very useful to experimentalists attempting to use DFWM in environments such

as flames where quenching is unpredictable.

At higher buffer gas pressures, quenching was also found to generate DFWM signal by
a mechanism not frequently observed in gases, known as thermal gratings (for a detailed

- mdescription of this key observation see paper 16 in Sec. 3.2). When light is absorbed in the

fringe pattern used in DFWM, it can collisionally relax, resulting in a spatially modulated
heat addition. Thiyheat addition perturbs the gas density, which spatially modulates the
refractive index of the gas. These index of refraction modulations can contribute to the

DFWM signal. Using our physical understanding of DFWM, we are currently developing a
simple model for this heat addition process to predict the major temperature and pressure
dependences of the thermal gratings. Adding more physics to the model, we are able to

predict the time evolution of the thermal grating, which can have a ringing structure. The
frequency of the ringing structure is dependent only upon known experimental parameters
and the speed of sound in the gas. By measuring this frequency, we are able to measure the
speed of sound, and can estimate the temperature. This technique could be used to measure
temperature in certain environments where LIF is not applicable.

Finally, in recent work we have successfully demonstrated the use of nearly-

degenerate four-wave mixing (NDFWM) to make velocity measurements. These
preliminary experiments helped to suggest several improvements to the technique. We are
currently planning to investigate this velocity measurement technique in more detail, again in
collaboration with researchers at SNLL.

2.7 Diagnostics for High-Pressure Systems

During this past year we have initiated a new research effort aimed at exploring
fundamental aspects of laser-based diagnostics for high-pressure combustion systems. This
work is motivated by the emergirig meed for nonintrusive diagnostic methods suitable for
probing the variety of advanced conbustion and propulsion systems which will operate at
increased pressure levels. Systems of special interest include aircraft engines, the ram
accelerator, chemical rockets, fuel handling systems of future aircraft (which will involve
combinations of high pressure and temperature), and certain solid propellant systems. Until
recently, nearly all work with laser-based diagnostics has been done at pressures near
atmospheric, with the notable exception of measurements in IC engines which may involve
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pressure levels of 30-50 atm. Research to establish quantitative laser diagnostic methods for
application in systems at higher pressures is clearly needed and timely.

Our plan has been to utilize a shock tube as a device for generating a wide range of
accurately known pressures and temperatures. This is an attractive approach owing both to
our long experience with shock tubes and to the fact that ONR is currently funding a new

high-pressure shock tube in our laboratory which will be used for studies of gas-phase

kinetics relevant to combustion of energetic materials. We plan to use this same facility for
• our AFOSR-sponsored research. At present, the facility design is complete and fabrication is

in process. Delivery of the components is scheduled for January, 1994, and we anticipate

having the facility operational by March, 1994. This facility will be unique in the United

States, and will allow fundamental investigation of spectroscopic and chemical kinetic
aspects of gases at pressures up to 1000 atm and at temperatures of several thousand degrees

Kelvin.

Although there are several diagnostic methods we wish to study, including

spontaneous Raman, laser-induced fluorescence, degenerate four-wave mixing (and related
wave-mixing concepts), and line-of-sight absorption, we have focussed our analytical work

thus far on the simplest problem, namely the influence of pressure on absorption lineshapes.
This is a critical issue, since laser absorption is our most quantitative tool, and it will be

essential to use this measurement method as we push the shock tube into an operating regime
where ideal gas theories will no longer apply without corrections, e.g. for dense gas effects.

An example of calculations conducted thus far for the influence of pressure on spectral
absorption coefficients is shown in Fig. 18. This is a plot of the absorption coefficient across
the 0,0 band of the A4-X system of OH. We have begun with OH owing to its significance

as a combustion species in many practical systems and to the fact that we have considerable
experience with its spectral properties. Note that the spectrum consists of a relatively large
number of discrete features (absorption lines) at 1 atm, but that as pressure is increased to

100 and 500 atm the spectrum becomes a continuous distribution, with significant overlap

between the various lines and branches. Our calculations are based on a simple model which
simply sums the spectral absorption coefficients at each wavelength and neglects various
collision-narrowing interactions which may occur at extreme conditions. Validation of the
model used to deal with spectral overlaps and interactions is essential to the future use of
absorption as a quantitative tool. Once absorption is fully established, it can be used both for
verification of shock tube operating conditions and as a reference method for investigating

other diagnostic techniques of interest.
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We believe that this new research area will grow in importance during the next few
years and that our work will have significant impact on other combustion/propulsion
researchers as their needs develop for quantitative measurement tools useful at high
pressures.
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Figure 18. OH A +- X(0,0) absorption spectrum broadened by argon at 3 pressures;
T =2000 K.
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5.0 SIGNIFICANT INTERACTIONS

In addition to the interactions associated with the presentations and publications listed
in Section 3, we have had numerous visitors to our laboratory during this past year. Foreign
visitors have come from Germany, France, Great Britain, Canada, Spain, Portugal and Japan;

* ;industrial and national laboratory visitors have included representatives from Rocketdyne,
Aerometrics, Physical Sciences, Boeing, Metrolaser, AEDC, NASA Ames, NASA Lewis,
NIST, Sandia, Lawrence Livermore, General Motors, Nissai, Hitachi, Kao Corporation and
Toyota. Professor Hanson has given invited presentations on AFOSR-sponsored diagnostics
research to industrial laboratories and government groups in the U.S. and Europe, including
key addresses at a special meeting of the Rank Prize Funds organization, in Great Britain; the
International Symposium on Special topics in Chemical Propulsion, in the Netherlands; the
Nineteenth International Symposium on Shock Waves, in France; a special symposium on
Laser Diagnostics for Industrial Processes, in Germany, and at an annual meeting of S.P.I.E.,
in Los Angeles. Members of ou.. group have provided technical information and advice, by
telephone and mail, to several external researchers interested in duplicating or extending our
diagnostics concepts.

Interest in the potential application of advanced laser diagnostics to various practical
problems, especially associated with hypersonic flow and the NASP program, continues at a

high level, and the AFOSR-sponsored program at Stanford has achieved a high level of
recognition for its contributions to this field. During the past few years, we have
collaborated with researchers at NASA-Ames to implement two of our diagnostics schemes
(ring dye laser absorption of OH and diode laser absorption of 02) in their 16-inch shock
tunnel; in the past year, we have initiated a further collaboration to monitor H20 at the exit of

a model scramjet using diode laser absorption. The increased interest we are witnessing is a
useful indicator of the extent of technology transfer which is occurring in laser diagnostics
between Stanford and industrial and government labs. Further effort is required, however, to
ensure the success of this technology transfer.

6.0 COPIES OF KEY PUBLICATIONS

Reprints of key refereed papers at attached. These include papers 1 through 8 listed in

Sec. 3.2.
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Semiconductor laser diagnostics based on laser-induced fluorescence and absorption have been developed to
probe the 4s3P, -- 4p3D, transition (8104 A) of argon in an atmospheric-pressure plasma produced by an induc-
tively coupled plasma torch. Spatially resolved measurements of electron number density, atomic kinetic tem-
perature, and electron temperature have been inferred from a line-profile analysis of Stark-affected absorption
spectra. State parameters determined from simultaneous fluorescence and absorption line-shape and line-
shift measurements are mutually consistent and show good agreement in the analytical region of the plasma.
The results represent what are to our knowledge the first spectrally resolved fluorescence measurements of
argon in an atmospheric-pressure plasma.

INTRODUCTION THEORY

The thermodynamic state of an atmospheric-pressure Line Shape
plasma is determined predominantly by the electron num- The transmission of a probe beam of light through a lin-
ber density (n,), the electron temperature (Te), and the early absorbing medium may be described by the Beer-
atomic kinetic temperature (T). Local values of these Lambert relationship given by
state parameters control the transport mechanisms,
atomic excitation, and ionization. For example, ambi- T[f (
polar diffusion and the electrical conductivity are deter- (,) (V,) - exp 1 - k(v)dx,1
mined by n. and T,; thermal conductivity by n,, T,, and T;
and viscosity by T. In quasi-neutral plasmas, the electron- where T(v) is defined as the spectral transmittance of the
impact excitation, ionization, recombination, and charge- medium, I(P) is the intensity at frequency P after propaga-
transfer processes are specified by n, and Te. In addition, tion through the absorbing medium, Io is the incident in-
these parameters influence various interactions and pro- tensity of the probe beam, and k(v) is the spectral
cesses that lead to the primary spectral line-broadening absorption coefficient.
mechanisms. Consequently, a spectral line shape reflects The absorption coefficient near a spectral line for a sys-
the physical state of the environment and may be used, in tem in Boltzmann equilibrium can be expressed in terms
conjunction with reliable theory, to determine the impor- of the number density in the absorbing state, ni, a line-
tant plasma parameters. shape function, 0(p), the Einstein coefficient for absorp-

Recently, spectrally resolved measurements of argon ab- tion between levels I and u, BI., and the energy difference
sorption line shapes have been recorded by tuning the between levels I and u, E. - E h -- bv,2

narrow-band output of a semiconductor (tunable-diode)
laser over the argon transitions 4s3P, -- 4p3D, (8104 A) k(u) = hnL(Bu/c)[1 - exp(-hv/kT.))0(,), (2)
and 4s3P2 -- 4p 3D3 (8115 A).' Stark-broadening analyses
and integrated line shapes were used to determine n,, T, where the frequency integral of the line shape is normal-
and the population temperature (Tpp) of the probed states ized to unity, i.e., f O(v)dv =- 1. The second term in the
in the analytical region of an inductively coupled plasma brackets in Eq. (2), which accounts for stimulated emis-
flow field. In the research reported in the present paper, sion, becomes nonnegligible when the energy difference
a semiconductor (GaAIAs) laser operating single mode was between laser-coupled levels I and u becomes comparable
tuned over the 4s 3P1 -- 4p 3D, argon transition at 8104 A with the excitation temperature, i.e., E -E, UkT•.
(Fig. 1). Fluorescence monitoring of the absorption spec- Note that, since terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2)
tra yielded improved spatial resolution. Simultaneous ab- may vary over the probed region, the spectral absorption
sorption line-shape measurements in a low-pressure dc coefficient is an implicit function of position along the
discharge provided a wavelength reference that permitted path length.
determination of the Stark shift. An analysis of the The line-shape function, O(v), reflects the thermody-
Stark broadening and the shift was used to infer spatially namic state of the plasma and is a result of the various
resolved values of n,, T_, and T in the plasma. An experi- broadening mechanisms acting on the absorbing particles.
mental evaluation of these diagnostics is the principal sub- In partially ionized, atmospheric-pressure plasmas, a
ject of this paper. spectral line is broadened primarily by Doppler- and
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Ar* The theoretical Lorentzian line width (FWHM) 4v,.
15.75 (rad/s), which is due to resonance broadening, may be ex-

pressed by the relation3

4v. - 3/2(go/g0`)'2e2fo0 N/( 0 meW01 ), (4)
> 3.15 DM where go and gi are the degeneracies of the ground state

ST 3ps4p and the resonance level, respectively; f is the oscillator
8104 A strength of the resonance transition; too, (rad/s) is the an-

I gular frequency of the resonance transition; N (m- 3) is the
M 11.83 ground-state number density; e is the free-space permittiv-

11.72 'iT P1 3p"4s ity; and m, is the electron mass. Lines corresponding to
11.62 0 transitions between the resonance level and other excited

w 7 levels are unshifted. 3

1I I Stark broadening, which is due to Coulombic interactions

1o07 A 1046 A with charged particles, is often the most significant colli-
sional-broadening mechanism in atmospheric-pressure
plasmas. The spectral lines of nonhydrogenlike atoms,

ro e a such as argon, are generally influenced by the square ofI the local electric field strength through the quadratic

Stark effect, resulting in an essentially Lorentzian line
03p 3 shape.' The results of detailed calculations that use a

Fig. 1. Energy-level diagram of argon, illustrating the relevant generalized quantum-mechanical treatment of Stark
transitions for the present investigation, broadening and shift of a spectral line yield relations in-

volving transition-specific parameters that relate width
rbroadening, and shift to electron number density and temperature.

collisional-broadening mechanisms. Naturalabroa d For singly ionized plasmas, the total theoretical width
which is due to the radiative decay of the laser-coupled (FWHM) that is due to quadratic Stark broadening, wth
states, is relatively small (<4%) compared wth the envi- (A), and the total theoretical Stark shift, di (A), may be
ronmental broadening processes. Doppler broadening, determined by using the formulas35

which is due to the relative motion of an absorbing
(emitting) particle and the light source (observer), is par- Wth

ticularly significant at the temperatures typically encoun- 2[1 + 1.75 x 10-4 ne 4 a(1 - 0.068nl6T, -1/2)]10-l wn,,
tered in atmospheric-pressure plasmas.3 For a system of (5) .
particles with a Maxwellian velocity distribution, the rela-
tion between the Doppler-broadening line width (FWHM) dth
AVD and the kinetic temperature T(K) is given by3  

- [diw ± 2.0 X 10-4fnl 4 a(1 - 0.068n,`6Te1 1 2)]1O-wn.,

A =v/vo = (8kt In 2/Mc2)1/2, (3) (6)

where n. is in units of inverse cubic centimeters; T, is in
where M is the mass of the absorber (kg), k is the kelvins; u4 in angstroms, is the electron impact parame-
Boltzmann constant (J/K), c is the speed of light (m/s), ter; a is the ion-broadening parameter; and diw is the
and P0 is the line-center frequency of the transition. relative electron impact shift.5 The appropriate sign in

The collisional mechanisms that yield Lorentzian pro- Eq. (6) is the same as that of diw. In general, the Stark
files in argon include van der Waals, resonance, and Stark shift is toward longer wavelengths except for negative val-
broadening. Van der Waals broadening is due to interac- ues of d/uw Effects that are due to ion broadening and
tions between argon and all neutral species (R-" depen- quadrupole interactions may be included, if necessary, by
dent, where R is the interatomic separation) not optically appropriately modifying the electron impact parameter.1 5

coupled to the levels involved in the probed transition. Equations (5) and (6) have been written in a form that
Calculations indicate that these collisional-broadening explicitly includes the numerical dependence on n, and T,
effects are insignificant for the conditions present in this so that the tabulated Stark parameters may be used
investigation.' Resonance broadening (R-' dependent), directly.
however, which is due to collisions with similar atoms, In addition, a line shape may be wavelength shifted as a
may have effective cross sections orders of magnitude result of relative motion between the absorber and the
larger than foreign gas kinetic cross sections.3 The reso- light source (Doppler shift) or of collisional interactions
nance interaction can occur when an atom in an excited (pressure shift). The laser beam was directed perpen-
state radiatively interacts with a similar atom in the dicular to the axial component of the argon bulk flow
ground state. The effect of the interaction is a reduction velocity to minimize Doppler shift. For atmospheric-
in the lifetime of the upper state and a broadening of line pressure plasmas with n, > 1015 cm-

3
, calculations indi-

shapes that include this level. For example, in the present cate that pressure shifts resulting from collisional
investigation the 4s3P1 state is strongly coupled to the interactions (assuming a van der Waals potential) between
ground state through the resonance transition 4s 3P1 -* 3p' atomic species are insignificant relative to those induced
'So.4 As a result, resonance broadening of the 4s3P1 state from charged particle interactions for the 4s3P1 -- 4p3D,
must be included in a line-shape analysis when one is transition. Thus a net shift in the measured spectral line
probing transitions that include this level. may be attributed solely to charged particle interactions.
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where a is the Voigt a parameter, defined by
X=s804A
P- . a a- (In 2) 2 Av ,/A v, (8)0.06 -aý(n2
... To - 7000 K

-T 75-K and AP, is the total Lorentzian component (FWHM) of the

T.-O-80K -- line shape. The normalized frequency of detuning, x, is

o.04- defined asx m (4 In 2)"'2 (v - Vo)/AVD. Similarly, the colli-
sion (Stark) shift, Apo, is related to the normalized shift, s,

according to the relation s ý (4 In 2)"'2 A&o/AiD. Finally,

02 the Voigt function is normalized such that f V(x -
S 0.02 S" s, a)dx = v

Ionization Equilibrium
0 ,.For a system in ionization equilibrium, the law of mass

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 action may be expressed by using the Saha equation3

n o [10'5cm -]

Fig. 2. Calculations, using relation (5) and the transition- n~n,/n = 2(2irmAT,)3•2/h3Z/Z•)exp[-(E, - AE,)/kT,],
specific parameters given in Ref. 4, of Stark width (F'-IM) and (9)
shift for a range of values of electron number densit ,nd tem-
perature encountered in this investigation, where T, is the ion temperature, E, is the ionization en-

ergy, AE, is the decrease in the ionization energy caused

3.0 ~by electric microfields in the plasma, m, is the electron
mass, and Z, and Z. are the partition functions of the

2.9 x si04 A ionic and atomic species, respectively. The first term on
P- I atm the right-hand side of Eq. (9) (including the factor of 2 to

account for the two possible spin states) is the total parti-
n 2.8 n =2xi0 1 5 can3  tion function for the electrons, and therefore the electron

._ - 43x0Is 011 a- temperature is used explicitly. The second term, the ratio
•2.7- of ion and atom internal partition functions (Z,/Z.), is

relatively insensitive to temperature changes. The expo-
05 2.6 nential factor serves to give the state sum of the ion the

same zero energy reference as the state sum of the atom

2.5 and describes the relative ion population. Consequently
the ion temperature is the appropriate temperature to be

2.4 . . . used in this term. Since Eq. (9) depends relatively weakly
55OO 6000 6so0 7000 7500 8000 a80 on the electron temperature in the pre-exponential term,

To [K] however, the ion temperature is the characteristic pa-

Fig. 3. Calculations, using relation (6) and transition-specific rameter that effectively describes the concentration of

parameters, of the ratio of Stark width to Stark shift for a range charged particles. Conversely, for a quasi-neutral plasma
of values of electron number density and temperature encoun- at a given pressure, a measurement of the electron num-
tered in this investigation. ber density can be used to determine the ion temperature.

Figures 2 and 3 show results of calculations of the Stark Relative Fluorescence Signal
width the Stark shift, and the ratio of the Stark width to Since the present measurements use laser excitation,
the Stark shift (Stark width/shift) made by using Eqs. (5) which does not significantly perturb the populations in
and (6) for a range of electron number density and tem- the states coupled in the transition, a sufficient LIF signal
perature values typically encountered in inductively cou- analysis need consider only weak excitation by a narrow-
pled plasmas. The net effect of the various terms bandwidth laser uniformly illuminating a region in the
contributing to the Stark broadening and shift of a line flow field. For collection optics oriented perpendicular to
shape yields a relation essentially linearly dependent on n, the probe beam and negligible radiative trapping, the LIF

and only weakly dependent on Te. Consequently a mea- signal (SLIF) may be expressed through the relation'
surement of the Stark width or of the wavelength shift of
a spectral line relative to its unperturbed value can yield a SLIF = th,(fl/4ir)A,,/(A,, + Q)f ILk(V)dVLF, (10)

determination of n,. The ratio Stark width/shift is de- J

pendent sensitively on T, and weakly on n,. Therefore an
accurate measurement of the ratio Stark width/shift can, where IL is the incident laser intensity at the probe vol-

in principle, permit a determination of T,. ume, q1 is the overall detection system efficiency, fi is the

If collisions and thermal motion are uncorrelated, the solid angle subtended by the collection optics, A. is the

measured line shape is a Voigt profile, given by a convolu- spontaneous transition probability from the upper state of

tion of the Doppler and Lorentzian profiles. The line- the fluorescence transition, and Q is the nonradiative

shape function may be expressed in terms of a Voigt quench rate and accounts for processes that depopulate

function through the relation the upper level without yielding fluorescence radiation in
the detection bandwidth. The integration is taken over

b(v) = (4 In 2/1r)
1 2/AvD V(x - s, a), (7) the observation volume defined by the collection optics

L I _jii ll li I i l l
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and the probe beam. The spectral distribution of the system is given by
monitored fluorescence is determined by the bandpass of
the monochromator, which, for the present analysis, is as- S.m - $(fl/41r)A~ihy ndVe, (15)
sumed to be large enough effectively to integrate the en- J

tire fluorescence line shape. For uniform conditions
inside the observed fluorescence volume, integration of where the ng is the upper-state number density and theEq. (10) yields integral is over the entire volume observed by the detec-

tion optics.

SuF - j9ILk(v)AA/(A~j + Q), (11) For conditions encountered in the present investigation,
the ratio of thermal emission relative to LIF collected by

where P is a term that combines all wavelength-dependent the detection optics can be of the order of 10'. As a re-
quantities and the fractional term is the fluorescence suit, amplitude fluctuations in emission of the order of
yield, or Stern-Volmer factor, representing the fraction 0.1% can significantly perturb the fluorescence signal.
of absorbed laser energy radiated as observed fluores- Consequently, the ability to resolve a given fluorescence
cence. The results of previous absorption measurements signal accurately may be limited by the ability of the de-
have shown that the plasma is not optically thick for tection electronics to suppress a steady-state background
the particular transition and conditions investigated.' signal. Thus the ratio of the LIF signal-to-background
Consequently Eqs. (10) and (11) may be used to describe thermal emission (S/B) is an important quantity describ-
the spectral characteristics of the fluorescence line shape. ing the relative magnitude of the observed LIF that may
Hence, for weak (nonsaturating) laser intensities, absorp- be used to determine the signal processing requirements
tion line shapes are preserved by using narrow-band exci- for a reliable fluorescence line-shape measurement.
tation with fluorescence monitoring. For predominantly Lorentzian line shapes or suffi-

For the general case, including excitation by sufficiently ciently large laser intensities, S/B may be obtained by di-
high intensities that significantly perturb the populations viding Eq. (12) by Eq. (15), yielding the relation
in the laser-coupled levels, the fluorescence equation may
be expressed as7  S/B - (IL/II.)/(1 + IL/II) P[gi/(gg + g.)]

SLIF = i7(fl/47r)k,(a,, v)IL A.,/(A.,l + Q)VLIF, (12) X (VLIF/V.)exp(hvlkT.), (16)

where k.(a,, P) is the saturated spectral absorption coeffi- where ni/n, = gi/gu exp[-(Ei - E.)/kTx].
cient; a. is the saturated Voigt a parameter, defined as Relation (16) highlights experimental parameters that
a. - a(1 + IL/II.) 11 2; and 'sat is the saturation intensity, affect S/B for arbitrary values of laser intensity. If the
The saturated spectral absorption coefficient, which ac- detection optics subtend a small solid angle and the image
counts for nonlinear effects such as a significant reduc- of the entrance slit width is not wider than the beam
tion in the lower state population and additional line width in the plasma, the volumetric collection ratio
broadening resulting from the strong laser intensity cou- VLIF/V... may be approximated by the ratio of the beam
pling the probed energy levels, may be expressed as7  depth to the plasma depth (dL/d,) at the observed radial

k. hP(Bj15 cnj1 - exp(-l'/kT..)] position. For these conditions, S/B may be expressed as

X (1 + IL/I,)-1/2 0(a., ,), (13) S/B - (IL/1.)/(1 + IL/I.j)12[g1/(g1 + gu)]

where the saturation intensity, for a two-level system, is x (dL/d,)exp(hzkT.). (17)

defined as'.8  Thus, for a given transition and radial position within a

~t i- 2/(rAv•)(Al + Q)/[(Ba,/c)(1 + gj/g.)]. (14) flow field, the local laser intensity-beam depth product
controls S/B. In addition, S/B is related to the energy

The line-shape function used in Eq. (13) is defined by separation between the laser-coupled levels in the expo-
Eq. (7), except that the term a. should be used in place of nential term. Consequently, for given values of IL/IIt and
the (unsaturated) Voigt a parameter to account for dL/dp, S/B can be increased by probing a lower-wavelength
saturation-broadening effects. transition with a relatively smaller upper-level population.

The relatively high temperatures generated in the S/B for the argon 4s3P1 - 4p3D, transition may be esti-
plasma necessarily lead to significantly populated upper mated by using the appropriate spectroscopic and experi-
states, a requirement for effective absorption measure- mental parameters and relation (16). Calculations based
ments from excited levels. In addition, for conditions in on argon-argon and argon-electron collisional interac-
which the difference in energy between laser-coupled tions suggest that the nonradiative collisional quench rate,
states becomes comparable with the excitation tempera- Q, out of a 4p state is approximately 2-3 x 109 sec-',
ture, AE,1  kT ., emission from the upper state becomes yielding I. - 1400-2200 W/cm 2 and IL/II, - 0.03 at the
nonnegligible. Consequently the optical detection sys- probed volume under the following conditions: a laser
tem can collect substantial thermal emission in addi- power of 8 mW, a beam cross-sectional area of approxi-
tion to fluorescence induced by the laser. The total mately 1.7 x 10-3 cm 2, and a value of the line-center
photomultiplier-tube anode current is proportional to the line-shape function 0(vo) = 4.1 cm, for a = 0.7 and T =
sum of the thermal emission and LIF intensities in the 8000 K. Hence, for the transition 4s3P1 -- 4p 3D,, an ex-
observed spectral region. citation temperature Te. - 8000 K and a depth ratio

The total emissive power (S.or) of an optically thin spec- dL/d - 0.04 yield an estimated S/B of 2 x 10-3, a factor
tral line at frequency P collected by the optical detection of 2 greater than the maximum S/B achieved in the pre-
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s and minor axes with dimensions of 0.59 and 0.29 mm, re-spectively, corresponding to the depth and the height of
lomser the fluorescence volume, respectively. The major axis of
lastre - chopper the beam cross section was oriented parallel to the axis of

---- - the collection optics to maximize the dLd, ratio for the

F\-i1 - • -rgiven laser intensity.
Transmission intensities through the plasma, the low-

P.t, pressure discharge, and the 6talon were converted

S..... .o.hr.. to, into voltage signals by silicon photodiodes mounted in
amplifier/filter packages. Neutral-density filters were

1.05.1 unilesr placed in front of the transmission detectors, when neces-
o I ,' sary, to avoid saturating the photodiodes and were ori-

, ,oo fol ented at Brewster's angle to minimize dtalon effects and
retroreflections.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for The LIF and thermal emission was collected at a right
LIF and absorption line shape measurements. angle by a simple lens located one focal length (f&. =

15 cm; diameter 5 cm) from the fluorescence volume.
sent investigation. Possible sources of discrepancy be- Apertures placed around the collection lens helped to
tween the calculated and the measured S/B's include er- minimize the thermal emission signal entering the optical
rors in the estimates of total collisional quench rate, train directly and reflections off the quartz torch body.
absolute laser power, and beam/plasma depth ratio. The The collimated light was focused by a simple lens (f&. =
S/B may also decrease as a result of misalignment of the 25 cm; diameter 5 cm) onto the entrance slit of a mono-
laser beam and the image of the monochromator entrance chromator (Spex 500M; slit height 2 mm, entrance slit
slit or as a result of scattered thermal emission entering width 0.480 mm, exit slit width 0.180 mm) with a 2.16-A
the collection optics. spectral bandpass centered at 8104 A. Since the nearest

Although S/B is ideally independent of the collection argon emission line (8115.31 A) is located 11.62 A to the
solid angle and monochromator bandpass, careful control red, the monochromator effectively excluded undesirable
of these parameters by appropriately positioned adjustable broadband and nonresonant line emission.
apertures can provide a useful means to regulate the total A pair of mirrors rotated the collected light 90* so that
collected light intensity and minimize detection of un- the slit height was oriented parallel to the direction of
wanted scattered light. beam propagation. The entrance slit width was adjusted

so that the image of the laser beam filled the slit. The
EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION LIF signal was recorded from a volume (length 1.2 mm,

height 0.29 mm, dL = 0.59 mm) with dimensions deter-
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4. mined by the image of the entrance slit and the depth of
The semiconductor laser system used in the present inves- the laser beam in the flow field. An infrared-sensitive
tigation was described previously.' The laser diode photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R928) coupled to the
(Sharp LT016MDO) was tuned by coupling a triangular- monochromator exit slit converted the intensity within
waveform signal for a frequency generator into the exter- the monochromator bandpass to a current. The anode
nal input of a dc current source while maintaining a current was converted to a voltage by a 20-kfl load re-
constant laser case temperature. The operating parame- sistor and input into a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Re-
ters that enabled the output of the laser to scan over the search Systems 510), which provided the necessary phase-
8104-A absorption line included an injection current of sensitive detection and relatively high dynamic reserve
75 mA, a case temperature of 18.6°C, and a triangular- (60 dB) to discriminate the LIF signal from the thermal
waveform current amplitude of 4 mA. Each waveform emission. All voltage signals were simultaneously
cycle from the frequency generator provided a pair of sym- recorded with a multichannel digital storage oscilloscope
metric scans over a 60-GHz interval about the absorption (Nicolet 4094B) and subsequently transferred to a labora-
center line. An upper bound of the laser line width at the tory computer for analysis.
selected operating conditions (40 MHz) was determined The laser was tuned over the absorption line (fl., =

with a spectrum analyzer (Burleigh SA-200; free spectral 500 s/scan) at the maximum rate that permitted a reliable
range 2.00 GHz) with a finesse of 200. fluorescence line-shape measurement for the given detec-

The wavelength-modulated laser output was split to tion system time constant. The measurements recorded
measure transmission simultaneously through the plasma as the laser was repetitively tuned across the transition
and through a low-pressure argon dc discharge. A frac- yielded symmetric fluorescence line shapes and shifts
tion of the beam was directed through a fixed-length with respect to the reference absorption line. The ab-
6talon (free spectral range 2.00 GHz) to provide a relative sence of asymmetries between successive line shapes sug-
measurement of the laser wavelength during tuning. The gested that the detection system response time was
absolute laser wavelength was monitored with a wave- adequate and that instrumental broadening effects may
meter (Burleigh WA-10). be neglected.

The loosely focused laser beam was directed through an The plasma was sustained with 1 kW of electrical power
optical chopper and into the plasma by a 7.5-mm focal- from a 27.12-MHz generator (Henry 3000D). The plasma
length lens located inside the laser mount. The elliptical torch and impedance-matching network were fabricated
beam cross section at the fluorescence volume had major in the laboratory and configured to permit unrestricted
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0.0 ,,intensity. The nominal incident laser power at the probe
0.60 LIF volume (8 mW) was measured with a (Lexel) powermeter.
0.40
0.20
0.00 DATA ANALYSIS

50.0 Line Shape
E com o
:w 0.0 In the line-shape fitting procedure, the measured intensi-
C .ties were normalized by the incident laser intensity. For

"the absorption measurements, the optical depth (i.e., the
0.01 -------- absorption coefficient-path-length product) was com-

0.0•••cm puted by taking the negative logarithm of the normalized
transmission signal. The time-dependent signals were

0.00 converted to a relative frequency by using the 6talon

0o Soo 1000 i•w M transmission trace. For the LIF measurements, the de-

"tim sec termination of the actual line shape was complicated by

Fig. 5. Typical raw-data set. The top trace corresponds to the the nonnegligible absorption in the probe intensity with
argon LIF signal recorded in the inductively coupled plasma at position within the flow field. For example, the line-
the center line 11 mm above the load coil. The middle trace cor- center absorption through the diameter of the plasma
responds to the argon transmission signal recorded through the 11 mm above the induction coil was approximately 23%.
positive column of a low-pressure dc discharge. The bottom When the LIF probe volume was in the center of the sym-
trace is the transmission signal through a (free spectral range
2.00 GHz) fixed-length dtalon. metric flow field, the optical depth was assumed to be half

of the total path-length value. The variation in laser in-
tensity at arbitrary positions in the flow field was slightly

optical access to the flow field. The torch and the match- more complicated. The effective optical depth up to the
ing network were mounted upon a three-axis translation observed region in the flow field was determined by
stage, which allowed the plasma to move relative to the plotting the relative fluorescence intensity as a function
incident laser beam, permitting measurements from all of position and multiplying the computed area under
regions in the flow without altering the optical alignment, the curve up to the observed region normalized by the

The plasma torch consisted of three concentric glass total enclosed area by the spectral absorption coefficient-
tubes. The two outer tubes, with inside diameters of 18 path-length product. The laser intensity at the probed re-
and 13 mm, were made of silica and were used to contain gion was then calculated. Each calculation of the local
the plasma. The inner tube, made of borosilicate glass laser intensity influenced the relative fluorescence signal,
(1-mrm i.d.) may be used to inject aerosols into the plasma, which, in turn, required a readjustment of the local laser
although this option was not pursued in the present inves- intensity. The entire iterative procedure usually con-
tigation. The argon flow was injected tangentially into verged within two iterations.
the outer tube and monitored (8 L/min) by a calibrated In order to infer the parameters n, and T from the rela-
rotameter. tive contributions of the dominant broadening mecha-

A dc discharge served as a wavelength reference source nisms, we least-squares fitted each measured line shape
of essentially unshifted argon lines.' The discharge, sus- to a Voigt profile, using the Voigt a parameter and the
tained with a 2-mA current, consisted of a glass spectrum kinetic temperature T. The Stark-broadening contribu-
tube (diameter 1.3 cm) with nickel electrodes filled with tion to the total Lorentzian linewidth, A&,, was deter-
argon at a nominal pressure of 4 Torr. mined after we subtracted the resonance broadening

Figure 5 shows a sequence of single-sweep data traces of effects, using relation (4). We subsequently calculated
spectrally resolved LIF and transmission profiles simulta- the electron number density, using Eqs. (5) and (6), and
neously observed through the plasma, the low-pressure appropriately modified the tabulated Stark parameters to
discharge, and a fixed-length 6talon over a measurement include effects from quadrupole interactions.3 ' Although
time of four scan cycles. In each scan the laser was tuned the atomic kinetic temperature, determined from the
over a 60-GHz spectral interval about the transition Gaussian component of the measured line shape, de-
center-line wavelength. The top trace was recorded with bcribes the translational motion of the atoms, the proper
the laser beam directed across the diameter of the plasma temperature for the calculation of the theoretical Stark
flow field 11 mm above the load coil. The center trace widths and shifts is the electron temperature. Owing to
was recorded with the laser focused through the positive the rapid electron-atom collision rates in atmospheric-
column of the dc discharge reference cell. The bottom pressure plasmas and to the relatively small external elec-
trace shows a transmission trace recorded through the tric fields outside the load-coil region, where the present
6talon. measurements were recorded, nonequilibrium calcula-

All measurements were made by using laser intensities tions suggest that the gas and electron kinetic tempera-
that did not significantly perturb the populations in the tures should be nearly identical.' In addition, since the
energy levels coupled in the transition. The possibility of theoretical Stark width is relatively insensitive to the
laser saturation was checked with a set of calibrated electron temperature, errors resulting from differences
neutral-density filters to regulate the laser intensity en- between electron and atomic kinetic temperatures should
tering the plasma. The absorption and LIF line shapes be small. For example, for a given electron number den-
were determined to be independent of laser intensity de- sity, an error in electron temperature of 1000 K corre-
spite more than an order-of-magnitude reduction in laser sponds to a 5% change in the calculated Stark width.
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:.0 I IThe determination of accurate values of n, hinges on
Z. 11 Mn (r, z) (0, 11 m) the ability to fit the data properly in the wings of the line

0.8 dao where collisional broadening effects predominate. Simi-

0 T - 6600 K - larly, an accurate determination of the kinetic tempera-
0.5 n.-32KOx' 50Ma ture requires an accurate fit over the central portion of

the line shape, where Doppler broadening effects are most
0.4 influential. In addition, meaningful measurements of

0.2 the plasma parameters require a unique determination of
the best-fit Voigt parameters. The accuracy and reliabil-

0 ity of the fit procedure may be assessed by measuring the

'a 01 relative sensitivity to independent changes in the Voigt-fit

] o0. • parameters. To illustrate the relative accuracy of the fit-

SL..ting procedure and verify the existence and uniqueness of
-20 -0 0 10 20 a pair of best-fit Yoigt parameters for a particular mea-

frecqjency [GHzJ sured line shape, we determined values of A for all reason-

Fig. 6. Example plot of a reduced LIF line shape and best-•t able values of a and T by optimizing a for each value of T.

Voigt profile of the argon 4s3P, -- 4p3D, transition (8104 A) The procedure was repeated over a range of temperatures
recorded at the center line 11 mm above the load coil. The resid- until the minimum A, A..., corresponding to the best-fit
ual shows the difference between the data and the best-fit Voigt Voigt parameters were determined. A Voigt-fit aensitiv-
profile. ity analysis may be displayed on a three-parameter graph

with the variation from A. (% variation) plotted as a
Hence n. calculations were performed by assuming trans- function of a and T, where % variation - (A - A.)/
lational equilibrium among all species at the measured Ain X 100%. The slope of the trajectory illustrates the
atomic kinetic temperature. relative sensitivity to changes in the fit parameters and

Each measured spectral line shape was fitted to a com- provides a quantitative uncertainty estimate of the best-
puted profile with a particular set of Voigt-fit parameters fit parameters for a given measured line shape. The sets
a and T. The integrated area under the computed profile of a and T values that cause A to vary from A. by 5%
was normalized to the same area under the measured line were arbitrarily chosen as criteria to estimate the relative
shape. The best-fit values of a and T for a particular accuracy of the best-fit parameters for a single line shape.
measured line shape were determined by independently The total measurement uncertainty was based on a combi-
varying the Voigt parameters until the area between the nation of the uncertainty in Voigt-fit parameters for a
fit and data, A, was minimized.' single line shape and the mean variation of plasma pa-

Minor corrections to the baseline were necessary for rameters over several measurements in the flow field.
traces for which precise identification of the zero signal The results of the Voigt-fit parameter sensitivity analy-
level was difficult so that the residual approached zero in sis applied to a typical measurement of the 8104-A LIF
the wings of the line shape, as expected theoretically. line shape are presented in Fig. 7. The best-fit Voigt

Figure 6 illustrates the results of the formal line-shape parameters, a - 0.73 and T - 6800 K, yielded A.,,, =

fitting procedure applied to a fluorescence line shape, 3.4 X 10-' for a measurement at the center line of the dis-
normalized by the value at line center, measured at the charge. The quadratic trajectory of A(a,T) yielded two
center line 11 mm above the load coil. The best-fit
values, a = 0.73 and T = 6800 K, yielded a total colli- a paramee
sional (Lorentzian) line width of AvP = 3.05 GHz. The 0..0 0.75 0.70 0.. 5

resonance-broadening component of the line shape, B tt vale:
Ayr. - 1.31 GHz, was calculated by using relation (4), the 12.5 a 0.73
measured kinetic temperature, and appropriate spectro- T =6900K

scopic constants (fol = 0.049% wm -= 1.8 X 10' rad/s, go = 10.0 Unce"BI at 5%deviaton
1, g, - 3)."¶ Finally, the Stark-broadening component of C a - o.os
the line shape (AvsPIk - 1.76 GHz) and the appropriate AT = 690 K

Stark parameters (w - 0.059 and II = 0.044; Refs. 1 and
5) permitted the determination of the electron number
density (n. - 3.2 X loll cm-3 ). 5.0

The results of previous argon absorption line-shape
measurements originating from metastable (i.e., not radia- 2.5
tively coupled to the ground state) and resonance levels
yielded mutually consistent values of n. after resonance- 0 . . . i
broadening effects were accounted for by using relation -M GOOD Gm 70W 75M SMo

(4) when appropriate.' Hence the agreement between n, emperature [K]
measurements determined from Stark-broadened absorp- Fig. 7. Voigt-fit sensitivity analysis applied to the line shape
tion profiles originating on metastable and resonance in Fig. 6. The ordinate, % variation, corresponds to the normal-
levels (to within ±10% experimental uncertainty) suggests ized frequency-integrated squared difference, (A - A,.,)/AIi X

100%, where A is the squared point-by-point difference between
that relation (4) provides a reliable estimate of the a particular Voigt-fit and the data, integrated over the mea-
resonance-broadening contribution to the line shape for sured line shape, and A,,, is the value of A from the best-fit
transitions including the argon 4s3P, state. parameters.
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a [1m ] Figure 9 shows a comparison of T and n, determined
from simultaneous absorption and LIF measurements in

probed 13 the inductively coupled plasma at a height 11 mm from the
regions 11 ...... load coil. The dashed lines indicate the path-length-

a averaged values determined from the absorption line

6 shape. The solid lines join spatially resolved values of T
or n, determined from analyses of fluorescence line
shapes at various radial distances from the center line.
The mean value of kinetic temperature determined from

r It•! LIF measurements was slightly above the value deter-
mined by using absorption, at the center of the flow field
for this axial position but dropped below the path-length

13 cm averaged value toward the edges of the flow field. The
kinetic temperatures determined from LIF measurements
confirm the essentially top-hat-shaped temperature dis-
tribution measured by laser absorption at this axial posi-
tion.' Similarly, n, values determined from LIP
measurements bracket the value determined by using ab-

10000

4-18 mm"0
Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the plasma torch and relative posi- 8000

tions of the regions probed with LIE The position along the axis . .. .....

of the torch at the top of the load coil, 2 mm below the top of the -
torch, defines the origin of the coordinates. a 6000

sets of fit parameters corresponding to values of A 5% -__ =

above A=•,: (a - 0.82, T - 6130 K) and (a = 0.65,T T
7510 K). Hence the estimated uncertainties in the fit pa- 20 LIF

rameter determination for this particular line shape were
Aa - --0.085 and AT ± t690 K. Variations in values of
n, and T from scan to scan, combined with the uncer- 0 . . ,
tainty associated with a particular line shape, yielded a 0 2 4 6 s

total measurement uncertainty of An, ± -0.6 X 100' cm -, distance from center line [mm]

Ar,/n, - 0.19, and AT ±- 800 K for LIF measurements (a)
for fluoresence volumes within 3 mm from center line. 8 ,
For radial distances greater than 5 mm from the center
line, the signal-to-noise ratio decreased as a result of the 5
entrainment of cooler room air, which induced flow field
fluctuations and decreased the absorbing state (4seP) 4
population. Despite the net shift of the measured transi- E -
tion line center, no significant line-shape asymmetries in 0 .I--
the Stark-affected profiles or in the calculated residuals
were evident.

Since the measured flow field was axially symmetric, Z -11 mm
LIF line shapes were analyzed in regions up to and includ- - -- aI
ing the center line of the flow field so that minimum corn- 1 - hF

pensation for beam attenuation was required. Figure 8 is
a schematic diagram that shows the locations of the probed 0 2 4 6 I .
regions relative to the plasma torch. The position along distance from cener line 6mm]

the axis of the torch at the top of the load coil, 2 mm below (b)
the top of the torch, defines the origin of the coordinates. (b)

Spatially resolved distributions of n, and T were deter- Fig. 9. (a) Comparison of atomic kinetic temperatures deter-
mined by repeating the measurements at various radial mined from the Gaussian component of the absorption and LIF

line shapes at an axial distance 11 mm above the load coil. The
positions along the beam path 11 mm above the load coil. dashed line indicates the temperature determined from the ab-
Vertical error bars were determined from the range of n, sorption line shape. The solid line joins temperature values de-
and T that could be calculated given the range of a and T termined from LIF line shapes at various radial positions. (b)
values resulting from a combination of noise within indi- Comparison of electron number density values determined from
vidual scans and the variation in the mean value of best- LIF and absorption line shapes at an axial distance 11 mm above

the load coil. The dashed line indicates n, values determinedfit parameters observed during a sequence of several from the absorption line shape. The solid line joins n. values
scans recorded at each location, determined from LIF line shapes at various radial positions.
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10000 . possibly because of scattering from the inner walls of the
torch entering the collection optics. At these positions,
S/B was below the minimum level necessary for determin-
ing reliable line shapes by using the given detection sys-
tem electronics. Since all measurements were recorded

- - with laser intensities significantly below I., an increase
in laser power would yield higher relative fluorescence
signals for the given beam-collection geometry and permit
accurate line-shape measurements to be made over a400 -4- *larger region in the flow field.

•Figure 11 compares ion temperatures calculated by
values of n, inferred from a Stark-broadening analysis
with kinetic temperatures determined from the Doppler-

2000. 6... 14. , ,broadening component of the fluorescence line shape at648 10 12 1 an axial distance 11 mm above the load coil. At this axialdistance from inductor coil. z [mim distance, the kinetic temperature is consistently below the

(a) ion temperature. The spatially resolved measurements
6_ of n, and corresponding calculations of T, agree with

previous measurements and calculations made with ab-
sorption line shapes measured over various chords at this
axial position as a result of the nearly uniform n, radial
distribution.1

r •Stark broadening theory requires that the electrons and
E indepndntaof a theroyamic eiliriumionsid-

---E---- ions maintain a Maxwellian velocity distribution and isS3 ... _independent of local thermodynamic equilibrium consid-

erations.3 "5 Consequently the measurements strongly
2 suggest the presence of an overpopulation of electrons in

--- - the plasma flow field. These results are consistent with
-- *- LIF

1 previous measurements of n, and T made by using a
Stark-broadening analysis of the Hp emission line and

0 , I1 . . Boltzmann plots of various analyte emission line intensi-
6 8 10 12 14 ties" and from Thomson-scattering experiments. 2

distance above inductor coil, z [mm] The elevated electron population, a result of an incom-
(b) plete equilibration between atoms and electrons, may be

Fig. 10. (a) Comparison of atomic kinetic temperature values as due to the relatively slow and inefficient energy transfer
a function of axial distance from the load coil at the center line process. In effect, electrons that absorb energy from the
determined from the Gaussian component of LIF and absorption electromagnetic fields in the ionizing region within the
line shapes. (b) Comparison of electron number density values load coil may not transfer their energy through collisions
as a function of axial distance from the load coil at the center line
determined from LIF and absorption line shapes. to the relatively heavy neighboring atoms before reaching

the observation zone. Penning ionization, because of
nonelastic collisions between the ground state and atoms

sorption and suggest a relatively uniform electron
number density distribution at this distance above the 1ooo0
load coil.

Fluorescence line shapes recorded along the center line ------ - ----.-------- - ---

for axial positions from 6 to 13 mm above the load coil
indicate a slight decrease in T and n, with increasing dis-
tance from the load coil (Fig. 10). The lack of a signifi- 6 000ca
cant decrease of n, at distances far from the ionizing 3
region between the windings of the load coil may be due to
a relatively slow electron-ion recombination rate. Fluo- E 4000 z = 11 mm

rescence measurements at distances outside the probed .... To
region yielded line shapes with inadequate signal-to-noise 2000 - T

ratios for accurate state parameter determinations. For
instance, for axial distances greater than 13 mm above
the load coil, flow-field fluctuations and a decreasing fluo- ,0 . I . I ,

rescence signal prevented a meaningful determination of 2 4 6 8
the Stark parameters from a line-shape analysis. The distance from centerline [mmi

LIF signal at line center, however, could be detected Fig. 11. Comparison of temperature values as a function of
at distances 15-16 mm above the load coil. Accurate radial distance from the center line at an axial distance 11 mm

above the load coil. The ion temperatures (T,) were determinedmeasurements at axial positions slightly above the torch from electron number density values from the Saha equation.
(3 mm --< z :- 6 mm) were problematic as a result of an The atomic kinetic temperatures were determined from the
increase in background line and continuum emission and Gaussian component of the line shape.

LA
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1.2... .. . . .. noise present within a single scan and from variations in
-.. I i..- Av.. 0.68 GHz the mean value of the shift over several successive scans.

1.0 The relatively large total line (collision + Doppler) width/
shift ratio limited the accuracy but did not preclude theI s *- n3.2xl0'1 cm4  UF data determination of the Stark shift. For example, although

/ - LIF bes-Ft measurements along the axis 11 mm above the load coil
0o. " -u" yielded a total width/shift ratio of 7.2, the narrow laser

linewidth provided the necessary spectral resolution for

0.4 an accurate determination of the magnitude of the Stark
shift. By contrast, measurements of Stark shift that use
conventional emission diagnostics are typically recom-0.2. mended for conditions in which the width/shift ratio is of

I the order of unity,3 and they require relatively expensive
0 spectrometers or specially designed Fabry-Perot 6talons.i-20 -1O 0 10 20

frequency [GHzJ In addition, accurate measurements of the Stark shift
Fig. 12. Reduced Stark-affected LIF line shape and unshifted permitted a determination of the electron temperature
absorption profile recorded simultaneously in the inductively from the Stark width/shift ratio. Figure 14 compares val-
coupled plasma at the center line 11 mm above the load coil and ues of T,, T, and T, for various radial positions at an axial
through the positive column of a low pressure dc discharge, distance 11 mm above the load coil and for various axial
respectively.

4

S... ... .. .
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -- -T ----- T60

.0I2 4 68

6 8 10 12 14

distance above inductor coil, z [mm] distance from centedine [mmi

Fig. 13. Comparison of electron number density values as a (a)
function of axial distance above the load coil determined from 10ooo ... . .
Stark-broadening and shift measurements.

in the metastable state4 or of a relatively slow electron-ion a0m0
recombination process, I.i4 may also contribute to the E
overabundance of electrons.

S6000

Stark Shift
Figure 12 shows a pair of reduced line shapes of the E
4s3P -- 4p3D, transition recorded simultaneously at the T--- T

4000Tcenter of the inductively coupled plasma by fluorescence - T-
detection and through the positive column of the dc dis-
charge by absorption. The net shift was determined from 200
the difference in the relative positions of best-fit profiles 24 , 8 10 12 14
of each line shape. Subsequently, relation (6), measured
shift, and atomic kinetic temperature were used to calcu- distance from inductor oil, z [m(b)
late a value of n,. Figure 13 compares values of n, deter-
mined from measurements of the Stark broadening and Fig. 14. (a) Comparison of radial temperature distributions de-
shift for axial distances from 6 to 13 mmn above the coil. termined from LIF profiles recorded at an axial distance 11 mm

above the load coil. The ion temperature (T,) was calculatedThe width and shift measurements yield n. values that from measured electron number density values with the Saha
show good agreement and indicate a slight decrease in n, equation. The atomic kinetic temperature (T) was determined
with increasing distance above the load coil, as expected. from the Gaussian component of the line shape. The electron

The accuracy of the Stark shift measurements was de- temperature (Mi) was determined from the ratio of the Stark
width to the Stark shift. (b) Comparison of axial temperaturetermined from the combined uncertainty of the shifted distributions determined from LIF profiles recorded at the cen-

and reference line-center wavelengths resulting from ter line.
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Semiconductor laser-based measurements of
quench rates in an atmospheric pressure plasma
by using saturated-fluorescence spectroscopy

D. S. Baer and R. K. Hanson

Plasma diagnostics based on saturated fluorescence and absorption spectroscopy with a semiconductor
(diode) laser are developed to probe the 4s 3p, -- 4p 3 D2 transition (8425 A) of argon in an atmospheric
pressure plasma produced by an inductively coupled plasma torch. Spatially resolved measurements of
saturation intensity, nonradiative collisional transfer (quench) rate, and fluorescence yield (Stern-Volmer
factor) are inferred from variations of spectral profile characteristics (line shape, line-center value, and
frequency-integrated signal) with laser intensity. The results obtained by using fluorescence and
absorption spectroscopy are mutually consistent in the analytical region 10 mm above the induction
coil. The measured quench rates compare favorably with computed rates from a multilevel collisional
radiative model that assumes a suprathermal electron population relative to the local thermodynamic
equilibrium value at the kinetic temperature.

Introduction permit a quantitative determination of nonradiative
Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and absorption spec- collisional transfer rates that influence the excited-
troscopy techniques that use narrow-bandwidth semi- state population distribution.
conductor lasers offer a significantly improved class In the current investigation, a semiconductor (GaAIAs)
of plasma diagnostics compared with conventional laser operating single mode was tuned over the 4s0P1 --
emission-based techniques. These spectrally sensi- 4p 3D 2 Ar transition (8425 A) to record partially satu-
tive methods have been used recently to determine rated absorption line shapes in an atmospheric pres-
the electron number density ne, electron temperature sure Ar plasma produced by an inductively coupled
Te, atomic kinetic temperature T, and population plasma (ICP) torch. Spatial resolution was im-
temperature TPp in an atmospheric pressure plasma proved by monitoring the nonresonance fluorescence
from analyses of Stark-affected line shapes. 1.2 In from the 4p 3D 2 - 4s 3P 2 transition (8015 A) (Fig. 1).
these previous investigations, a nonintrusive probe The sensitivity of the measured spectral profiles to
beam enabled the determination of the plasma param- local laser intensity was determined by regulating the
eters directly from line-broadening analyses. incident laser power while maintaining a constant

For the case in which the intensity is sufficiently beam cross section. The saturation intensity I.at was
high, the lower-state population in a given probed inferred from the observed variations of the line
transition may decrease significantly, and the mea- shape, the line-center (peak) signal, and the frequency-
sured signal (LIF or transmitted intensity) is no integrated signal with laser intensity. The quench
longer linearly related to the incident laser intensity, rate and fluorescence yield were determined from I.t
Consequently a proper line-shape analysis of the measurements. The measured quench rates were
measured spectra must include effects such as satura- compared with computed values of the total colli-
tion (power) broadening and bleaching.3 .4  Conversely sional transfer rate out of the laser-coupled upper
a careful examination of the nonlinear behavior can (4s 3D2) state. An experimental evaluation of these

diagnostics is the principal subject of this paper.

The authors are with the High Temperature Gasdynamics
Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Stanford Theory
University, Stanford, California 94305.

Received 1 July 1992. The detailed theory of saturated atomic fluorescence
0003-6935/93/060948-08$05.00/0. using a rate equation analysis has been well document-
c 1993 Optical Society of America. ed. 3-5  Consequently this paper presents only a brief
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Ar* +. function, and a. is the observed (saturated) Voigt a
15.7s parameter. The unsaturated Voigt a parameter ao,

a nondimensional term that describes the relative
contributions of collisional and Doppler broadening,

N 3.0 >""30 4p may be defined as a0 = (In 2)' 2 Avc/'1AV, where Avc
) VT and AVD are the homogeneous (Lorentzian profile)

"and inhomogeneous (Gaussian profile) line N'idths
,842s.•A (FWHM), respectively. The frequency integral of

CM 11.83 sotsA te line-shape function is normalized to unity (i.e.,
' 11.72 JP (v)dv 1).

0- 11.62 4. The total absorption coefficient is a function ofC 11.55 p "1me-

32 meta 4s transition-specific constants and the difference in
met& population densities between the laser-coupled levels.

For sufficiently high laser intensities near the transi-
1067 A tion wavelength, the population difference signifi-

cantly decreases and, consequently, the fraction of
laser energy that is absorbed declines. For arbitrary
values of IL, the effective total absorption coefficient

13p 6 IO may be described by the relation
4

Fig. 1. Ar energy-level diagram illustrating the LIF excitation- K=K01+ 1 2 (3)
detection scheme used in the current investigation. SO J 8

where K0 is the unsaturated total absorption coeffi-
summary of the important relations describing absorp- cient and I.t is the saturation intensity, which is
tion and fluorescence spectroscopy with a narrow- defined as the intensity at which the absorption
bandwidth source. coefficient is reduced to Ji71 of the unsaturated

When a narrow-bandwidth laser with arbitrary value. For a two-level model and narrow-bandwidth
intensity is tuned near an absorption line, the result- excitation, Ist may be expressed as6

ant LIF signal SF(v), assuming negligible radiative
trapping, may be expressed by using the general = g 2  rcAvAu + Q)
fluorescence equation2": gI 1 +g 2  2 B 12  (4)

where Aw is the spontaneous emission coefficient of
SF(v) M 7 VFILk8 (P)Y, (1) the observed line, B 12 is the Einstein coefficient for

absorption, gi is the degeneracy of level i, and Q is the
where TI is the overall detection system efficiency, fl is nonradiative collisional transfer (quench) rate.
the solid angle subtended by the collection optics, VF For sufficiently high values of laser intensity, the
is the fluorescence volume that is defined by the homogeneous width and, consequently, the effective
overlap region of the laser beam and the collection Voigt a parameter a, increase because of saturation
solid angle, IL is the incident laser intensity at the (power) broadening. 3 The variation of a, with IL may
probe volume, k8(v) is the spectral absorption coeffi- be expressed as the product of the unsaturated value
cient for arbitrary laser intensities, and Y is the a0 and an intensity-dependent term through the
fluorescence yield, the fraction of absorbed laser relation4

energy radiated into the detection bandwidth. In
this paper, the subscripts and the term saturated are (, a(1/ 2

used to denote spectroscopic parameters that do not a8 = a0 1+J . (5)
vary linearly with the probe laser intensity. Similar-
ly the subscript 0 and the term unsaturated refer to The fluorescence yield Y is defined according to the
those parameters in the low-intensity limit. For relation6

simplicity all quantities within the probe volume,
including the laser intensity, are assumed to be Aul +6)spatially uniform. Y=A., +---Q"6

In general, for arbitrary values of laser intensity,
the absorption coefficient near an isolated spectral In order to highlight the spectral characteristics of
line may be expressed as the product of a frequency- the measured fluorescence signal, the LIF equation
independent term and a ling-shape function 4: may be expressed in the simplified form

k. = K.8 4(a., v), (2) SF(v) = I3ILk.(v), (7)

where K, is the frequency-integrated (total) absorp- where 03 includes factors that are independent of the
tion coefficient, +,(a,, v) is the observed line-shape laser frequency. Thus the effective absorption line
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shape is preserved by using fluorescence detection, 1 --- ' - -' - -..... ' . ' I .. - * '•
although it is scaled in magnitude by the laser(a
intensity, fluorescence yield, and system responsivity
factors.

The (saturated) spectral absorption coefficient, 10-2

which is defined by Eq. (2), may be expressed in terms
of the unsaturated absorption coefficient and an
intensity-dependent factor by the relation4

k,(vo) = ko(vo) 1 + • (8)

In the theoretical limits of pure homogeneous (ao = L)
and inhomogeneous (a0 = 0) broadening, the value of 10-1 1 1o
the exponent a equals 1 and 1/2, respectively. For Fig. 3. Theoretical calculations that illustrate the influence of
the intermediate case, in which the broadening mech- narrow-bandwidth laser intensity on line center values of (a) the
anisms act independently, ao and a assume corre- absorption coefficient and (b) the LIF signal, normalized by the

sponding values between the two limits, i.e., 0 < ao < respective unsaturated values, as a function of the ratio ILiIt.
S and 1/2 < a < 1. The appropriate a for a The solid curves show the effects of saturation on measured

particular ao may be determined by performing a spectra. The dashed curves show the theoretical intensity-

least-squares fit of calculated line-center spectral independent limits.

absorption coefficient values k,(vo) for a given ao over
a range of values of 'L/IIt to the functional form
given by Eq. (8) by using a as the free parameter. case in which the probe laser intensity equals the

The results of calculations of a for various a0 values saturation intensity (IL/Iat = 1) with a0 = 0.2 and
are plotted in Fig. 2. Thus the variation of the 1.0, the effective saturated absorption coefficient is
spectral absorption coefficient that is relative to the 35% (k,/ko = 0.65) and 44% (k,/ko = 0.56) below the

unsaturated value may be determined by using Eq. unsaturated value, respectively. In addition, Eq. (5)
(8) for arbitrary values of the ratio IL/Iht. suggests that saturation broadening increases the

Figure 3(a) shows the results of calculations of the Lorentzian character of the observed profile.
saturated spectral absorption coefficient at line cen- As Eq. (7) suggests, the measured line-center LIF
ter, normalized by the unsaturated value k,/ko as a signal SF(vO) is proportional to the product of the

function of the ratio IL/Iht for various values of a0. spectral absorption coefficient and the local laser
(The frequency dependence of the ratio k,/ko has intensity. Figure 3(b) shows the results of calcula-
been suppressed for conciseness). The solid curves tions Of SF(VO) as a function of the ratio IL/ht for
illustrate the overall decrease in line-center absorp- various values of a0 along with the theoretical intensi-
tion with increasing laser intensity that is due to ty-independent linear fluorescence case. Saturation
saturation effects. The dashed curve indicates the effects are apparent from the significant departure
theoretical limit of linear (intensity-independent) ab- from linearity and decreasing first derivative as the
sorption. Fig. 3 illustrates that the onset of nonlin- ratio IL/Iat increases.
ear (saturated) behavior begins at lower intensities The freq-aency integral' over the absorption line
for predominately Lorentzian profiles than for essen- shape in Eq. (7) yields an expressioli for the total
tially Gaussian line shapes. For example, for the fluorescence signal SF, where SF J SF(v)dv. The

variation of SF with IL may be expressed in terms of
the unsaturated value SF_ and a laser intensity-

1.0 . .. .i'...i .... dependent factor through the relationLorentzian- - - - - - - - - - -

.go SF = SFo 1 + Iat (9)

0.8 Equations (3), (5), and (7)-(9) have been written in

a general form that relates the variation of a particu-
0.7 - lar line-shape characteristic to the ratio IL/I.at in

terms of the product of an unsaturated term and an
0.6 intensity-dependent parameter. Thus the satura-

tion intensity may be determined from measure-
0.5 Gaussian - ments of an intensity-dependent profile parameter,

.. relative to the unsaturated value, as a function of the
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 probe laser intensity. In turn, the quench rate Q

Voigt a and fluorescence yield Y out of the laser-coupled
Fig. 2. Calculations of a for various values of Voigt a parameter upper state may be determined by using Eqs. (5) and
[e.g. for a = 0 (Gaussian), a = 0.5; for a = x (Lorentzian), a = 1]. (6), respectively.
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Experlmntal Procedure volume reduced the amount of thermal emission
Figure 4 shows the experimental schematic used in entering the collection optics. The collimated light
the current investigation. Since a detailed descrip- was rotated 900 by a pair of mirrors and focused by a
tion of the basic setup has been described previous- simple lens (fi 25 cm, diameter 5 cm) onto the
ly,1,2 only the relevant details are presented here. entrance slit of a 0.5-m monochromator (1800
The semiconductor laser (Spectra Diode Labs 5410) lines/rmm grating) with a spectral bandpass of 1.5 A
was tuned in wavelength across the desired transition centered at 8015 A. The slit height was oriented
by modulating the injection current while maintain- parallel to the direction of beam propagation in the
ing a constant case temperature. The output beam flow field. The LIF signal was collected from a
was directed through an optical isolator that pre- volume with dimensions determined by the image of
vented unwanted back reflections from disturbing the the entrance slit and the depth of the laser beam in
single-mode operation of the laser. The laser operat- the flow field [1.2 mm (length) x 75 tlm (height) x
ing conditions (case temperature 10.50 C, bias current 130 I.m (depth)]. Nonresonance fluorescence detec-
85 mA, current modulation amplitude 7.5 mA) pro- tion was used to avoid resonance Rayleigh scattering.
vided a 52-GHz-wide spectral scan centered about the An infrared-sensitive photomultiplier tube coupled to
absorption line. A fraction of the beam was split off the exit slit (width 125 tLm) was used tU detect the
into two channels and directed through a fixed-length transmitted LIF and emission signals through the
6talon (free spectral range 2.00 GHz) to measure the monochromator. An analog lock-in amplifier pro-
relative wavelength changes while tuning and into a vided the necessary phase-sensitive detection to dis-
photodetector to monitor the incident laser power to criminate effectively against background thermal
the flow field. The absolute laser wavelength was emission.
determined with a wavemeter. The laser was tuned over the absorption line at the

Before entering the flow field, the beam was di- maximum rate (f,, 500 s/scan), which permitted a
rected through a rectangular aperture to yield an reliable fluorescence line-shape measurement for the
essentially rectangular beam cross section with an given detection system time constant. The transmit-
approximately uniform transverse intensity distribu- ted intensities through the plasma and the 6talon
tion, through an optical chopper, and focused into the were monitored with Si photodetectors. All voltage
flow field by using a fused silica lens (&en. 17 cm, signals were simultaneously recorded using a digital
diameter 2.5 cm). The dimensions of the beam cross oscilloscope and subsequently transferred to a labora-
section, which correspond to the depth (direction tory computer for analysis.
parallel to the axis of the collection optics) and the The atmospheric pressure plasma was sustained by
height (direction parallel to the bulk gas flow) of the inductively coupling 1 kW of electrical power from a rf
LIF volume, were 130 and 75 Itm, respectively. The (27.12 MHz) generator into Ar flowing (at 8 L/min)
beam path was maintained at a constant axial dis- inside a quartz torch positioned coaxially with a
tance of 10 mm from the induction coil for this three-turn induction coil. The coil functioned as a
investigation. The unattenuated laser power enter- fixed inductor in the circuit of an impedance-
ing the plasma, which was measured by a power matching network that effectively minimized re-
meter, was 44 mW. Calibrated neutral density (ND) flected power into the generator. The entire plasma
filters were inserted in the beam path to regulate the system (torch. induction coil, and matching network)
incident laser intensity while maintaining constant was mounted on a three-axis translation stage to
probe volume dimensions. facilitate measurements from all regions of the flow

Fluorescence was collected at a right angle by using field.
a simple lens located 1 focal length (fes 15 cm, Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of the torch
diameter 5 cm) from the probe volume. An adjust- and the relative locations of the probed regions. The
able aperture placed between the lens and the probe origin of the coordinates is along the torch axis at the

top of the induction coil, 1.5 mm below the nozzle
exit.

plasma RF generator

laser , hppe# Data Analysis
Values of Iat were determined from spectral profile

neMok parameters that were recorded using absorption and
fno LIF measurements for various values of probe laser

Pint intensity. Each measured line shape was analyzed
I oro.... .... or using the detailed line-shape-fitting procedure de-

-ampl. es •scribed previously. i,2 Briefly, each recorded fluores-
cence or transmission signal was normalized by the

l •incident laser intensity. For the LIF measurements,

oscilloscope probe beam absorption was determined by using the
L measured transmission through the flow field and the

Fig. 4. Experimental schematic for the present investigation, effective path length preceding the probe volume.2

ND, neutral density; pint, photomultiplier tube. For the absorption measurements, the optical depth
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Fig. 6. Example of a raw data set. The top frame shows a pair of
gas saturated fluorescence profiles recorded at the axis 10 mm above

Inlet ports the induction coil with a laser intensity of 360 W/cm2 . The

bottom frame shows the transmission through a fixed-length
(2.00-GHz) etalon.

0 18 mm 1 was nominally tuned 52 GHz about the absorption

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the quartz torch and relative line-center wavelength. The laser intensity at the
positions of the regions probed by LIF. The origin of the coordi- probe volume was 360 W/cm 2. A set of measure-

nates is along the torch axis, at the top of the load coil, 2 mm below ments from a given probe volume was recorded using
the nozzle exit. decreasing values of laser intensity by inserting cali-

brated ND filters with decreasing transmissivity in
the beam path (ND = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.3). The

was computed by taking the negative logarithm of the minimum value of IL in a measurement set yielded a

transmission signal normalized by the incident laser line shape with a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 12

intensity. The etalon transmission signal was used and a ratio of LIF to thermal emission on the order of

to convert the time-dependent trace to a relative 10-3.
. frequency. The measured line shape was then least- Figure 7 shows results from line-shape analyses of

squares fit to a Voigt profile by using a, and T as free a single set of LIF profile measurements recorded at

parameters. The best-fit parameters were used to the center line by effective probe laser intensities

calculate a synthetic Voigt profile to include properly ranging from 14.3-360 W/cm 2. Figure 7(a) shows a

the line wings and provide an accurate determination best-fit curve, which is given in Eq. (5), to measured a,

of the integrated profile parameters. values as a function of IL bracketed by a pair of fits in

The saturation intensity was determined from a
least-squares fit of measured values of an intensity- .
dependent parameter by using the appropriate rela- M 1.2" 156 W/•cM2

tion [Eq. (3), (5), (8), or (9)] with Ia t as the free 0 0.8 -

parameter. The line-shape parameter recorded us-
ing the lowest laser intensity served as a first-order 0.4

estimate of the unsaturated value. A value of 1. t. 1. 131 wICM2 (b) - -- .-.-.-

which was determined from the initial least-squares A - ------

fit, was used to correct the first-order estimate for 50-

saturation effects and the procedure was repeated. . .......
Analysis of the frequency-sensitive (line-center) val- 2o0, ..... ... ,•-. _ 141 W/crn2 MC •_

ues k8(vo) and SF(vo) by using Eqs. (7) and (8), = 1.... _ ......
respectively, required the additional step of calculat- 100- 12 300ing the parameter a• from the value of ae, which was W 01

determined from the line-shape analysis. The entire 0 100 200 300 400
process usually converged to within 1% of the unsat- laser intensit [W/cmý]
urated limit in less than four iterations. Fig. 7. Variation of measured values of the profile parameters (a)

Figure 6 shows a typical sequence of single-sweep a., (b) SF(vO), and (c) SF, as functions of probe laser intensity.
raw data traces of LIF profiles recorded from a region The solid curve is the best-fit curve to the appropriate relation [Eq.
10 mm above the induction coil and the transmitted (5), (8), or (9)1 with I_ as the fit parameter. The dashed curves
signal through a fixed-length 6talon over a measure- represent fits that use I-t ± Y in the appropriate relation, where
ment time of two scan cycles. In each scan, the laser represents the total measurement uncertainty.
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which I., was varied by -to from the best-fit value of 250,

156 W/cm 2, where o represents the total measure- L

0 LIF

ment uncertainty. The best-fit Voigt profile yielded 200 --- bsopoon
T = 6700 K and a low intensity value of a. = 0.59,
which corresponded to ao = 0.54 and a = 0.81. The
electron number density, which was determined from E

the Stark-broadening component of the total collision • -Y-

width (Avstk = 1.0 GHz), by using the proper transi- 100
tion-specific Stark parameters and relations, 7 was
2.9 x 1015 cm- 3. The values of T and n, that were
determined from the appropriate line-shape parame- 5o

ters were consistent with previous measurements of
Ar profiles that used relatively nonintrusive absorp- I . . . . . . .
tion and LIF spectroscopy techniques.",2  0 2 4 6

Figure 7(b) plots measured SF(vo) (line-center LIF distance from center line [mm]

signal) values as a function of IL, the best-fit curve Fig. 8. Lateral distribution of I. values that were determined

from Eqs. (7) and (8) with a = 0.81, and a pair of from measurements of total fluorescence intensity SF and recorded

similar curves in which Ita was varied ±ua from the along the beam path from the torch axis to a distance 5 mm from

best-fit value of 131 W/cm2 . The determination of the center line, 10 mm above the induction coil. The dashed line

Ihat was relatively insensitive to variations in the indicates the It value determined from path-averaged absorption

parameter a. For example, a 20% change in a0  measurements. The solid curve connects lt values determined

corresponded to a 4% change in a and resulted in a 5% from measured LIF line shapes at various radial positions relative

variation in the determination of l,. Thus a precise to the center line.

determination of a was not necessary for an accurate
calculation of lt from SA(vO) measurements. In weakly ionized atmospheric pressure plasmas,

Similarly, Fig. 7(c) shows a plot of measured SF the atomic population distribution is determined
(spectrally integrated LIF) values as a function of IL, primarily by two-body electron-atom and atom-atom
the best-fit curve from Eq. (9), and a pair of curves in collisions.7,8 As a result, the total quench rate may
which I,t was varied ± a from the best-fit value of 141 be estimated from the sum of two-body collisional
W/cm 2. A comparison of the results illustrated in deexcitation and mixing rates out of the laser-coupled
Fig. 7 indicates that the values of Jat determined from upper state. These reaction rates are proportional
analyses of the measured quantities a,, SF(vo), and SF to the number density and relative velocity (kinetic
for a single set of LIF profiles agree to within ± 8%. temperature) of the collision partners and cross sec-

The relative uncertainty in the determination of hat tion of the particular inelastic process. Figure 9
(AIat/Ihat) was due to a combination of measurement compares the lateral distribution of Q values deter-
noise and the sensitivity of the appropriate intensity- mined from It measurements by using absorption
dependent relation [Eq. (5), (8), or (9)] to variations in and LIF line shapes given in Fig. 8 with calculations
Iat. For example, at the center line the ± 7% uncer- of the total collisional transfer rates for the same
tainty in the SF measurements corresponded to region. The calculations employ analytical expres-
AIst/Iat = - 18%, whereas the ± 10% uncertainty in sions of state-specific reaction-rate coefficients that
the a. measured values yielded Alat/Isat = -± 22%, and describe two-body collisions between Ar in the probed
the ± 12% measurement uncertainty in SF(VO) yielded upper state (4p 3DO) and collisional partners, includ-
AI.,/It = +23%. Therefore, for minimum uncer- ing ground and excited atomic Ar, in states up to and
tainty and analytical simplicity, saturated SF measure- including the 4f(14.965-eV) level, free electrons, and
ments and Eq. (9) were used to determine lsat at ground-state Ar ions.8 The plasma state parameters
various locations in the plasma flow field. used to calculate the total collisional transfer rate Q,.

Figure 8 shows Ist values determined from SF included experimentally measured values of electron
measurements recorded along the beam path from and atomic number densities and kinetic temperature
the torch axis to a distance 6 mm from the center line. that were determined from analyses of Stark-affected
The dashed line indicates the Ist value determined LIF and absorption line shapes."2,8  The state param-
from absorption measurements. The solid curve eters used to calculate the total collisional transfer
connects spatially resolved I.at values determined rate QLTE were based on values that assumed local
from LIF measurements and straddles the path- thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) at the measured
averaged value determined from absorption measure- kinetic temperature. The Ar excited-state popula-
ments, as expected. Reliable measurements were tion distribution was calculated by using the mea-
limited to regions less than 6 mm from the torch axis sured population temperature Tpop.• For example,
because of a strong decrease in the absorbing species at the center line, the values I., = 141 W/cm 2, Av, =

number density and an increase in flow-field fluctua- 2.4 GHz, and Au1 = 9.38 x 106 S-1, (see Ref. 9) yielded
tions near the boundary of the plasma and the cooler a measured value of Q = 2.5 x 109 s- I. Calculation
room air. of Qex for the same region by using tabulated col-
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5 .... i .... ''.. flow field and the uncertainty of the Einstein absorp-
tion coefficient for the probed transition is relatively

4 - small (- 5%), 9 the accuracy of the measured Q values

is predominantly determined by the uncertainties of
LTE 10 the measured Av, and I. values. For example, in

3 the central region of the discharge (r < 4 mm),
%• _ - relative measurement uncertainties of 10% and 12%

- ~ ~ --- in the values Av, and I.,, respectively, correspond to a
0 2 total relative uncertainty of AQ/Q = 16%. Near the

boundary of the plasma flow field (rŽ 4 mm), mea-
1 surement uncertainties increase to an estimated 18%

for both Av, and I., and correspond to a total quench

S . i rateuncertaintyofAQ/Q=25%.
0 2 4 6 The agreement between the measured Q and the

distance from center line (mm] calculated Qe values and the relative insignificance of
quenching collisions that involve atomic species sug-Fig. 9. Variation of quench rate Q out of the Ar 4p3D2 State gest the presence of an elevated electron population

determined from measured lIt values given in Fig. 8. The dashed in the flow field relative to the calculated value,
line indicates the path-averaged Q values determined from absorp-
tion measurements. The solid curve connects Q values deter- assuming LTE at the measured kinetic temperature.
mined from measured LIF line shapes at various radial positions This interpretation is consistent with previous n,
relative to the centerline. Q, (dot-dashed curve) and QLTE (dotted measurements from Stark-affected Ar profiles,',2

curve) represent computed values of the total nonradiative colli- Stark-broadening measurements of the Hp emission
sional rate out of the 4s 3D2 level for plasma states described by line, Boltmann plots of various analyte emission line
experimentally measu.ed (see Refs. 1 and 2) parameters (n2, no, intensities,10 and Thomson-scattering experiments."
and T) and local thermodynamic equilibrium distributions at the Although, to the best of our knowledge, independent
measured kinetic temperature, respectively, measurements of Ar quench rates have not been

reported for atmospheric pressure Ar plasmas, the
consistency between measured and calculated values

lision rates8 and measured state parametersl, 2  suggests that the demonstrated diagnostic tech-
[In = 3.2 x 1015 cm- 3, Tpop = 7700 K (where Tpop de- niques may offer a reliable determination of quench
scribes the population among the excited states),' rates and effective lifetimes.
T = 6700 K] yielded Q,, = 2.6 x 109 s-1. Similarly, An overpopulation of n, in the ICP may result from
for a system in LTE at T = 6700 K, calculation of the a combination of an inefficient energy transfer be-

. collisional transfer rate yields QLTE = 1.6 X 108s -. tween energetic electrons and the cooler Ar atoms
The kinetic temperature of a system in LTE that and the slow recombination rate of Ar ions and
yields the value of the measured quench rate 10 mm electrons relative to the transit time through the
from the induction coil at the center line is approxi- observation zone.12 Thus, since electrons signifi-
mately 8250 K, over 1500 K greater than the mea- cantly influence the quench rates in plasmas, the
sured temperature, where the measurement uncer- temperature that most accurately describes the elec-
tainty is AT - 690 K.2  tron :,imber density, the ionization temperature,

The theoretical quench rate calculations suggest may L, an appropriate temperature to characterize
that two-body (deexcitation and mixing) collisions the relevant collisional processes.
involving free electrons contribute over 99% of the Values of fluorescence yield Y may be determined
total quench rate out of the 4p'D 2 state. Thus directly from calculated Q values by using Eq. (6).
quenching collisions with atomic Ar are insignificant For example, at the center line, fluorescence monitor-
relative to those with electrons in the probed regions ing of the 8015-A transition and a value of Q = 2.48 x
of the plasma flow field (presumably because of the 109 s-1 yields Y = 3.77 x 10-3. In addition, measure-
large electron mobility relative to that of heavy ments of I,., and subsequent calculations of Q and Y
particles for the conditions in the present investiga- can enable a local determination of the absorbing
tion), and the neglect of collisions involving Ar atoms species number density (population temperature) from
in excited states above the 4fconfiguration is justified. absolute measurements of LIF intensity and permit
The effective quenching cross section for collisional quantitative LIF measurements by using excitation
transfer to all other states, assuming a hard-sphere schemes that do not share a common upper level.
interaction between electrons and Ar atoms in the If addition, a comparison of measured quench rates
4p 3D2 state, is approximately 175 A2 for the condi- from multiple levels may permit the determination of
tions in the center of the flow field (T = 6700 K, specific reaction rates between particular excited
n, = 3 X 1015 cm- 3 , Q = 2.5 x 109 s-1). states.

The random uncertainty in the determination of Q
may be estimated by considering the relative uncer-
tainties of the individual ternm,, that enter Eq. (8). Conclusions
Since the quench rate is significantly larger than the Measurements of saturation intensity, nonradiative
radiative decay rate (Q >> Aul) in all regions in the collisional transfer (quench) rate, and fluorescence
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yield have been inferred from saturated line shapes Rteteces
recorded by tuning a semiconductor laser over the Ar 1. D. S. Baer and R. K. Hanson, "Tunable diode laser absorption
transition 4s 3P, -. 4p 3D2 (8425 A) in an atmospheric diagnostics for atmospheric pressure plasmas," J. Quant.
pressure ICP. Spatial resolution was improved by Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer 47,455-75 1992); in Proceedings

monitoring nonresonance fluorescence from the of the Twenty-Second Plasma Dynamics and Lasers Confer-

4p 3D2 - 4s 3P2 (8015 A) transition. The variation of ence, publ. AIAA-91-1945 (American Institute of Aeronautics

the measured line shape, line center, and frequency- 2and Astronautics, New York, 1991).
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Acetone: a tracer for concentration measurements in gaseous flows
by planar laser-induced fluorescence

A. Lozano, B. Yip and R. K. Hanson
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Abstract. This paper explores the use of acetone as a suitable tracer (this is the laser-induced fluorescence), or on much longer
in planar laser-induced fluorescence concentration measurements in time scales when metastable electronic states are involved
gaseous flows. The photophysics and physical properties of acetone (phosphorescence).
relevant to its use as a fluorescent marker are discussed and com-
pared to those of alternative molecular tracers, particularly the Assuming a low intensity laser sheet at wavelength A
biacetyl molecule. Finally, as a direct example, concentration images propagating in the x direction and a single absorbing and
obtained in a turbulent air jet seeded alternatively with acetone and emitting species, the total photon emission per unit longitu-
biacetyl are compared. dinal sheet area, per unit time, Ne, is

N, (x, y,t, A)

1 Introduction = JNi(y,z,t) e-°)c~x'.z~dxo(A)C(x,y,z) () dz (1)
where

* Planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) is an attractive
technique for fluid diagnostics. It is non-intrusive, instanta- z is the coordinate transverse to the laser sheet;

neous and can be used to determine different flowfield prop- Ni (y, z, t) is the incident photon flux, the number of photons

erties in a plane without integration along the line of sight. per unit time per unit transverse area incident on the flow;a (A) is the molecular absorption cross-section of the tracer
Its use of molecular markers greatly reduces the possibility in cm2.

of particle tracers lagging the fluid, and allows high spatial in c ;i s

resolution measurements with minimal alteration of the flow C (x, y, z) is the absorbing species concentration in the lower
energy level in cm-3; and

conditions. PLIF has been successfully applied to non-react- e iste ie 'quant

ing (Epstein 1974), and reacting gaseous flows (Kychakoff 0 (A) is the species 'quantum efficiency' for emission (or

et al. 1982) to measure species concentration (Dyer and

Crosley 1982), temperature (Seitzman et al. 1985; Lee et al. Rayleigh scattering has been ignored since its cross-sec-
1987), pressure and velocity (Hiller and Hanson 1988). A tion is usually much less than a (A). Saturation effects in the
recent review of PLIF theory, hardware and applications is absorption have also been neglected (low excitation intensity
given by Hanson et al. (1990). The method is especially at- limit). The integral in the z direction extends to the width of
tractive for tracer concentration measurements which the laser sheet. If the laser is pulsed, the total number of
provide a direct way to study fluid mixing in flowing systems. emitted photons is obtained by integrating the equation with

In a typical PLIF experiment, the flow is illuminated by respect to time.
a laser sheet whose wavelength is tuned to excite a particular The first term inside the integral comes directly from
transition of a molecular tracer, which can be a species nat- Beer's law and relates the incident intensity at a certain point
urally occurring in the flow (e.g. CH, OH, NO in flames), or in the flow with the initial laser beam intensity, following
added for this purpose (e.g. acetone, biacetyl, 12, NO, or absorption by previous fluid elements. If concentration val-
fluorescein for liquid flows). A fraction of the molecules in ues at different points in the flow C (x, y) are approximated
the appropriate lower energy level absorbs the incident light by a mean value Co,, then
and is promoted to a higher energy state. Some of the excited a(A) I C(x, y) dx L a (ý) C... x = x/1 (2)
molecules may dissociate. The rest return to the equilibrium
state either by emitting photons or by transferring the excess where I = I/(Cvg a) is the optical depth of the medium. When
of energy through nonradiative decay processes (collisional x << 1, the medium is said to be optically thin, light absorp-
quenching, intersystem crossing or internal conversion). The tion is negligible and the exponential term can be approxi-
photons can be spontaneously emitted on short time scales mated by 1.
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The emission quantum efficiency Ob (A), can, in the most
general case, depend on wavelength, flow temperature, pres- 1500

sure, bulk velocity, and gas composition. In this case, a
relation between measured emitted intensity and tracer con-
centration would be extremely difficult to infer. For some 5 1000
substances, however, the quantum efficiency is independent
of many of the cited parameters, and in other instances some •
of the parameters are flowfield constants (e.g. isothermal, 8 500

isobaric flows). In particular, for the polyatomic tracers to be
discussed later, the fluorescence efficiency of is largely inde-
pendent of temperature and pressure, and for a large variety 0
of gases, independent of the mixture composition. In this -20 0 20 40 60 80

case, if the absorbing medium is optically thin, the image Temperature (*C)
intensity obtained from a point in the flow is directly propor- Fi&. 1. Acetone saturation vapor pressure as a function of tempera-

tional to the desired concentration C (x, y). By imaging the ture

fluorescence from the illuminated slice of the flow onto a
camera, a 2-D map of the concentration of the marked fluid swallowed. Acetone is not considered to ba a carcinogen.
is obtained. The odor threshold is 2 ppm.

As will be shown in detail, acetone (CH 3 -CO- CH3 ) Dilution in a laboratory exhaust system quickly reduces
satisfies most of the requirements of a PLIF tracer for gas- acetone concentrations below the limits of toxicity and
eous flows. It has a fairly high vapor pressure, 180 torr at flammability, making it a safe working fluid.
room temperature (20 'C), which allows a maximum seeding
density of - 30% mole fraction. It absorbs over a broad
band of wavelengths (225-320 nm) with a maximum be- 3 Acetone photophysics
tween 270 and 280 nm (a = 4.7 x 102° cm2 ). The fluores-
cence emission is broadband in the blue (350-550 nm) with 3.1 Historical background
peaks at 445 and 480 nm, an efficiency 0 = 0.2%, and a short
lifetime of less than 4 ns. The fluorescence is independent of Studies of acetone vapor luminescence were published as
temperature and local gas composition. Acetone is not toxic, early as 1933 by Damon and Daniels. They observed a
and its cost is economical. strong green emission, which became a dimmer blue with

the addition of oxygen. Matheson and Zabor (1939) later
assigned the green emission to the presence of biacetyl

2 Acetone physical characteristics (CH3 - (CO)2 - CH3 ), which forms from acetone photolysis.
Because of the higher intensity of the green biacetyl phos-

Acetone (Dimethyl ketone, or 2-Propanone) CH 3-CO-CH 3  phorescence, part of the acetone research was diverted to
is a ketone of molecular weight 58.08. Under normal condi- biacetyl, with a view to its use as a gas phase emission
tions it is a transparent liquid with specific gravity 0.79. It is standard and as an energy acceptor in the study of collision-
highly flammable with melting point -95°C, boiling point al energy transfer. Biacetyl photophysics were fairly well
56 °C, and autoignition temperature 465 °C; the flammable understood when Epstein proposed its use as a tracer in fluid
limits in air (by volume) are 2.6% and 12.8%. The vapor mechanics experiments (Epstein 1974). Although in part he
pressure of acetone determines its maximum possible seed- selected biacetyl for its high phosphorescence efficiency,
ing density when used as a fluorescent molecular marker. most of his experiments were based only on its much weaker
Figure I shows experimental measurements of the acetone blue fluorescence emission. Since then, biacetyl has become
vapor pressure as a function of temperature taken by Am- a common tracer in gaseous flows, with both the phospho-
brose et al. (1974), compared to the fitted Antoine equation: rescence and fluorescence having been exploited (see, for

1214.208 example, van Cruyningen et al. 1990, or Yip et al. 1988). As
loglo P(Torr) = 7.125267 - (3) will be demonstrated, the use of acetone will generally be

230.002 + T (QC) advantageous for fluorescence imaging.

The vapor pressure at 20'C is - 180 Torr, with a vapor
density of 2 (where the reference, air, has a vapor density 3.2 Relevant reactions
of 1).

Acetone toxicity is very mild although prolonged expo- There are three electronic states involved in the photoemis-
sure to its vapor or mist can irritate the eyes, mucous mem- sion processes: the ground state singlet Ag (often referred to
branes and upper respiratory tract, and cause nausea, as SO). the first excited singlet PA . (or S1 ), and the first
headaches, vomiting and dizziness. It can also be harmful if excited triplet, P3A. (or T3). Each electronic state has a
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provide the highest energy output. Note, however, that al-
S6 though the absorption cross-section may increase, the fluo-._• 15 •-

rescence efficiency decreases slightly for shorter wavelengths
because dissociation increases. Still other possibilities in-

S 4 -0 clude using a Raman cell to downshift an ArF excimer laser
(3rd Stokes, . = 254 nm, a = 3 x lO- 2°cm2, with a conver-

.0 E sion efficiency of - 2%, or 4th Stokes, , = 284 nm, a = 4.5
5 c x 10 2 cm2, with a conversion efficiency of -,%). Down-

.04 Z; shifting a KrF emission to 278 nm (1st Stokes), or upshifting
"" XeC! to 273 nm (1st anti-Stokes) is inefficient and does not

0 225 250 25 3 3 0 compensate for the increase in acetone absorption. Different200 225 250 275 300 325 350

Wavelength (nm) excitation schemes are summarized in Table 1. To compare

Fig. 2. Acetone absorption spectrum corresponding to excitation the different options, a figure of merit has been included (the
from the ground state to the first excited singlet laser energy per pulse, using values representative of current

commercially available lasers, multiplied by the absorption
cross-section at the laser wavelength). From this table, the

Table I. Acetone excitation schemes; the figure of merit in the last most efficient practical pumping system appears to be a
column is the laser energy per pulse multiplied by the absorption flashlamp-pumped dye laser. However, the maximum pulse
cross-section at the laser wavelength repetition rate for this type of laser is usually low when

Laser A Energy/ Ea delivering such high pulse energies. A XeCI excimer laser was
(nm) pulse (x 0-20 Jcm2) chosen for the experiments described later because of its

XeCi excimer 308 300 mJ 0.48 availability and ease of operation, and because, as well asKrF excimer 248 300 mJ 0.7 pumping acetone directly, it could be used to pump a dye

Quadrupled Nd: YAG 266 120 mJ 0.52 laser for exciting biacetyl.
Doubled flashlamp-pumped dye

Rhodamine 590 280 400 mJ 1.9 Dissociation. Some of the acetone molecules that absorb the
Raman-shifted ArF excimer 254 2 mJ 0.006 excitation laser radiation can photolyze or predissociate.

284 1 nJ 0.0045 The principal dissociation process is

CH 3COCH 3 + hv -- CH 3CO + CH3 .

manifold of vibrational levels, but for simplicity only the The free acetyl radical can recombine with another one to
lowest vibrational level of each state will be considered, form a biacetyl molecule. This is responsible for the green
Under atmospheric pressure, singlet thermalization will, in biacetyl phosphorescence emission observed in some static
any case, be faster than fluorescence. cell acetone experiments. Biacetyl formation occurs only for

temperatures below 100°C (see Hunt and Noyes 1948, and
Excitation. Acetone absorption corresponding to excitation references therein), and originates from acetone triplets. Dis-
from S. to S1 was measured using a Perkin-Elmer Lamb- sociation of acetone singlets (for excitation wavelengths
da 9 Spectrophotometer. The results, shown in Fig. 2, are in shorter than 312 nm) follows the alternative path
good agreement with previous measurements (see for exam- CH 3COCH 3 + hv -+ 2 CH 3 + CO
pie Hansen and Lee 1975 a). The spectrum was scanned with
a resolution of 0.05 nm and digitized with a resolution of and when the excitation wavelength is shorter than 250 nm,
I nm and shows little vibrational structure. The absorption another reaction can occur (to a lesser extent)
band extends from 225 to 320 nm with a flat region between CH 3COCH 3 + h' - CH 2COCH 3 + H
270 and 280 nm (a = 4.7 x 10- 20 cm 2).

The absorption spectrum suggests several possible excita- (Calvert and Pitts 1966). Biacetyl formation will therefore
tion sources for pumping acetone in a LIF experiment, decrease with decreasing excitation wavelengths. Biacetyl is
These include a XeC! excimer laser (A = 308 nm, a = 1.6 not formed in an excited state. It is collisionally excited by
x 10- 2 cm2 ), a KrF excimer laser (A = 248 nm, a = 2.3 acetone triplets that promote the biacetyl molecules to their
x 10-2 0 cm 2), a frequency-quadrupled Nd: YAG (A = triplet state (Almy and Anderson 1940; Heicklen and Noyes
266 nm. a = 4.4 x 10-20 cm 2), or the frequency-doubled out- 1969). Biacetyl triplets phosphoresce with high efficiency
put of a dye laser (Rhodamine emission includes the 550- (15%) unless there is oxygen present in the flow. Biacetyl
620 nm region). Since dye efficiencies will not exceed 30%, if singlets fluoresce in the blue, but the fluorescence efficiency

" the dye laser is YAG or excimer pumped, it will be more is very low when the excitation wavelength is shorter than
efficient to use the pump laser, rather than the dye laser, to 320 nm. In these experiments, acetone was mixed with air,
excite the acetone. Dye lasers should be considered only if and was excited at 308 nm. Accordingly, biacetyl fluores-
they are flashlamp-pumped. In this case, they can probably cence will be negligible, and its phosphorescence will be
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almost entirely quenched by the oxygen. In summary, any 500
interference in the measurements of acetone fluorescence due -

to biacetyl emission should be negligible. d 400 - Corrected
--- Uncorrected

Fluorescence. Most of the excited acetone molecules in the c 300
singlet state are transferred to the triplet state (intersystem . -
crossing) with nearly 100% efficiency. Almost all of the re- 200 /
maining excited singlet molecules fluoresce. The fluorescence /

spectrum, which was measured using a prism spectrograph 0
2 100(whose responsivity was determined using a calibrated m_

quartz halogen-tungsten lamp), is broadband, extending
from 350 to 550 nm with peaks at 445 and 480 nm (Fig. 3). 0300 400 500 600 700 800
There is general agreement about the spectral shape's inde- W300e4ength 50m 0

pendence of pressure, incident intensity or wavelength. Dif- Fig. 3. Acetone fluorescence spectrum when excited at 308 run; the
ferent quantum efficiency values have been reported in the dashed line corresponds to the detected signal; the solid line is the

literature. Heicklen (1959) measured a value of 0.21% when same curve corrected for the detection system responsivity
exciting at 313 nm. Halpern and Ware (1971), however, cal-
culated a lower value, 0.12% for the same excitation wave-
length. Heicklen's measurements show a decrease in the flu-
orescence quantum efficiency with decreasing wavelength,
probably due to increased dissociation. The values are inde- -_____________III

pendent of pressure.
The lifetime value of the fluorescence, T, can be used to o3000

estimate the transition saturation limit. Breuer and Lee
(1971) measured a fluorescence lifetime of 2.7 +0.3 ns for -
313 nm excitation, decreasing to 1.7 + 0.3 ns when exciting at • 2000
280 nm. To operate in the linear fluorescence regime the
requirement is that N, < (a7 r)- .Using the maximum a value c
gives Ni << 7.7 x 102" photons/cm2/sec. For a pulsed laser 1000
emitting at 308 nm, with a pulse duration of 20 ns, this limit 0

translates into Ii << 100 J/cm2 . For a laser sheet of thickness E-
250 Vim and height 10 cm, saturation will not occur until 0 . i I i

pulse energies approach - 25 . 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200

To verify that measurements were performed in the linear Incident laser energy per unit area (mJ/cm 2)

fluorescence regime, the emission was recorded for different Fig. 4. Linearity of the acetone fluorescence signal with respect to

incident intensities (Fig. 4). Linearity of the laser-induced the incident laser energy per unit area

fluorescence with respect to acetone pressure was also veri-
fied (Fig. 5). These tests were made by measuring the fluores-
cence emission from the potential core of a flowing jet of air
seeded with acetone, in order to avoid spurious effects
caused by the biacetyl buildup (and the consequent acetone 1000
concentration reduction) which would occur in a static cell. -.

ro vary the initial acetone seeding density, the acetone-air 0 800
mixture was further diluted with air. .:

(n
C S600

Phosphorescence. Phosphorescence is the radiative decay 6
from an excited state (in this case a triplet) to another of
different multiplicity (in this case, the singlet ground state) by
the emission of photons over a long time scale. According to 0
some authors (see, for example, Heicklen 1959), acetone 2 200

phosphoresces in the blue, with a similar emission to the
fluorescence spectrum, but slightly shifted towards the red. 0 40 I ....
The phosphorescence efficiency is -1.8% for 313 nm excita- Acetone partial pressure (tort)

tion, and the decay lifetime is 200 Jis (Kaskan and Duncan Fig. 5. Linearity of the acetone laser-induced fluorescence with re-
1950). Although phosphorescence (in particular from biacetyl) spect to the acetone partial pressure; the incident laser energy per
has been used to perform concentration measurements, its unit area exciting the flow was 740 mJ/cm2
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use is restricted to slow flows, because the long lifetime of the and suffer less fluorescence quenching than the species cited
emission can cause motion blur when imaging without gat- above. These products have fairly low fluorescence efficien-
ing is performed in a flowing system. cies, however. Unfortunately most chemicals with high emis-

sion efficiencies are solids with extremely low vapor pres-
Quenching. Excited molecular levels can be depopulated sures (anthracene, naphthalene, fluorene, laser dyes).
through non-radiative relaxation processes which include Though acetone, acetaldehyde, and biacetyl are liquids, their
predissociation, internal conversion, intersystem crossing vapor pressures are high, and seeding is relatively easy, ei-
and collisional quenching. Collisional quenching rates vary ther by bubbling or injecting the carrier gas into the liquid
with temperature and local gas composition, thus complicat- container, or by spraying the liquid to a mixing tank. The
ing the interpretation of PLIF signals when such quenching more volative a fluorescent marker, the higher the concen-
is significant. The dominant deexcitation path for acetone tration that can be seeded in the flow, consequently increas-
singlets is the intramolecular intersystem crossing to triplet ing the emission signal.
levels: collisional quenching is negligible, and therefore the Acetaldehyde (CH3 -CHO) absorption (250-340 nm)
quantum yield is independent of molecular collisions, hence peaks at 290 nm (Hansen and Lee 1975 b), with an absorp-
independent of temperature and local gas composition. For tion cross-section a = 4.67 x 10 2- cm2 . Acetaldehyde has a
concentration measurements, acetone fluorescence signals high vapor pressure (boiling point 21 'C), which enables ex-
are particularly easy to interpret. tremely high concentrations, although at some point the

Acetone phosphorescence, on the other hand, is greatly fluid will become an optically thick medium. At a partial
quenched by trace amounts of oxygen, and is also tempera- pressure of 760 Torr of acetaldehyde, 90% of incident radia-
ture dependent. Since all concentration measurements were tion at 290 nm is absorbed after a pathlength of only 2 cm.
performed in acetone-seeded air flows, no long-lived acetone The same reduction for 180 Torr of acetone requires 10 cm.
phosphorescence interfered with the fluorescence experi- Acetaldehyde fluoresces broadband in the blue with a - 4 ns
ments described here. lifetime and a wavelength-dependent quantum efficiency

Confirming the theoretical predictions no temperature ranging from 0.08% at 280 nm to 0.18% for 325 nm excita-
dependence of the fluorescence emission in the temperature tion (0.14% for 308 nm). The fluorescence spectrum was
range of these experiments was detected. Neither were ap- measured in this laboratory as being identical to that of
preciable self-quenching, or quenching of the acetone fluo- acetone, suggesting some acetone forming reaction. Other
rescence by oxygen or nitrogen observed, authors however, have recorded a spectrum somewhat dif-

ferent from acetone with a single broad peak at 420 nm
(Parmenter and Noyes 1962). Reportedly, acetaldehyde also

4 Comparison with other tracers phosphoresces with a quantum efficiency two to four times
lower than its fluorescence and with exactly the same emis-

Relatively few molecular tracers have been used thus far in sion spectrum. In short, acetaldehyde has properties rather
fluid mechanics PLIF experiments in gaseous flows. This similar to those of acetone, but with the significant drawback
comparison will concentrate on tracers for non-reacting that it is toxic and carcinogenic.
flows, and not consider combustion radicals such as OH, Biacetyl (CH3 - (CO)2 - CH 3) has been widely used as a
CH or C2. PLIF tracer, and its photophysical behavior has been stud-

Several simple fluorescent tracer molecules have been ied extensively (see, for example, Okabe and Noyes 1957;
used for concentration measurements in gas flows, including Sidebottom et al. 1972; Liu et al. 1988). Biacetyl toxicity is
12, NO, and NO 2 (see the review on 12 characteristics by very mild and its boiling point is 88°C (vapor pressure
Hiller and Hanson 1990). These molecules have well-charac- -40 Torr at 20'C). The absorption is broadband (340-
terized spectral properties. Specific rotational-vibrational 470 nm) with a peak at 417 nm (a = 8 x 10-20 cm 2). In emits
states can be excited, and temperature, concentration and/or both by fluorescence (of = 0.2%), and by phosphorescence
velocity information can be obtained from the fluorescence (Op = 15%). The fluorescence emission is broadband in the
signal. However, all these substances are highly toxic, and 12 blue with a lifetime of - 15 ns and a peak at 485 nm. The
in particular is highly corrosive. Furthermore, their fluores- phosphorescence is long-lived (lifetime of 1.5 ins), and pre-
cence is strongly quenched by collisions with oxygen sents a strong peak at 512 nm, a secondary peak at 560 nm,
molecules. For these reasons, these tracers are better suited and a much fainter peak at 610 nm. Phosphorescence is 60
to low pressure, low flow rate applications, times stronger, but its long lifetime prevents its use in fast

For concentration measurements, the tracer molecule flow experiments, unless a gated camera system is used.
need not have a simple discrete absorption spectrum. The Phosphorescence is also temperature dependent and strong-
fluorescence need simply be related to concentration with a ly quenched by oxygen.
known dependersce (preferably linear). A number of organic Another complex molecule, hexafluoroacetone (CF3 -

polyatomic molecules have been used, including biacetyl, CO - CF3), should be mentioned. It is a gas at room temper-
acetaldehyde (Arnold et al. 1990) and here, acetone. These ature (b.p. -26°C). The absorption cross-section is 3.1 x
have the advantages of lower toxicity and lower reactivity, 10-20 cm 2 at 303 nm, with the absorption band extending
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Tabie 2. Photophysical characteristics of some organic molecules relevant to their use as fluorescent tracers. Table columns are: boiling point
(B.P.), absorption band, maximum value of the molecular absorption cross-section ( with the corresponding wavelength value in
parentheses, fluorescence quantum efficiency (Of). fluorescence emission spectrum (with the wavelength of peak emission), fluorescence
lifetime (rT), and a figure of merit (Na C); the values used to calculate this figure are explained in the text

B.P. Absorption a... ( X 10- 20 cm 2 ) Of Emission (nm) ri NaOC

Acetone 56 -C 225- 320 nm 4.7 (275 nm) 0.2% 350 - 550 (435) 4 ns 7.2 x 1013
Biacetyl 88`C 340-470 nm 8 (417 nm) 0.25% 420- 520 (485) 15 ns 7.0 x 1012
Acetaldehyde 21 -C 250-340 nm 4.6 (290 nm) 0.15% 350-480 (420) 4 ns 1.0 x 1014

Hexafluoroacetone -26 C 245-355 nm 3.1 (302 nm) 1.85% 410-580 (430) 84 ns 1.2 x 10'5

Table 3. Photophysical characteristics of some organic molecules times shorter. Acetone and acetaldehyde fluorescence signals
relevant to their use as phosphorescent tracers. Table columns are: are quite similar, so that acetone's lower toxicity makes it a
phosphorescence quantum efficiency (0p), phosphorescence emis- preferable choice as a tracer molecule. Only hexafluoroace-
sion spectrum (with the wavelength of peak emission in parenthe-
ses), phosphorescence lifetime (T,.), and a figure of merit (N a C); tone clearly performs better than acetone, but its extreme
the values used to calculate this figure are explained in the text toxicity makes it impractical. Note, finally, that the figure of

merit serves only as a rough guide. Energies as high as
01 Emission (nm) r, NaotC 700 mJ can be obtained at 440 nm with a flashlamp-pumped

Acetone 1.8% 350-600 200 ps 6.5 x 101" dye laser, and similar energies may be obtainable with this
Biacetyl 15% 475-675 (512) 1.5 ms 4.2 x 10" type of laser at 280 nm, by doubling the output of a Rho-
Acetaldehyde 0.04% 350-480(420) 2.5 ps 2.7 x 1013 damine dye.
Hexafluoroacetone 11% 380 650(495) 3.4 ms 7.3 x 10'

5 Experiments
from 245 to 355 nm. Its fluorescence emission extends from
347 nm to 600 nm with a maximum at about 430 nm (Okabe To demonstrate the use of acetone as a tracer in PLIF con-
and Steacie 1958), a quantum yield of 1.85% (Gandini and centration measurements, images were acquired of a turbu-
Kutschke 1968), and a lifetime tf = 84 ns (Halpern and Ware lent axisymmetric air jet. The jet exited vertically upward .
1971). A stronger, long-lived phosphorescence (of = 11%, from a 2.2 mm nozzle at a velocity of 45 m/s (Reynolds
TP = 3.4 ms), peaking at 495 nm is quenched by trace number Re = 8,000). The air was seeded alternatively with
amounts of oxygen (Bowers and Porter 1964; Gandini and acetone, and then with biacetyl as tracer molecules. In both
Kutschke 1968). Hexafluoroacetone would seem to be an cases the seeding procedure was to bubble the air into the
ideal tracer for gaseous PLIF imaging. Unfortunately it is bottles containing the liquids. The tracer concentrations at
extremely toxic, and potentially lethal if inhaled, the nozzle were measured by comparing the Rayleigh scat-

Relevant characteristics of all these chemicals pertaining tering signals of the seeded and unseeded jets. The exit ace-
to their use as markers in PLIF concentration measurements tone seeding density was 90 Torr. In the biacetyl case, the
are summarized in Table 2. The last column is a figure of exit partial pressure was 30 Torr. In both cases the tracer
merit which is essentially the number of photons emitted by concentration was below the saturation vapor pressure at
a unit volume (1 cm 3 ) of fluid when excited by a total number the room temperature, due to the decrease in the liqud tem-
of photons N. The emission depends on the type of tracer, perature caused by evaporation (especially in the acetone
seeding density, and wavelength and number of incident case). Stable seeding was achieved once thermal equilibrium
photons (Eq. 1). For this calculation, the same seeding densi- was reached, after approximately 10 minutes. The seeding
ty has been assigned to acetone, acetaldehyde and hexafluo- concentration can be readily increased (to increase signal
roacetone (150 Torr). It is lower than the saturation vapor levels), by placing the seeding bottles in a heated constant
pressure at 20'C, but should assure optically thin behavior temperature bath.
for most practical cases. Biacetyl has been considered at a Acetone was excited with a Lambda Physik 203 EMG
seeding concentration of 30 Torr. The value for the excita- (G6ttingen, Germany) XeCI pulsed excimer laser (. = 308 nm,
tion energy in the biacetyl case has been taken as 20 mJ at 300 mJ/pulse, 20 ns pulse duration). To excite the biacetyl,
440 nm. For the rest of the tracers an energy of 300 mJ at the excimer laser was used to pump a Lambda Physik FL
308 nm has been selected. These values are close to those 2002 (G6ttingen, Germany) dye laser, operated with Cou-
obtained in the experimental part of this work. For com- marin 440 dye (t = 440 nm, 16 mJ/pulse). The laser beam
pleteness, Table 3 summarizes the phosphorescence charac- was formed into a sheet, 9 cm high and 500 pm thick for the
teristics of these substances. From Table 2, acetone is clearly acetone case, and 8.6 cm high for the biacetyl case, and
a better practical fluorescent marker than biacetyl, and its passed through the axis of the flow.
fluorescence signal is only six times weaker than that of The imaging system was a Photometrics Star I CCD
biacetyl phosphorescence, with a lifetime almost 4 x l0' camera (Tucson. Arizona), with a 50 mm F 1.2 photographic
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Fig.6. Instantaneous PLIF concentra-
tion image of the first 40 diameters of a
free axisymmetric acetone-seeded air jet,
corrected for intensity variations in the
laser sheet; the inner diameter of the ver-
tically-oriented no77le is 2.2 mm; mea-
sured acetone partial pressures are

0 Torr 22 44 66 88 marked in Torr

Fig. 7. Instantaneous PLIF concentra-
tion image of the first 40 diameters a bi-
icetyl-seeded jet. corrected for intensity
variations in the laser sheet: pixel intensi-
ties have been multiplied by a factor of 4

7with respect to those in Fig. 6 in order to
make the weaker signals more visible;
measured biacetyl partial pressures are

0 Torr 7 14 21 28 indicated in Torr

lens. With the camera located at 40 cm from the nozzle, the tion), is 6.4 x 10ol cm 2 for biacetyl and 2.9 x 10t2 cm 2 for
imaged field of view was 11.4 x 7.6 cm (slightly larger than acetone in the present experimental conditions. For this ex-
the laser sheet height). Under identical conditions, single-hot perimental configuration, acetone imaging thus is capable of
and frame-averaged images were aquired for acetone-air and providing higher signal levels, and a larger signal dynamic
biacetyl-air mixtures. range.

The minimum detectable acetone and biacetyl concentra- Figure 6 shows a single shot image of the acetone-seeded
tions can be estimated for the excitation/detection system jet corrected for intensity variations in the laser sheet. Fig-
employed. Considering the detectability limit to be ,hat for ure 7 corresponds to a corrected image of the same jet seeded
which the signal to noise ratio is one, the minimum measur- with biacetyl. Due to the weaker biacetyl signal, intensities
able concentrations can be estimated as 93 ppm for biacetyl, in the biacetyl image have been multiplied by a factor of 4.
and 65 ppm for acetone (where 0.12% has been used as the to produce maximum values comparable to those in Fig. 6.
value for acetone quantum efficiency). As the exit partial Higher noise levels in the image of the biacetyl-seeded jet are
pressures were 30 Torr for biacetyl (39,000 ppm), and particularly noticeable in the downstream end of the flow,
90 Torr for acetone (118,000 ppm), this yields potential sig- where dilution of the jet fluid by ambient air produces lower
nal dynamic ranges of 420 and 1,815 respectively. The max- concentration of the marker gas. Mie scattering of the
imum value of the product cof CN/h, where N is the total 440 nm laser beam from dust particles in the air surrounding
number of photons in a laser pulse and h is the laser sheet the jet is visible in the image of the biacetyl-seeded jet. This
height (the sheet profile is approximated by a top hat func- scattering can be rejected by placing an appropriate optical
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filter in the detection optics, at the expense of reducing the Damon, G. H.: Daniels. F. 1933: The photolysis of gaseous acetone
collected biacetyl fluorescence sign;-l. This discrimination and the influence of water. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 55, 2363 2375
has been achieved in the acetone-seeded jet images because Dyer, M. J.: Croslcy, D. R. 1982: Two-dimensional imaging of OH

laser-induced fluorescence in a flame. Opt. Lett. 7 (8), 382 384
the glass imaging lens transmits the :Aue fluorescence while Epstein, A. H!. 1974: Fluorescent gaseous tracers for three-dimen-
blocking the Mie scattering from dust particles at 308 nm. sional flow visualization. MIT Gas Turbine Lab. Rep. !17
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for an imaged point in the flow (in this case, near the nozzle), Halpern, A. M.; Ware, W. R. 1971: Excited singlet state radiative and
intensities can be readily converted into seeding concentra- nonradiative transition probabilities for acetone, acetone-d6,
tions, or to the mole fraction of jet fluid in the mixture of jet and hexafluoroacetone in the gas phase, in solution, and in the
and ambient air. neat liquid. J. Chem. Phys. 54 (3), 1271 1276

Hansen, D. A.; Lee, E. K. C. 1975a: Radiative and nonradiativeAn emission intensity comparison can be best obtained trniisinheistxcedinettaeosymrca
transitions in the first excited singlet state of symmetrical

from averaged images. Averages of 30 acetone frames, and methyl-substituted acetones. J. Chem. Phys. 62 (1), 183 189
160 biacetyl frames were acquired. The total collected signals Hansen, D. A., Lee, E. K. C. 1975 b: Radiative and nonradiative
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Hanson, R. K.; Seitzman, J. M.W Paul, P. H. 1990: Planar laser-fluo-
to that of biacetyl, in good agreement with the previous rescence imaging of combustion gases. Appl. Phys. B, 50, 441
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factor of 2 by placing the acetone seeding bottle in a bath of Heicklen, J. 1959: The fluorescence and phosphorescence of biacetyl
warm water. vapor and acetone vapor. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 81, 3863 3866

Heicklen, I.; Noyes, W. A. 1959: The photolysis and fluorescence of
acetone and acetone-biacetyl mixtures. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 81,
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To determine the quantitative limitations of fluorescence imaging of OH, various systematic and random
errors associated with three excitation approaches are analyzed. The three laser pumping schemes, 1) dye laser
excitation of the AE+--X2

fl (1,0) band, 2) KrF laser excitation of the predlssociative (3,0) band, and
3) saturated pumping of the (0,0) band with a XeCI laser, are compared to find which method minimizes the
overall error. The approaches are compared by calculating shot-noise limited random errors and systematic
deviations between the standard scaling equations and solutions to a time-dependent five-level rate equation
model of the population densities. The model is used to address saturation and depletion (bleaching) effects. Dye
laser excitation has the lowest overall error for single-shot imaging in turbulent hydrocarbon-air and hydrogen-
air flames. XeCI pumping produces the strongest signals, with evidence of strong saturation and ground state
depletion effects. KrF pumping of the weakly absorbing and predissociative (3,0) band shows potential for
quantitative imaging, when frame averaging is used.

Introduction errors arise from unmeasured variations in parameters which

D LANAR imaging is a powerful tool for obtaining spatially affect the fluorescence or from failings in the predictive nature

correlated flowfield information at an instant in time. of the standard steady-state fluorescence models. In low light
Thus planar imaging has proven an effective tool for locating level PLIF imaging, the primary source of random error is
flames, regions of burned or unburned gases, recirculation signal shot noise, which is signal level dependent. By compar-
zones, shock waves, large-scale structures, and other features.I ing the combined errors for the three pumping schemes, the
In addition, planar imaging provides the capability of deliver- technique with the smallest overall error in a given flowfield
ing quantitative information at multiple flowfield points. Pla- can be determined.
nar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) is particularly attractive In the present comparison, we consider hydroxyl (OH)

owing to the strength of the process, relative to its primary imaging in turbulent hydrocarbon-air and hydrogen-air
competitors, Rayleigh and Raman scattering, and to its poten- flames. Turbulent combustion, which dominates many practi-
tial for monitoring several flowfield parameters: species con- cal propulsion and energy conversion devices, presents a par-
centration, temperature, velocity and pressure. 2 Thus, ad- ticularly challenging application for diagnostic methods. In

vances in PLIF which provide more quantitative data have addition, the crucial role played by large organized structures,
high potential to generate a better understanding of both react- for example, in controlling mixing and dissipation rates, has
ing and nonreacting flows, recently been recognized. The measurement of instantaneous

In a typical PLIF measurement, an excited electronic state spatial structures is therefore essential for verifying various
of a molecule is populated by a laser source with an emission combustion models. The OH radical was chosen for this com-
frequency tuned to an optically allowed resonance between the parison because of its importance in flame chemistry, because
excited state and a lower energy state. Excited molecules can of its ability to mark specific regions of the flow, and because
then emit light, fluoresce, producing the PLIF signal. To date, it has relatively well-established spectroscopic and collisional
collisional quenching of the excited state has been considered data bases. In premixed hydrocarbon flames, quenching of
the major limitation to quantitative PLIF measurements, as OH varies by less than 1001o across regions of significant OH
collision rates depend on local chemical and thermodynamic concentration.3 .4 In methane diffusion flames, proper choice
parameters. Various laser pumping schemes have been sug- of transitions allow uncorrected LIF measurements of OH

gested to reduce the importance of collisional quenching and to be within : 100 of the actual value of the OH concentra-
produce more quantitative images. It should be noted, how- tion near the reaction zone.5 In other cases, measurement of
ever, that in many cases the variation in quench rate across a some parameters, such as temperature and velocity, can be
region is small or can be modeled to some accuracy. To be made by taking ratios of fluorescence images in a way that
considered an improvement, therefore, the errors associated cancels or significantly reduces the collisional quenching de-
with the alternate pumping schemes should be less than the pendence. 6,7 It is against this backdrop that other error sources
systematic errors associated with quenching variations, are compared.

Here, we examine various error sources, both systematic Systematic Errors: Scaling Models
and random, for three different laser pumping methods: the
standard linear pumping technique; predissociated PLIF, in As previously detailed, the laser in a typical PLIF measure-
which the upper state decay rate is partially controlled by ment causes molecules to be transferred from a specific rota-
molecular dissociation; and saturated pumping, with laser tion-vibration energy level in the ground electronic state to
stimulated emission limiting the decay rate. The systematic another discrete level in a higher energy electronic state. After

excitation, various decay processes affect the laser-populated

Received March 20, 1992; revision received May 13, 1992; accepted upper state. For example, the molecule can be returned to its

for publication June 5, 1992. Copyright © 1992 by the American original state by (laser-induced) stimulated emission. In addi-
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which is known as predissociation. Finally, the originally pop- molecules ana for molecules which are electronically quenched
ulated state, and nearby states indirectly populated through to vibrational levels other than the bath level 4. It is assumed
collisions, can fluoresce, producing the PLIF signal. that vibrational transfer in the ground electronic state is slow,

The fluorescence signal is usually modeled by solving a set of such that none of these molecules return to the absorbing bath
rate equations for the populations of the various energy levels during the laser pulse.
of the molecule. The simplest model uses only the two laser- It must also be noted that the rates R 4 1 and R 32 are not
coupled energy levels and is a steady-state solution. The fluo- elementary rate coefficients, but depend on the population
rescence equations derived from this model are generally used distribution of the bath, i.e., n4R4, = Enbro, or R 41 = Wfbrbl,
to interpret PLIF images and to apply corrections owing to where rb, is the rate coefficient for collisional transfer from
systematic effects such as a laser sheet's spatially nonuniform rotational energy level b in the bath andfb is its relative popu-
energy profile. lation. For weak laser pumping and fast rotational transfer,

According to this model for a weak (nonperturbing) laser R41 and R 32 closely approach the rates associated with Boltz-
pulse, the total number of photons N. striking a photodetector mann rotational distributions.
from a collection volume V, imaged onto the detector is2  Also included in the model is the actual spectral overlap

between the laser profile (WL) and the Doppler-, collision-,10 and
SA2, lifetime-broadened absorption profile (0a) of the molecule, i.e.,

Np = I fl(T) naVcBi2Ev AB , + Q21 (1)

where ? is the transmission efficiency of the collection optics, g(L) = , 1`L)00(., P.) dp (3)

fi the collection solid angle, f,(T) the fractional (Boltzmann)
population of the lower laser coupled state in the absence of where I'L is the center frequency of the laser and Po the center
the laser field, na the number density of the absorbing species, frequency of the molecular absorption transition. For the pre-
and E, (J cm- 2 Hz- 1) the spectral fluence of the laser. Addi- sent comparisons, the laser is modeled with a Gaussian line
tionally, it is assumed the fluorescence is emitted equally into shape and the molecular absorption transition is given by a
4w sr and the laser spectral width is broad compared to the Voigt profile. The effect of the overlap integral is to replace
bandwidth of the molecular transition. the laser stimulated rates, BijI, (see Fig. 1) by BJjg(i'L), where

For fully saturated fluorescence, the number of signal pho- I is the total laser intensity. As written, the overlap integral (3)
tons would instead be given by2  is valid except for inhomogeneous saturation effects."

= a f,(T) n. I + A21 (2) Random Errors: Noise
4t +g1/g2 (The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of PLIF images acquired

with a typical intensified, solid-state camera system is given
where g, and g2 are the degeneracies of the two laser coupled by12

levels and At is the effective fluorescence integration time.
When coupling to the other populated energy levels is con- Np7pcGe
sidered, the population fraction term in Eq. (2) can approach SNR = [Np~lpcGe(GeK + I) + N•]½ (4)
unity.'

Since these equations or similar ones are used to guide con- where q, is the quantum efficiency of the photocathode, G,
version of PLIF images to field measurements of flow vari- the overall electron gain (array detector electrons/photo-
ables such as concentration or temperature, deviations of the cathode electrons), K a noise factor associated primarily with
actual signal from these models will typically represent a source the electron gain of the intensifier (typically, the lowest value
of systematic error. The inaccuracies of the standard equations of K for an intensifier is between 1 and 3), and N, the com-
can be estimated by comparing their predictions to the results bined readout, dark and digitization noise of the camera sys-
from a time-dependent numerical solution of the rate equa- tem. The first term in the denominator of Eq. (3) represents
tions. We consider the five-level system depicted in Fig. 1. the signal shot noise. When the shot-noise term dominates the
Similar models have been examined to study the difference in camera noise term, the signal is shot-noise limited and the SNR
saturation effects between molecular systems and atomic sys- is given by
tems, for which two-level models are more pertinent.8 .9

Levels I and 2 represent rovibronic states directly coupled by SNR = (Np2 7c/K)' (5)
the laser. Level 4 represents a bath of other rotational energy
levels in the same vibrational state, which can exchange popu- assuming, as is usually the case, GeK * 1.
lation with the absorbing level, 1. Likewise, level 3 is the bath
for the excited state. Level 5 accounts for predissociated Laser Pumping Options for OH PLIF

B• R,.R, 034 A, Laser-induced fluorescence of OH is most often performed
2, 2- - using the A 2 E,-X 2H(v" =0) system, with transition wave-

-lengths below approximately 320 nm. For excitation from the
X 2Hl(v" =0) state, the (0,0) band has the highest transition
probabilities'3 and was used in many of the original PLIF

2 3measurements."4,15 In the absence of collision-induced vibra-Stional excitation in the upper state, practically all of the fluo-
rescence is re-emitted in the (0,0) band. Thus, fluorescence

<5 trapping, absorption of the emitted OH fluorescence by other
025 A2 035 A35  OH molecules, and elastic laser scattering can be problems in

some imaging measurements.
_ .-- 4_4 Excitation of the (1,0) band near 282 nm combined with

B121, R1,.R,, detection of the strong (1,1) band near 315 nm has been used

Fig. I Energy level schematic for five-level PLIF model, levels i and to avoid these problems.' 5 "' The stimulated absorption coeffi-
2 are coupled by the laser, 4 and 3 are their respective bath levels, and cient for the (1,0) band (B130) is only slightly lower than that for

level S acts as a sink: various processes represented include Bijl,, laser the (0,0) band, Bo/Bo- 0.3. For these approaches, frequency
stimulated rates; Qiq, collisional quench rates; Aq/, spontaneous emis- doubled dye lasers are the typical illumination sources. Be-
sion rates; and Rij, rotational transfer rates. cause of the Umited pulse energies (- 1-30 mJ) available from
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these sources, the resulting fluorescence measurements are from the excited v' = 3 (Ref. 17) is omitted, since it would
usually considered to fall in the linear fluorescence regime. increase the quenching dependence of the fluorescence.

The recent introduction of tunable excimer lasers has re- XeC! pumping provides the most intense signals, while the
suited in new pumping options for OH PLIF. Specifically, low B coefficient and small fluorescence yield (A /Q) for KrF
commercially available XeCI lasers, which emit near 308 nm, pumping result in much lower signal levels, even compared to
and KrF excimers, operating around 248 nm, provide pulse traditional dye laser pumping. The expected KrF signal levels
energies in excess of 100 mJ. With tuning ranges of roughly I in otherwise identical atmospheric pressure measurements is at
nm, these two lasers can excite a limited number of OH least 50 times less than for dye or XeCI pumping.
lines."'Is The high pulse energies of the XeCI at 308 nm allow The fourth column in Table 1, BE,, is especially notewor-
for high signal levels and suggest the potential for saturated thy. In the linear fluorescence limit, BE, represents the ratio
fluorescence imaging of the (0,0) band in atmospheric pressure (in, dt)/n°, the number of times the original population must
flames. cycle through level 1 (by quenching or rotational redistribu-

The more powerful KrF laser permits imaging of OH using tion). In case 1, for example, quenching combined with rota-
the (3,0) band, which has a relatively weak transition probabil- tional transfer from nearby rotational levels must effectively
ity, B3o/Bo0-=0.006 (Ref. 13). As with the (1,0) pumping, a resupply the N = 5 (J = 5.5) state with its original population
significant proportion of the fluorescence occurs in red-shifted 16 times. On the other hand, BE, for XeCI pumping is so large
vibrational bands, e.g. (3,1), (3,2), and (3,3). Additionally, that saturation and possibly bleaching of the ground electronic
some of the transitions within the tuning range of the KrF laser state are likely.
have predissociation rates19 near 1010 s-' and may allow For predissociative KrF pumping, there is effectively no
quenching-independent PLIF measurements. 20

.
2' As a poten- quenching repopulation. Therefore, signals greater than that

tial drawback to predissociated fluorescence measurements, possible from the original number of molecules in level 1 can
the dissociated 0 and H atoms will most likely fail to recom- only be achieved by rotational redistribution in the ground
bine during the short laser pulse ( - 20 ns), and thus depletion levels. Thus, although predissociation has the potential to re-
of the ground OH energy levels can occur in the absence of duce the dependence of N, on collisional electronic quenching,
quenching repopulation. Furthermore, interferences from 02 the signal can still depend on collisions through rotational
and H20 transitions, which can be excited by the KrF laser, as transfer in the ground state (and in the upper state, since the
well as photodissociation of water and formation of OH, must predissociation rate in the upper state is also a function of
be considered. 17,22 rotational quantum number'g).

A simple comparison of the expected signal level for these
pumping options is illuminating. For the comparison, we con- Model Results
sider the following five cases: 1) pumping the Q,(5) (1,0) line The set of rate equations illustrated in Fig. 1 was solved for
with a pulsed dye laser assuming linear fluorescence; 2) excit- each of the pumping schemes with a standard ordinary dif-
ing the Q,(3) (0,0) line with a XeCi laser, assuming linear ferential equation solver on a personal computer. The flow-
fluorescence; 3) again exciting the Q1(3) (0,0) line with a XeCI field calibration condition is the same one used for the steady-
laser, now assuming saturated fluorescence; 4) pumping the state comparison of Table 1, e.g., 1500 K, I atm, 0.50lo of OH,
predissociative PI(8) (3,0) line with a KrF excimer, assuming total collisional quenching rate Q, of 0.7 x 109 s-', with a
the steady-state linear fluorescence equation; and 5) also 80 x 0.5 mm laser sheet. The laser energies and bandwidths,
pumping the P,(8) (3,0) line with a KrF excimer, now assuming stimulated rate coefficients, and predissociation rates are also
enough energy to totally depopulate the ground rotational identical to those listed in Table 1. At the calibration condi-
level with no rotational repopulation. For the (1,0) band, the tions, the overlap integrals, Eq. (3), are gdye = 1.50 cm, gKrF
QI(5) line was chosen to obtain good signals without a signifi- = 1.33 cm and gxcl = 1.1 cm.
cant temperature dependence of the Boltzmann population. Additionally, the rotational transfer rate R1 4 is assumed to
For the XeC! and KrF options, which can access only a small be the same as R23, which is 1010 s I for the calibration condi-
number of OH lines, the specific rotational lines were chosen
based on similar constraints.

Table I compares the relative fluorescence, N,/C, that 50
would be expected for the five pumping options, assuming E
identical collection optics and detectors. In each case, the tem- 40

porally integrated fluorescence N, is proportional to a factor - e
C = i7(fl/4ir) VCnoH, [see Eq. (1)]. Also shown is the shot-noise.-Dy 30
limited SNR for each approach assuming -q =60%, Q/ -
4 1r=0.0001 (g4 collection optics for good spatial resolution; C 20
imaging an 80-mm high sheet onto an 18-mm intensifier), • 10 7Z

V, = 0.049 mm 3 (500-prm sheet width and 256 x 256 pixel ar- U)
ray), neoH= 2.4 x 101

6
cm-

3 (0.5010 of OHat I atm, 1500K)and /
,1, = 1001o. For excitation to v' = 1, it is assumed that one-third 0 10 20 30 40 50
of the fluorescence comes from the v' = 0 state, because of
vibrational transfer. For KrF excitation, fluorescence from Time [ns]
lower lying vibrational states produced by vibrational transfer Fig. 2 Temporal profiles for the three pump lasers.

Table I Comparison of relative OH fluorescence signals for various pump lasers

Equation B, A, Q fh N1,I/C Shot,
Case for Np 101 2cm 2/Js BE' 106s- l109s-1 o/0 10- 4 /pixel SNRj

i, Dye CfJBE, (A/Q) 9.7 16c 1.0 0.7f 3.2 7.4 51
2, XeCI Cft BE, (A /Q) 33 370d 1.5 0.7f 2.9 230 280
3, XeCI C(f, - I)A at / 2 i _. a - a 1.5 - a 2.9 4.4-- 150 39-230
4, KrF CfiBE, (A/Q) 0.12 4c 1.1 11 .7 fg 2.3 0.084 5.4
5, KrF CfA/Q -a a 1.1 11.7f1 2.3 0.021 2.7

'Not applicable. b80-mm x 50
0

-/um sheet. c 10 m., 15-GHz bandwidth, d 1 0 0 mJ, 23-GHz bandwidth.
c200 mJ, 15-GHz bandwidth. 'Collisional quench rate in I atm H 2-air flame. 9Predissociation rate' of
I I x 10's' . 11500 K. I Integration time, At = 20 as laser pulse. t K = 2.
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". for other laser energies, Boltzmann fractions, and pressures.
1.25 n3 (x20) In each case, the rotational transfer rates and quenching ratio

- ------ n4 (xO.5) (Q,,/Q,) were also changed to examine their effect on the
1.00 .. ----- model results. Both the fluorescence signal N,/[vj(fl/4vr)Vj

n5 (x2) and the systematic error resulting from the difference between
0.75 the simple model's scaling predictions and the time-dependentn2 -- -0- results were calculated. The error in measuring OH concentra-

0n (x5) tion associated with a change in a single variable x, e.g., laser
0.25 / " \. energy, is defined by

0 /O~l 0 "•€"J-"l I I , [ i , " ", error=(n - oH no
0 10 20 30

* Time [ns] = [Np(x)lNp(xcw).S(xc.0/S(x)] - 1 (6)

Flg. 3 Telmporal development of the population deadtes for five-
level OH model, with 10 mJ of dye laser energy pumping of the Q() where nor is the OH concentration in the volume imaged onto
(1,0) Use. a pixel, noSH is the concentration that would be deduced using

the simple model to scale the fluorescence from the calibration
point, N,(x) is the fluorescence according to the five-level

•" 1.0 1 1 1 1 V model, and S(x) is the fluorescence prediction for the simple
E scaling model. The variable xw is the calibration value for the

0. variable x at, for example, a point in the flowfield or in an-S0.8 . "n., (>(2000) n (03

- /---- 
other OH source, where conditions are well characterized.r-Z1 0.6 .- I .\. • ,. I

C n () Laser Energy
0.4 n n.- 7 Figures 6-8 show the effect of laser energy on the fluores-.o(0 > cence signal. Some nonlinearities associated with perturba-

_• 0.2 " tions of the ground state population are seen for all three
0 I ..- n1 (x3) " excitation methods. For the (1,0) dye laser case (Fig. 6), errors
O. 0 , , ,. as large as 20% are predicted, based on a linear energy depen-

0 10 20 30 dence. For the calibration conditions, a laser fluence of less

Time [ns] than - 10 mJ/cm2 (4 mJ for the 80x 0.5 mm sheet) would be

Fig.4 Temporal development of the five-level model po ation required to ensure linearity within + 5% down to zero energy.

Fdensities, with a 200 mJ KrF laser pumping te- P1(S) (3,0) i one As might be expected, increases in the rotational transfer rate
(R) and decreases in the ratio Q,3/Q. tend to reduce the ground
state depletion and extend the linear response regime.

"tions.23'24 Finally, the electronic quenching is assumed to be T" 1.0 1 .. -o
equally divided between transfer to the v = 0 bath vibrational E
level (level 4) and to the other vibrational states, that is 0 .8 (34) n5 (x0.4)
Q,4mQ2=Q34 and Q.6-Q25=Q35 are both O.35 x 109 s-i. 1 0 .8 .-

Figure 2 shows the laser temporal profiles used in the cal- 4 0.6
culations. They are measured profiles for Lambda-Physik
excimer and excimer-pumped dye lasers. Calculations were 0 0.4 / ,(x1O)'.-. .
also made using the shorter [8 ns full-width at half-maximum . (4.4)
(FWHM)] temporal pulse of a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser and i 0.2-
do not significantly vary from the excimer-pumped results (. ()

presented subsequently. The OH population histories are a. 0 I.71

shown in Figs. 3-5. In all cases, there is some depletion of the 0 10 20 30 40 50
laser-pumped level and its bath. For the dye and XeCI pump- Time [ns]
ing, it is produced by quenching to excited vibrational levels,
while predissociation plays a key role for KrF pumping. The Fig. 5 Temporal development of the five-level model population
high laser intensity, large absorption coefficient and assumed densities, with 100 mW of XeCl laser energy pumping the Q1(3) (0,0)

quenching ratio (Q,/Q, = V2) combine to make depletion ef- line.
fects greatest in the XeCI case. In addition, XeCI pumping is
unique in that the laser-coupled levels have almost the same ,, ' *R/Rc 1 =0.2 20
population during the peak of the laser pulse, the traditional • 20 "% oR/R•pouato duin th pea oftelsrpustetadtoa2 0 R/Rcai=5".

definition of saturation. ," *es/Qe=0"" N .10= 105

The population histories of the excited levels (2 and 3) illus- 0.. -. " 00 *e/0e=0.9
trate two differences between predissociative pumping and the V
other approaches. B cause of the high-predissociation rate as- 0-

sociated with KrF pumping, the population of the laser-excited 10
rotational level exceeds the bath population and produces over -. . .10
50% of the fluorescence. On the other hand, significant rota- 5s ". ..
tional transfer within the upper levels occurs in both of the vU v- -20 W

other cases, with less than 10% of the fluorescence coming 0
from the initially excited rotational level. In terms of the total 0 10 20 30 40 50
population of the two levels, or equivalently the total fluores- Laser Fluence [mJ/cm 2

]
cence, KrF pumping is at least 100 times less effective than the Fig. 6 Variation in the PLIF signal (solid curve) and systematic error
other two approaches, as expected from the steady-state anal- (dot-dash curve) with laser energy for dye laser excltation of the Qi(5)
ysis (Table 1). (1,0) line: dotted lines represent error plots for values of R different

To test the predictive accuracy of the steady-state models, from the calibration point 101%s- 1; the dashed curves show effects of
Eqs. (1) and (2), the time-dependent analysis was carried out other electronic quench ratios, (Qgs/Q,)cj = 0.5.
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As evidenced in Fig. 7, the small B coefficients for (3,0) KrF 25 -
pumping help limit the ground state depletion, such that a E 2 1 - - -,0

linear energy response is maintained within * 5% up to 400 mJ 3,o) KF (. 10010 v 2 0.. - 10 .0) X e C , [ x0 2 )

have a negligible consequence because of the large predissocia- 10.0) XeC5 0 21
tive rate. Changes in R still affect ground state depletion,
howev -, and thus the linearity of the fluorescence.

Nonlinear behavior is most severe for XeCI pumping of the 1 " 2

(0,0) band (Fig. 8). The flatness of the response at high ener- 5
gies is a product of saturation and depletion of the lower bath W
level. So in Fig. 8, the errors associated with both the linear 0[1_1
[Eq. (1)] and saturated [Eq. (2)] fluorescence models are L. 2-0 1.5 1.0 0.5
shown. Now, changes in rotational rates have little conse-
quence (and thus are not shown), while the quench ratio has I/Pressure [atm1]
the larger effect. Because saturation is most pronounced at the Fig. 10 Variation in OH PLIF signal with pressure for the three
peak of the laser pulse, temporal gating of the detector from pump options; also the result of gating (12 us) the detector during the
3 to 15 ns (see Fig. 2) was studied. Whereas the signal is re- peak of the XeCI laser pulse.
duced, the shape of the saturation curve and the error values

0.25 * R/ =0.2 ..

o R/R =O5sS2O0=.
9  

- ---
ca -5

0.150 o _ - (1,0) Dye

"" • -40 -- (3.0) KrF ",0.26 - ... (0.0) XeC0 Galed

0\
_ ii Mf-0))

2.0 1.5 1.0 0.5
0 200 400 600 80 1000

Laser Fluence [mJ/cm
2
] /rsue[t1

Fig."] aritio inPLIFsigal ithlasr eergyforKrFlasr pmp- FIg. 11 Systematic errors associated with pressure scaling: I/P scal-
F~g.7 Vriaionin PIF ignl wth lserenegy or KF lserpum- ilg for the dye and standard XeCI approaches, pressure-independentlug of the P3(8) (3,0) line (see Fig. 6 for details), scaling for KrF and gated XeCI pumping.

are almost identical to those of Fig. 8. However for the gated

I- 200 .•_ case, the error results are more sensitive to variations in R and
o e/e0 o . are comparable to the quench ratio variations shown in Fig. 8.

6 .05 .5 ee/e0.

\Np=E loo10E Population Fraction
40 Npf(E) e As evidenced in the population time histories (Figs. 3-5),

-. ---- and is one source of the nonlinear dependence of the fluores-

Fig 11 soegrudsteatc depletons asoccursd with allsthreseaig 1Pum wlasr

Fg Variation in-"''--• _icence signal on laser energy. In addition, this depletion pro-

g of tduces a nonlinear response to local changes in the absorbing

0 100 200 300 400 500 state's population fraction. Within the scope of the presentEs 80e [-] amodel and its assumption of negligible ground state vibra-
Le0e0mtional transfer, the depletion is truly a function of population

Fig. 8 Variation in PLIF signal with laser energy for XeCI laser fraction, not ground state number density.
excitation of the Qi(3) (0,0) line: dashed line represents systematic Figure 9 illustrates the effect for the XeCI pump laser. Theerrors associated with the linear model; dot-dashed line is for the limits on the initial population fraction (Ah) correspond to
saturation model. Roltzmann distributions ranging from 700 to 2500 K. For XeCI

_., ,•... .. ,... .. 40 pumping, large errors are associated with linearly scaling theNfluorescence with respect to initial population fraction. As

2 .5 shown, decreasing the quench ratio or rotational transfer rate
TR\reduces the systematic error. Similar calculations for the dye

..- 0 and KrF cases predict errors not larger than d 5%, again for
o- sg- Boltzmann fractions corresponding to a 700-2500 K range.

20""-2

70 0c a1  n l e r Pressure
0 

0 e-20 30  
-. 0" 5sa The pressure dependence of the fluorescence can be impor-

0= • w7 o•o0"- " • • tant for nonisobaric flows. Pressure changes primarily affectLaser 60uenc / mod:;/Q=0the various collision rates and, therefore, quenching, rota-
2 3 . . -60 tional transfer, and collisional broadening. Figure 10 shows

6 the pressure dependence of the PLIF signal for all three pump
f• [%] options, including XeCI pumping combined with the 12-ns

Fig. 9 Variation in the PLIF signal with population fraction of the time gating. For the dye and standard XeCI pumping, the
absorbing state for XeCI laser excitation of the Qi(3) transition (ste fluorescence is primarily inversely proportional to pressure.
Fig. 6 for explanation of the various curves). On the other hand, the signal is nearly independent of pros-
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sure, below 1-2 atm, for KrF (predissociation) and gated XeCI At 5 atm, the effect increases to * 10%, for the 0.5-cm -laser.
(saturation) excitation. As an additional error source, consider the pulse-to-pule vari-

The systematic errors associated with these two scaling laws ations in laser bandwidth. For * 10% variations in the nomi-
are displayed in Fig. 11. In general, the dye and KrF methods nal 0.5-cm -I laser width, the error in OH concentration is
exhibit the smallest scaling errors. For KrF pumping below * 7% if no corrections are attempted, and the error is * 3%
- 1.6 atm and below - 2.7 atm for dye pumping, the error is for a l/Ail. scaling [Eq. (1)].
less than 10%. Additionally, KrF and (gated) XeCI pumping
have the obvious advantage of not requiring a pressure calibra-
tion measurement. Summary

A collection of the results is listed in Table 2. Dye laser
overlap lategra pumping of the (1,0) band and KrF pumping of the (3,0) band

"The isolated effects of the overlap integral are shown in exhibit relatively low systematic errors. XeC! pumping of the
Figs. 12 and 13, based on the Doppler width associated with (0,0) band involves relatively large errors. The table also in-
dye laser excitation of the (1,0) band. Since the Doppler widths cludes the random error (l/SNR) for two conditions: the cal-
(proportional to Y.) for the XeCI and KrF pumped transitions ibration concentration of OH (2.4 x 1016 cm- 3, or 5000 ppm at
differ from the (1,0) band by only - 1001, the results shown in 1500 K and I atm) and 10% of this value (500 ppm) to indicate
the figures also apply in general to these other excitation op- dynamic range limits. As suggested by the earlier analysis
tions. As evidenced in Fig. 12, the overlap integral is sensitive (Table 1), XeCi excitation can produce very high signal levels,
to pressure, especially above 2 atm, but less sensitive for spec- while single-shot images produced with KrF pumping will con-
trally broader lasers. taln excessive random errors. Dye pumping provides a reason-

Unlike the strong pressure dependence, Fig. 13 shows that able compromise between these two extremes. The errors listed
the overlap integral varies little over a broad temperature in the table are based on values of R = 1010 s - and Q•.5/
range, for a 0.5-cm-I laser. With more narrow bandwidths, Qe = 0.5, but variations of R from 0.2 to 5 x 1030 s-I and

the variations grow. The small change at I atm is a result of the Q.3/Qe from 0 to 0.9 do not significantly alter the comparison.

counterbalancing effects of Doppler and collision broadening. Conclusions

10 For quantitative OH imaging and the study of large orga-
nized structures in turbulent combustion, single-shot imaging

0 7 with good spatial resolution is required. Under these con-
straints, dye laser excitation of the (1,0) band of OH appears-10 -7.c •' to be the best approach, compared to XeCI excimer pumping

S-20 of the (0,0) band and KrF pumping of the (3,0) band. In many
: -02--aerof these flames, quench rates appear to vary by less than 10%

-30 -- 05 c ls in regions of significant OH concentration. Nonlinear re-

-40 Avc-0.056 Platm] cm 1  sponses to changes in laser energy, population fraction, and
pressure effects related to saturation and depletion are within

"-50 ... this range for dye laser excitation of the (1,0) band. To stay
1 2 3 4 5 within these limits, however, the output of some dye laser

P systems may have to be reduced below the maximum available
energy. Use of a dye laser also allows the greatest flexibility in

Fig. 12 Pressure-related systematic errors associated with the overlap choosing excitation transitions optimized for a specific flow
Integral for dye (1,0) excitation at 1800 K, shown for two laser condition. For example, a line with a lower absorption coeffi-
(FWHM) bandwidths (A'c is the collision-broadening width for prod- cient can be chosen when laser absorption is a problem. Com-
nets of a stoichiomaerlc H2-air flameio). bined with the excess available laser energy, this can result in

no loss of signal.
5.0 Because of the extremely low B coefficients for excitation of

the (3,0) band, the KrF laser does not significantly perturb the
2.5 absorbing state population. Even low rotational transfer rates

can maintain the population of the laser excited rotational
0 olevel. Unfortunately, the low fluorescence signals preclude

- 0.2 cm-1 laser -- meaningful single-shot images. For situations where only aver-
Wu -2.5 age flowfield data is required, frame averaging many images.... 0.5 cm- 1 laser •will significantly reduce the random error.

-5.0 AVc.0.062(1600/T)° 8 cm-1  XeCI excitation produces bright, low-noise images, which
1 .. . I . I... I ,0 permits measurements of large flowfields and application of a

1000 1500 2000 2500 number of image processing methods.'s The increased laser
energy available in the XeCI laser, compared to typical dye

Temperature [K] lasers, is capable of approaching saturation conditions, thus
Fig. 13 Temperature-related systematic errors associated with the reducing the laser energy and quenching dependences of the
overlap integral for dye (1,0) excitation at I aim (the temperature fluorescence. The quenching dependence can be further re-
scaling"0 for Ar, is also shown), duced with very fast detector gates. Unfortunately, saturation

Table 2 Systematic and random (noise) errors associated with OH PLIF

Systematic error, o7 Npd SNR-', 07o SNR-1, 07o
Ne, (Ecal/2) nOHcai nOH.cal/10

Laser model Ea ftb PC photons K = 2 K= 2
Dye ocEfu/P *8 ±5 ±15 17,000 ±3.4 ±11
KrF xEft ±2 ±2 ±29 190 ±32 ±100
XeCI of1 /P ±34 ±36 ±20 190,000 ±1.0 ±3.2
Gated XeCI ocf1  ±38 ±26 ±44 110,000 :L 1.3 ±4.2

"E/E,,=0.25-I. bf,/fj for 700-2500 K. cP/Pw=0.5-5. de)tection constants from Table 1.
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combined with depletion makes the fluorescence a nonlinear anced Cross-Rate Model for Saturated Molecular Fluorescence in
function of population fraction (fl). While this obstacle could Flames Using a Nanosecond Pulse Length Laser," Applied Optics,
be reduced by choosing an absorbing rotational level with Vol. 19, No. 19, 1980, pp. 3295-3300.
nearly temperature-independent population fraction, no such '0Rea, E. C., Jr., "Rapid-Tuning Laser Wavelength Modulation
transition exists within the limited tuning range of the XeCI Spectroscopy with Applications in Combustion Diagnostics and OH

Line Shape Studies," Ph.D. Dissertation, Dept. of Mechanical Engi-laser for temperatures within the range 700-2500 K (or even neering, Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA, Dec. 1990.
for more limited ranges such as 1000-2000 K). "Greenstein, H., and Bates, C. W., Jr., "Line-Width and Tuning

For quantitative OH imaging with relatively broadband Effects in Resonant Excitation," Journal of the Optical Society of
lasers, uncorrected variations in the spectral overlap integral America, Vol. 65, No. 1, 1975, pp. 33-40.
are a significant source of error at high pressures or when there '2Hanson, R. K., and Seitzman, J. M., "Planar Fluorescence Imag-
are large variations in the laser spectral width. In the latter ing in Gases," Experimental Methods for Flows with Combustion,
case, corrections can be performed by monitoring the laser edited by A. Taylor, Academic Press, London, 1993, Chap. 6.
linewidth. ' 3Chidsley, 1. L., and Crosley, D. R.. "Calculated Rotational Tran-

There are a number ot other aspects of quantitative PLIF sition Probabilities for the A-X System of OH." Journal of Quantita-
imaging which require further examination. These include the tive Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer, Vol. 23, No. 2, 1980, pp.187-189.
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Continuous wave dye-laser technique for
simultaneous, spatially resolved measurements of
temperature, pressure, and velocity of NO in an
underexpanded free jet

Michael D. Di Rosa, Albert Y. Chang, and Ronald K. Hanson

Gas dynamic quantities within an underexpanded nitrogen free jet, seeded with 0.5% NO, were measured
nonintrusively by using an intracavity-doubled, rapid-tuning, cw ring dye laser. The UV beam passed
obliquely through the jet axis, and its frequency repetitively scanned across adjacent rotational lines in
the NO gamma band near 225 nm at a rate of 4 kHz. Spatially resolved excitation scans were obtained by
monitoring the induced broadband fluoresence. Modeling the Doppler-shifted excitation scans with
Voigt profiles permitted simultaneous determinations of NO velocity, rotational temperature, and
pressure. Zero Doppler shift was referenced to an absorption trace obtained across a static cell and
recorded concurrently with the excitation scan. Typically, the measured and predicted axial distribu-
tions agreed within 10%. At high Mach numbers there was evidence of rotational freezing of NO.

Key words: NO, velocity, rotational temperature, free jet.

Introduction tional lines fully, the intensity ratio of which would
In earlier endeavors at our laboratory, the fast-tuning yield the rotational temperature. To demonstrate
attributes of lead-salt diode lasers were successfully this capability, the rapid-tuning technique was later
emulated in a cw ring dye laser. These efforts exercised as a fast-sampling temperature diagnostic,
culminated in the refinement of a dual rhomb tuner, probing adjacent OH A <- X (0, 0) absorption transi-
which when inserted within a commercially available tions near 306 nm within shock-heated flows 4 and
ring dye laser, enabled seamless, repetitive scans of flames. 5

the D2 sodium line (589 nm) at kilohertz rates.1  The In principle, spectrally resolving a pair of rotational
frequency-doubled output of such a modified ring dye lines of a constituent species of a flow field admits
laser can attain swee.n ranges of 3 wave numbers at measurements of velocity and pressure as well as
sweep repetition rates of several kilohertz. temperature. Gas velocities are quantified by exploit-

The qualities of a rapid-tuning dye laser, its narrow ing the Doppler effect, which for nonorthogonal ar-
linewidth, fast scanning rate, and tunability within rangements of the wave and velocity vectors is mani-
the UV, were initially applied to spectroscopic studies fest as a shift in the center line absorption frequency.
of single A •- X (0, 0) transitions of OH, produced at Modeling the line pair yields values for both the
high temperatures behind reflected shocks within a collision width and the intensity ratio from which the
shock tube.2' 3 Although these studies were necessar- pressure and temperature are inferred, respectively.
ily confined to isolated lines, the scan width of - 3 By the use of rapid-tuning, these simultaneous mea-
cm-1 was sufficiently wide to encompass two rota- surements can be repetitively effected on submillisec-

ond time scales, as demonstrated in investigations of
first a combustion-driven free jet6 and then the

When this work was performed, all authors were with the transient, uniform flow fields generated by a shock
Department of Mechanical Engineering, High Temperature Gasdy- tube. 7 In the former investigation, OH transitions
namics Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, California near 306 nm were resolved through fluorescence
94305-3032. A. Y. Chang is now with Exxon Research and detection, whereas in the latter study these same
Engineering Company, Annandale, New Jersey 08801-0998. trntions were itoe iabsorption.

Received 20 March 1992. transitions were monitored in absorption.
0003-6935/93/214074-14$06.00/0. Recently, the tunable outputs of cw ring dye lasers
© 1993 Optical Society of America. were extended further into the UV, to 215 nm, with
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the introduction of barium borate (BBO) crystals to spatially resolved, simultaneous measurements of
angle-tuned, intracavity doubling.8  This develop- velocity, temperature, and pressure. In addition,
ment was significant, for it broadened the range of the measurement repetition rate was in excess of
species and transitions accessible by the direct out- 4000 samplesis. The flow field investigated was an
puts of ring dye lasers. Although doubling the laser underexpanded free jet that flowed a mixture of 0.5%
fundamental extracavity would provide the same NO in N2. The UV beam from a frequency-doubled
wavelengths, substantially lower UV powers would cw ring dye laser, modified for rapid tuning, was
result. Within our laboratory, a cw ring dye laser directed obliquely through the jet axis; the laser
equipped for intracavity doubling with BBO provides frequency, nominally at 227 nm, swept repetitively
tunable, single-frequency radiation from 210 to 230 over adjacent NO rotational lines chosen for their
nm at milliwatt power levels. A dual rhomb tuner sensitivity to temperatures present within the jet.
was constructed for this laser,9 and the rapid-tuning Using a single lens and field stop, we collected LIF
strategy for measurement- of high-speed flows was from a small probe volume along the jet axis to
applied to UV transitions of NO (gamma band)10 " produce excitation scans that were replicas of the
and 02 (Schumann-Runge bands)." The high- absorption profile at the point of fluorescence collec-
speed, uniform flow fields were produced by incident tion. Modeling single-sweep fluorescence traces with
shocks propagating through a shock tube, and an Voigt profiles yielded values for the collision broaden-
analysis of the NO data yielded the simultaneous ing and intensity ratio from which the pressure and
measurements of velocity, rotational temperature, temperature were inferred, respectively. Velocity
and pressure. These measurements, obtained was obtained as well by comparing the Doppler-
through the established technique of path-integrated shifted fluorescence trace to a reference absorption
absorption, provided a strong foundation for the trace obtained across a static cell.
current advancement of rapid tuning to laser-induced
fluorescence of NO.

Extracting quantitative information by nonintru- Theory
sively monitoring NO could be useful in a variety of Linewidths of cw ring dye lasers are typically several
experimental investigations. For example, in hyper- megahertz, much narrower than the gigahertz Dop-
sonic testing, such capabilities could be applied to pler widths exhibited by UV spectral lines. Under
studies of wings, inlets, combustors, or other flow such conditions, attenuation of the laser beam follows
fields in which NO is a known constituent. NO (in the Beer-Lambert relation given by
dilute amounts) is also an appealing seed species
because of its chemical and phase stability over a wide [
range of conditions. Its toxicity and also its oxida- T, = I/1o = exp - kj(x)P (x)dx (1)
tion to NO2 in the presence of 02 may, however,
restrict this particular usage.

Several flow-measurement schemes based on laser- where the limits of integration are from x Lx to x

induced fluorescence (LIF) of NO have been demon- L > x0. In Eq. (1), T, is the transmission fraction at
strated,12-15 with all techniques employing high- frequency v, I0 is the laser intensity at location x0, I is

power pulsed lasers to produce detectable fluorescence the intensity at location L, Pain is the partial pressure

yields from either point volumes or two-dimensional of the absorbing species, and k, [cm-1 atm-1] is the

sheets. As required of all pulsed LIF methods, the spectral absorption coefficient evaluated at frequency

measured quantities were correlated with changes in v. Assuming a uniform medium reduces Eq. (1) to

fluorescence magnitudes. Because fluorescence mag- T, = exp(-k.Pab.L), (2)
nitudes are generally affected by all flow properties,
pulsed LIF experiments are often tailored to measure
a single flow property such as temperature' 2" 3"15 or where, in this instance, L is the total length of the
velocity.' 4 Multiple flow properties could be mea- absorbing medium.
sured simultaneously, but not without incurring the The spectral absorption coefficient is directly propor-
complexities of managing multiple pulsed lasers and tional to the number density of absorbers and to the

cameras. Yet, by applying an intracavity-doubled, value of a frequency-dependent line-shape function,
rapid-tuning ring dye laser, one can obtain spatially .6, through
resolved measurements of multiple properties through
LIF of NO. Because the UV output power of this cw ký = (273 NL/T)('rre2/Mrc2)FB(T)f[S/(2,'X + 1)1Jý, (3)
laser is low, probing a planar field, which is common
to pulsed LIF techniques, is not practical. However, where NL is Loschmidt's number, e and m are the
the application of a rapid-tuning dye laser can return electron charge and mass, c is the speed of light, FB(T)
flow measurements at repetition rates of several is the Boltzmann fraction of the absorbing state, f is
kilohertz, far exceeding the repetition rates of pulsed the oscillator strength for a given rovibronic band,
lasers. S/(2J" + 1) is the normalized Honl-London factor,

Reported here is the first demonstration of a strat- and 4) is the line-shape function normalized such that
egy in which NO was nonintrusively probed to yield f -Wdv = 1.
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In the limit of a small absorbing path, Eqs. (1) and sorption transitions likewise yields the intensity ratio
(2) become through

1 - T , AI/l = kj(x)Pýb(x))x, (4) R= f[/(Sf1It)dvj /If (s 1.)dvj t

where A//I, is the fractional absorption, AI is the ja
intensity absorbed, I. is the intensity incident at x, [A/(A + Q)L/[A/(A + Q)IbI. (7)
and Ax is the minute path over which the absorption I
occurs. According to Eq. (4), the power absorbed The rotational temperature is then determined by
over Ax is proportional to the incident power and the connecting Eq. (7) to Eq. (6).
absorption coefficient. Consequently, the induced One complication of extracting rotational tempera-
fluorescence collected from a small segment of the tures from excitation scans is that the ratio of fluores-
beam path is also proportional to I and kj(x). In cence yields, i.e., [A/(A + Q)J/[A/(A + Q)Jb, gener-
total, the signal (Sf) of LIF is expressed by ally depends on the excitation transitions as well as

the gas composition. 5 Possibly compounding this
Sf = Ck,(x)Pw(x)I.[A/(A + Q)], (5) complication are biases, not accounted for in Eq. (7),

attributable to radiative trapping or the spectral
where the constant C incorporates factors of size of bandwidth of detection. However, for the case of
measurement volume, collection efficiency, and spec- NO in N2, neither complication arises. First, the
tral sensitivity. The terms A and Q denote, respec- ratio of fluorescence yields reduces to unity either if A
tively, the total emission and quenching rates unique and Q are individually identical for all states of the
to the upper-state distribution resulting from a spe- excited vibronic level or if the identical upper-state
cific excitation. The quantity in brackets is termed rotational distribution results following either excita-
the fluorescence yield, which for detection of NO A - tion. For NO in N2, the latter condition appears
X in a relatively low-pressure environment of N 2 is likely because rates of rotational energy transfer 16"17

nearly unity. are far greater than those for quenchingiS or sponta-
Spectral profiles bear signatures of the environ- neous emission.19 Then, with fluorescence originat-

ment through their relative magnitudes, shapes, and ing from identical upper-state distributions, the equal-
shifts of center-line frequency. Profiles acquired ity of Eqs. (6) and (7) is ensured irrespective of bands
from a flow can then be analyzed to extract properties of radiative trapping or the spectral bandwidth of
such as temperature, pressure, and velocity. As detection.
indicated by Eqs. (2) and (5), spectral profiles can be Determining rotational temperature through Eq.

measured by monitoring eitl'er the absorntion of the (7) requires monitoring the fluorescence induced by

laser beam or the fluorescence that it excites. Of the two absorption transitions (independent in ground-

two methods, monitoring fractional absorption is state energy and separated in frequency) as a function

simplest but is limited, being a line-of-sight tech- of the narrow-linewidth excitation frequency. Should

nique, to measurements of uniform flows. Fluores- the two transitions be even slightly overlapped in

cence methods, although complicated by consider- frequency, establishing the intensity ratio would re-

ations of optical access and adequate signal level, do quire proper modeling of (ý, the line-shape function.
aoffer imrovd spatical a esolau ation, igalzed byclleec- d Under most circumstances, Voigt profiles adequately
offer improved spatial resolution, realized by collect- represent measured line shapes. This model profile
ing and detecting the fluorescence emanating from a rises from the convolution of Gaussian and Lorentz-
small segment of the beam. The size of the probe ian profiles that represent line shapes in the limits of
volume is ideally small compared with the thickness pure Doppler broadening and pure collision broaden-
of local gradients within the flow. Though these two ing, respectively. Imposing the normalization condi-
methods are configured differently, the analysis of tion of f 6dv = 1 leads to
the spectral profile resolved by either proceeds simi-
larly. = [2(ln 2/1r)0 5/vDI V(y, a), (8a)

Integrating kv [Eq. (3)] over frequency leads to an
expression for the line intensity of an individual where V(y, a) is the Voigt function and y is the
transition. The ratio R of two line intensities from normalized frequency of
the same vibronic band yields the expression y - 2(ln 2)°5(v - P0)/VD. (8b)

R = (Sa/Sb)exp[(Eb" - Ea")/(kT)], (6) In Eq. (8b), v0 is the center-line frequency and VD is

from which the rotational temperature may be calcu- the FWHM Doppler width defined by

lated. Subscripts a and b denote the different lines, = 7.16 x 10 7 v0 (T [K]/M [amu]) 0 5 . (8c)
Ej" is the ground-state energy from which transition
j originates, So, and Sb are known constants, and k is Also appearing in Eq. (8a) is the Voigt a parameter,
the Boltzmann constant. The measured ratio of
fluorescence signals induced by two independent ab- a = (In 2) 0 "5 (VC/VD), (8d)
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through which the contributions of collision and across a circular region, 200 ILm in diameter, defining
Doppler broadening are compared in a ratio of FWHM a slice through the focused 1-mW laser beam. On
collision width, v,, with FWHM Doppler width. average, the flow dwells At = 200 ns within this

As expressed by Eqs. (8), the Voigt function is region where the intensity I. is assumed to be uni-
controlled by temperature (through VD) and a. The form at 3.2 W/cm2. The chosen representative jet
explicit influence of pressure on the line shape arises velocity of 650 m/s coincides with static properties of
when the Voigt a is cast in the form of 20  70 K and 0.007 atm.

The laser radiation, nominally at 225 nm, stimu-
a = I(P/T'), (9) lates absorption transitions from level J" to level J' at

where bath the constant of proportionality 0 and n a rate constant of Bj.j.I1 ,2 3 where Bj.j. is the stimu-
wheped bot the sconstantiofpropotion.aForilute andn lated absorption coefficient and is directly related to
depend on the gas composition. For dilute concentra- the Einstein coefficient Aj,j..24 For NOA -,X(0, 0),
tions of NO in nitrogen, experiments in this labora- the band Einstein coefficient ADO is approximately 106
tory have shown that the Voigt a of NO A - X (0, 0) s- (Refs. 19 and 25). Ajj. is then assumed equal to
transitions at 227 nm varies as21 A00 multiplied by 0.5, a reasonable normalized Honl-

a = 6020(PtatmJ)/(TIKJ)' 2 ' (10) London factor. RelatingAj-j. to the line center value
of Bj.j, yields24 Bj.j, = 7200 s-1 W- cm 2. The rate

over the temperature range 295-2700 K. constant Bj.-Ix for stimulated absorption at line
Using Eqs. (8) and (9), one can infer both the center is then 23,000 s-1. With Bj.j, I, x At = 0.005

pressure and the temperature from a single Voigt the lower level is, at the very most, depopulated 0.5%
profile. 22 This technique for extracting tempera- over the flow's dwell within the laser beam. Given
ture, however, lacks the sensitivity potentially offered this maximum percentage of depopulation, satura-
by ratios of temperature-dependent line intensities. tion is of no practical concern. This conclusion was
In two-line thermometry, a temperature-sensitive verified through detailed analyses of a more realistic
line pair is resolved and modeled with Voigt profiles. radiative system, patterned after the four-level sys-
Their intensity or area ratio then yields the tempera- tem of Berg and Shackleford, 26 which also incorpo-
ture through Eq. (6), and pressure is separately rated rates of rotational energy transfer16.17 and
inferred from a relation in the form of Eq. (9). An electronic quenching'8 at conditions representative of
important advantage of two-line thermometry is that the current experiment. For frequencies off reso-
the measured temperature is highly insensitive to nance, the minimal perturbation of the absorbing
appreciable changes (up to 50%) of the Voigt a state diminishes further because Bj-., is a maximum
parameter away from its best-fit value.5 In fact, if at line center.
the lines constituting the pair do not overlap, the Finally, gas velocities are measured by exploiting
measured rotational temperature is completely inde- the Doppler effect that describes a relative shift in the
pendent of the function chosen to represent the laser frequency between laboratory and particle
observed profiles. This insensitivity of the mea- frames of reference. From the laboratory frame,
sured temperature to broadening leads to more accu- this effect is perceived as an apparent shift, AVD, of
rate estimations of the collision width, and hence to the center-line absorption frequency, v0, in accor-
improved measurements of pressure. dance with

Underlying this development, beginning with Eq.
(1), is the assumption that the laser intensity does not AVD = 0(V i)/c, (11)
saturate or even perturb the states defining the where V is the velocity vector and i is a unit vector in
absorption transition. In this weak-intensity limit, the direction of the laser beam. Determining the gas
both the absorption coefficient and the measured veldition of the lae an d the
linewidth are, to a very good approximation, unaf- velocity thus requires knowledge of both Av D and the
fected by the incident intensity. When resolving line beam direction with respect to the velocity. In the
shapes for purposes of determining flow properties, plane formed by the beam and velocity vectrs, Eq.
operating in this limit is then necessary for reliable (11) reduces to
measurements, particularly of pressure that is based V[mis1 = (AVD [GHzJ)(X (nml)/(cos 0), (12)
on the collision or homogeneous width extracted from
a fit to the data. For these experiments, A -- X where 0 is the angle between the two vectors.
fluorescence of NO within the jet was induced by a In general, both a Doppler and a collision shift, Av,,
- 1-mW probe beam loosely focused at the point of contribute to the total shift of a spectral feature
fluorescence collection. This focused beam yielded probed within a moving gas. The total shift AoT Of
sufficient fluorescence signals yet, as we will explain the center-line frequency is then
next, was very moderate in intensity compared with
that at which saturation is initiated. AVT = AVD + AV, (13)

A simplified physical picture and analysis will
suffice for qualifying the moderate intensity of the The temperature dependence of collision shifts of NO
probe beam. In this model the jet fluid, 0.5% NO in A -- X (0, 0) transitions was measured previously in
N2, has a bulk velocity of 650 m/s and traverses this laboratory2' by using a rapid-tuning ring dye
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laser. For dilute amounts of NO in N 2, the collision dye laser is set to scan repetitively over a pair of
shift exhibited the following dependence, rotational lines suitable for thermometry at condi-

tions present within the flow field. One portion of
Av, [GHz] = (- 130)(P [atrn]!)/(T [K])_ 5 6 , (14) this output beam is directed through a reference cell,

and another, the probe beam, is passed through the
over the temperature range 295-2700 K. As signi- flow at an oblique angle with respect to the flow
fled by the minus sign, collisions negatively shift the direction. Fluorescence induced by the cw probe
center-line frequency. For the experiments re- beam is collected from a small segment of the beam
ported here, the collision shift was a significant path, defining the limit of spatial resolution, while the
fraction, nearly 40% for measurements close to the reference feature is simultaneously traced by monitor-
nozzle exit, of the total shift. In such instances, ing the fractional transmission of the reference beam.
accounting for the collision shift is imperative for The acquired fluorescence and reference profiles,
accurate velocity measurements. jointly resolved by a single sweep in laser frequency,

nto Flow Measurements are then fit to Voigt functions through which their
aplidatniong respective pressures and temperatures are inferred

Rapid tuning provides the capability of yielding spa- from Eqs. (10) and (6). Typically, though, the condi-
tially resolved, simultaneous measurements of veloc- tions within the reference cell are measured indepen-
ity, pressure, and temperature. Data, which result dently. Comparing center-line frequencies of the
from LIF, are acquired continuously as the laser profiles yields the total shift AvT [Eq. (13)1 from which
frequency is repetitively swept over a spectral feature the relative collision-shift contribution is removed by
of the probe species at a rate of 4 kHz. The temporal employing Eq. (14). This process exposes the Dop-
variation of the laser frequency is simultaneously pler shift which, through Eq. (12), permits determina-
tracked in order to map single-sweep records to a tion of the velocity. In this method, extracting the
relative frequency scale for analysis. Velocities are pressure requires only that the feature be at least
measured by comparing center-line frequencies of partially collision broadened. Effectively measuring
concurrently scanned Doppler-shifted and reference the temperature, however, requires a judiciously
(i.e., non-Doppler-shifted) features. If these fea- chosen intensity pair.
tures are recorded from environments dissimilar in
static conditions, their separation in frequency could
comprise a relative collision shift. Negating the Selection of Intensity Pairs for Thermometry
effects of collision shifts can be accomplished by Modeling the shape of a single absorption line can

* acquiring a reference trace from the flow itself.7,10,11 yield both pressure and temperature. 22 However,
However, static gas samples at room temperature resolving a pair of absorption lines, whose intensity
provide convenient reference sources, and their use ratio is temperature dependent, potentially offers
does not compromise the accurate determination of greater sensitivity to temperature. Criteria for se-
the Doppler shift if the functional dependence of the lecting intensity pairs are detailed elsewhere. 5' 10

collision shift is known. Briefly, the two lines must originate from different
Diagrammed in Fig. o is the strategy for determin- ground-state rotational levels but be close enough in

ing velocities. The output of the rapid-tuning ring frequency for complete coverage by the laser scan.
The region scanned should contain only those lines of

to aito ninterest, being free from interfering adjacent lines.
swap scope s swAlso, the candidate lines should have similar absorp-

_se.scp tion coefficients so that each can be recorded with
DOL s Det A wavem• comparable accuracy and signal-to-noise ratio. Given

A sWc - -CO Aperie (A) , Pe the rapid-tuning scan width of approximately 80 GHz
Dy Laser• I 2o•.90z in the UTV and the desirability of resolving individual

PoEet.w lines completely but distinctly, the optimal frequency

separation of a candidate line pair lies between 15 and
Dsng Rapid-Scanning Mete 25 GHz. At greater separations, the trailing wings

S crysta Tuning Rhom of both lines will be clipped at the scan's limits.
P-T-FS S/ With too little separation, the individual lines become

Superso•,icJet obscured in a blended feature.
As we will illustrate in the ensuing discussion, all

0a.a%,O/N,-- • r--- pump intensity pairs have finite applicability for purposes of
to sýage temperature measurements. Candidate NO inten-

"FAc- sity pairs for use at high temperatures (extending to

Fig. 1. Experimental schematic for spatially resolved measure- 4000 K) were previously rated.10  Because the rele-
ments of jet properties. A Doppler-shifted fluorescence trace is vant temperature region for the experiments re-
recorded simultaneously with the reference-absorption trace, ported here is 160-60 K, examples will be specific to
The undoubled laser output is passed through a fixed-length etalon two-line thermometry at low temperatures.
to provide a frequency marker. Det., detector; 'Scopes, oscillo- The applicable temperature range of a candidate
scopes; F.S., field stop; vis, visible, line pair is addressed through an analysis of the
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intensity ratio, facilitated by first recasting Eq. (6) so lines. However, for the current discussion on ther-
that R never exceeds unity. The intensity ratio then mometry, these overlapped lines, which do originate
takes the form from the same ground state, are considered to consti-

tute a single transition. Equation (15) is then gener-
R = A exp(-B/T), T _• TR= i, alized as the ratio of line intensities of two primary
R = A-' exp(B/T), T > TRfl, (15) features, of which one may be a highly overlapped

pair.
where B is a positive quantity and TR,=I is the An NO A *- X (0, 0) spectrum was synthesized by
temperature (if any) for which R is unity. Expressed the use of procedures described previously1 0 and was
in this fashion, R is simply the ratio of the smaller to searched for intensity pairs that met the criteria of

the larger line intensity. One convenience of this adequate separation, relative isolation, and sensitiv-
definition is that some quantities, such as the signal- ity to low temperatures. Five candidate low-temper-
to-noise ratio, need only be quoted for the larger ature thermometry pairs, listed in order of increasing

feature because R or F can scale the quantity to the wavelength, were located: R, + Q21(4), R 21(1); Q2 +
smaller feature. The sensitivity of this ratio to R12(9), R 2(5); Q2 + R 12(8), R 2(4); P 2 + Q12(14), R 2(3);

temperature can be evaluated by differentiating Eq. and Q2 + R12(5), R 2(2).

(15) with respect to temperature, resulting in Inclusion of the first pair is conditional because 2
GHz from R 21(1) lies an interfering line, PI(20). Yet

dR/dT = +(B/T 2)R, (16) at 160 K, the absorption coefficient of R 2 1(1) is greater
than that of P,(20) by a factor of 50. Disregarding

where the positive sign corresponds to T _< TR= 1 and this interference at low temperatures would then
the negative sign to T > TR. 1. A second derivative incur little error.
of Eq. (15) shows that peak sensitivity to temperature ., portion of the synthesized NO absorption spec-
occurs at either T = B/2 or T = TR= 1 with the latter trum is shown in Fig. 2 that includes all but one of the
resulting if TRsl < B/2. Through Eq. (16), candi- five listed thermometry pairs. At the wavelengths of
date line pairs are compared with regard to their Fig. 2, the scanning range of the rapid-tuning laser is
range of maximal temperature sensitivity, as possibly - 0.014 nm. The conditions of 300 K and 0.1 atm
bracketed by minimum acceptable values of R. are representative of a reference static cell, and all

Finding candidate line pairs for NO thermometry is individual lines are modeled by Voigt functions incor-
difficult because the small rotational constant of NO porating a collision-broadening parameter estimated
leads to spectra composed of numerous lines closely from Eqs. (8d) and (10). The variation of R with

spaced in both frequency and ground-state energy. temperature for candidate intensity pairs Q2 + R12(5),
Adjacent lines are therefore abundant, but those R 2(2); Q2 + R12(8), R 2(4); and P 2 + Q12(14), R 2(3) is
displaying good temperature sensitivity are few and shown in Fig. 3. Curves of temperature sensitivities
rarely isolated from interferences. Selecting candi- for these same candidate pairs are shown in Fig. 4.

date pairs within the NO spectrum is further compli- The omitted candidate pairs ofR, + Q21(4), R2 1(1) and

cated by the virtual coincidence of primary Q 1, Q2, P 2, Q2 + R12(9), R 2(5) would, in both figures, exhibit

and R, branches with the respective satellite branches trends closely resembling those of Q2 + R 12(5), R2(2)

P21, R 12, Q12, and Q21. (Transition labels are based and Q2 + R12(8), R 2(4), respectively. As we see in

on AJ followed by N" in parentheses. Subscript 1 Fig. 4, the candidate intensity pairs collectively pro-

refers to an electron spin of + 1/2 and subscript 2 vide a finite sensitivity to temperature ranging 10-

denotes a spin of -1/2. The appearance of two sub- 250 K. Over the temperature range 50-160 K antic-

scripts signifies a spin flip.) From the standpoint of
thermometry, these highly overlapped transitions are
of no value by themselves because each paired pri- NO A

2
r v .0) +_ X

2
f (v = o)

mary and satellite transition stems from the same 6"300K.0.1 atm

lower state. Their spacing is determined from the 2 , ,
small upper-state spin-rotation splitting

AE = -y'(N' + 0.5), (17) 4 o,-

where -y' is the spin-rotation constant, accurately I
measured to be 80.35 MHz. 27 For an N' of 8 the
lines are separated by 0.64 GHz, which is nearly one 2W Ioo
fifth the Doppler width at room temperature. Also, pis) I4)

the magnitude of the satellite branch is comparable R"3

with (but always smaller than) the primary transition. 0 Ji ... .. _ a
Even at high J", the H6nl-London factors of the 226.60 226.65 226.70 226.75 226.80

satellite branches remain nonnegligible. Therefore, Vacuum Wavelength, mn
for estimates of broadening parameters, the seem- Fig. 2. Calculated NO spectrum at 300 K and 0.1 atm showing
ingly single profile should at least be modeled as an four candidate intensity pairs suitable for measurements of low

additive superimposition of the primary and satellite temperatures. The abscissa is the vacuum wavelength.
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1.2 7'--'-'-'- 2-3 cm-1 in the UV. Tunability ana stability of the
-Q2+ 12(5)Jy2) " laser frequency were improved by inserting a 900-

1.0 7 1 Q2 R,(8).R2(4) GHz uncoated thin 6talon in a collimated leg of the
P2.. 12 (14)t4j(3) cavity. Because line shapes were resolved during

0.8 it both forward and reverse scans in laser frequency,
the measurement repetition rate was twice the galva-

i 0.6 I- nometer resonant frequency, or 4.4 kHz.

0. "Underexpanded-Jet Flow Facility
. " The strategy for acquiring spatially resolved, simulta-

0.2 neous measurements of temperature, pressure, and
7 0velocity was applied to the flow field of an axisymmet-

0 ric, underexpanded free Jet issuing steadily from a
S 0 30 100 ISO 200 250 300 sonic exit into an evacuated chamber. Conditions

Tempatire, K were controlled such that a barrel shock formed and
Fig. 3. Intensity ratio versus temperature for three of the candi- adjoined a Mach disk several exit diameters down-
date low-temperature intensity pairs. The intensity ratio is de- stream of the jet exit. Such jets have been studied
fined so as not to exceed unity. extensively 2

8,
29 and are characterized by a supersonic

expansion region, which begins at the sonic exit and is
interior to the barrel shock and Mach disk. Along

ipated for the experiments, line pairs Q2 + R12(8), the jet axis within this region the flow properties
R 2(4) and Q2 + R12(9), R 2(5) possess good temperature change substantially. For example, within the first
sensitivity and remain resolvable with R > 0.2. two exit diameters, the flow expands to a Mach

number of - 4 and a density that is 5% of the density
Laser Modmilcatlons at the exit. Thus, this single flow field provided the
A Coherent 699 ring dye laser was run with stilbene opportunity to demonstrate the rapid-tuning tech-
420 dye and pumped with 5.5 W (all lines UV) from a nique o-er a wide range of conditions.
Coherent Innova 25/5 Ar+ laser. A custom-built Within the expansion region, the variation of Mach
BBO angle-tuned intracavity doubling system was number along the axis of this class of jet can be
used to obtain approximately 1.2 mW of UV radiation predicted from the fitting formula of Ashkenas and
at 227 nm. To permit rapid-tuning operation, the Sherman29 and its extrapolation to axial locations less
standard 6talon assembly was removed and the vertex- than one nozzle diameter from the exit. As consis-
mounted Brewster plate located n front of the visible tent with the development of the fitting formula, the
output coupler was replaced b" ., lual rhomb tuner flow within the barrel shock and Mach disk (the
assembly. The tuner was simai&r to that used in the location of which may be predicted 29) is assumed to
modification of a Spectra-Physics 380 laser1 and expand isentropically. Flow properties along the
consisted of a pair of Brewster-cut fused-silica rhombs axis can then be estimated through isentropic rela-
mounted on a magnesium platform, which was se- tions,30 referencing pertinent stagnation conditions
cured to the shaft of a General Scanning G102 and the predicted Mach number.
galvanometer. The galvanometer assembly was The facility, designed similarly to those previously
driven sinusoidally at its resonant frequency of 2.2 employed by Hiller 3l and by Lee et al., 15 is dia-
kHz, and the resulting changes in the cavity length grammed in Fig. 5. The underexpanded jet of dilute
smoothly and repetitively tuned the laser wavelength NO in N2 flowed continuously within a test section

0.15

- Q2+R Y2 (().R2 (4) B

-Q.R 2(5) .1Y4)

.0 0P. 2 +Q,2 (14),R 2(3)
0.10

(0.5% NO In N2) Vacuum

..... ....... NO
L Fig. 5. Schematic of the continuous-flow jet facility. N, and NO
0 50 I00 150 200 250 300 are metered to yield a 0.5% NO!/N2 mixture. Stagnation and

Temperature, K test-section pressures are independently variable and monitored

Fig. 4. Temperature sensitivity of the candidate low-temperature continually. The test section is traversable in both the stream-
intensity pairs of Fig. 3. wise and cross-stream directions.
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that was maintained at constant vacuum. The over- schlieren visualization techniques, the shroud did not
all dimensions of the test section were 10 cm x 10 noticeably perturb the outer structure of the jet.
cm x 27 cm. Recessed in the top and bottom faces
were quartz windows (6 mm thick) through which the
227-nm probe beam entered and emerged. Fluores- Expermental Method
cence was collected through a 7.6-cm 2 fused-silica The experimental schematic appears in Fig. 1.
window mounted on the side of the test section. The Spectral features were probed with the frequency-
test section itself was supported by crossed transla- doubled (UV) output of the rapid-tuning ring dye
tion stages lying parallel and perpendicular to the jet laser, which was set to scan across a particular pair of
axis. These translation stages were beneficial in adjacent rovibronic features within NO A *- X (0, 0).

alignment procedures and provided the means of As shown in Fig. 1, the UV output was divided into

traversing the free jet in relation to the stationary two beams. One passed through the reference cell,

measurement volume, and the other, the probe beam, was directed through

N2 and NO, stored in separate cylinders, were the jet. The cell contained 3 Torr (0.004 atm) of

individually metered through choked orifices and 0.5% NO in N2 diluent, and the reference absorption

then mixed upstream of the stagnation chamber feature was monitored by using only 10% of the

where conditions were monitored with a Heise me- 1.2-mW UV beam, thus preserving -1 mW for the

chanical pressure gauge and a type-K thermocouple. probe beam. The signal from detector A indicated

The individual flow rates were regulated to yield an the initial laser intensity, while detector B monitored

NO concentration of 0.5%, and the total flow rate was the intensity of the reference beam after it passed

adjusted to maintain a stagnation pressure (Pt) of 1.0 through the 19-cm-long cell. The probe beam was

atm. The stagnation temperature (T,), though not angled through the test section at - 120' with respect

controlled, stabilized near 290 K after 2 minutes of to the jet axis and was focused to - 200 I.m at the jet

continuous operation. From the 36-mm-i.d. stagna- center line by an f = 30 cm calcium fluoride lens.

tion chamber, the mixture accelerated through a Broadband fluorescence induced by the beam was

100.3-mm-long nozzle that was tapered in inside ected by an f/i, 5-cm-diameter fused-silica lens

diameter with a half-angle of -50 from 19.1 mm to positioned 10 cm from the jet axis for 1:1 imaging
dther finalwiathearha of 3.13 mm a poit 19. mm bfore onto a housing that enclosed a photomultiplier tube
the final diameter of 3.13 mm at a point 17 mm before (PMT). The axis of fluorescence collection jointly

out to the nozzle exit. After the nozzle exit, the flow intersected the probe beam and jet axis at right angles
outptonted intoz e texit. setio that nozzl ev athed f to both. An 0.8-mm-diameter field stop secured to
expanded into the test section that was evacuated the entrance window of the PMT housing limited the
continuously by a 300-CFM vacuum pump. The length along the beam over which fluorescence was
test-section pressure, termed the back pressure (Pb), collected. The signal from detector C, which inter-
was measured with a 0- to 200-Torr Wallace and cepted the probe beam after it transmitted through
Tiernan mechanical pressure gauge. Throttling a the test section, was used to account for the small
valve aft of the test section set the back pressure at amount the probe beam was absorbed before reaching
0.046 atm, causing the Mach disk to settle - 9 mm the measurement volume. Once aligned, the optics
downstream of the nozzle exit. For the stated stag- were secured in place, and the effective position of the
nation conditions, the predicted flow properties along measurement volume was moved along the jet axis by
the jet axis varied from 521 m/s, 159 K, and 0.123 translating the test section.
atm at x/D = 0.75 to 650 m/s, 40 K and, 0.002 atm As diagrammed in Fig. 1, residual outputs of the
just before the Mach disk. laser fundamental (visible light) were directed toward

An important feature of this facility was the shroud instruments, a wavemeter (Burleigh Model WA 20)
flow of N2 that displaced NO from regions outside the and a Fabry-Perot 2.00 GHz free spectral range
jet periphery. By employing the shroud we consider- confocal 6talon (Spectra-Physics Model 470-2), which
ably diminished unwanted attenuation of the probe gauged the laser's performance. Light passing
beam, thus improving estimates of the spectral laser through the 2.00-GHz 6talon was intercepted by
intensity incident at the measurement volume, detector D, whose signal was a record of the laser
Functionally, the shroud flow of N2 created an ambi- tuning rate and longitudinal mode quality. The
ent environment that was transparent to 227 nm. wavemeter assisted in setting the nominal laser fre-
As seen in Fig. 5, the shroud flow issued from a quency near the desired feature. Ultimately, the
separate chamber within the test section. N 2 was correct spectral feature was positively identified by
ported into the coflow chamber and flowed outward comparing the absorption landscape of the reference
through a sintered copper plate that met the inner trace with synthesized spectra. By slight adjust-
walls of the test section and surrounded the base of ments of intracavity elements, namely the 900-GHz
the nozzle. The sintered plate served to disperse the thin 6talon and the angle-tuned doubling crystal, the
total flow rate of the shroud uniformly. With a desired feature and envelope of UV power were
shroud flow rate close to but below the jet flow rate of centered within the frequency scan.
1.8 g/s the ambient NO was effectively displaced, as Detectors A-D were identically constructed, each
observed by a marked decrease in the overall absorp- employing an EG&G Model UV100BQ photodiode in
tion of the probe beam. Also, as evidenced through a circuit combining an amplifier and current driver.
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Their system response times (0-63% rise times) were ,.2 1 .. . ..

matched at 0.35 "s. The PMT was a Hamamatsu 1.0
R166 solar-blind unit. Its anode was terminated in o.s
3 Wfl through a 1.2-m coaxial cable, yielding a time 0.6
constant of 0.36 "ts that nearly equaled the detector's 4 0.4 (NO Q2*•.2(8)' ,4)
response time. As dictated by the amount of fluores- 02!

cence, the voltage applied to the photocathode ranged __0.2

intensity and reference absorption were recorded by a 1 ...

four-channel Nicolet Model 4094 oscilloscope employ- 1.0

ing Model 4570 plug-in amplifiers that sampled at 0.8 Florescence

0.2-".s intervals. The fluorescence and etalon sig- 0.6 INOQ2÷R,(8).R 2(4)J

nals, from the PMT and detector D, respectively, were 0.4
also recorded on the four-channel oscilloscope. A 0.2

two-channel Nicolet Model 206 oscilloscope, sampling 0
at 0.5 "s/point, recorded signals from detector C that
monitored the transmitted intensity of the probe
beam. The 6talon signal was recorded on the two-
channel oscilloscope as well. Both oscilloscopes were 141W
triggered by the same pulse, generated manually by
switching an external source. Any relative trigger 0 200 400 600 8oo

delay between the two oscilloscopes was corrected by Time. ps
referencing the dtalon signal recorded on each.

On both oscilloscopes, the data were recorded with Fig. 6. Raw data trace showing the reference absorption andOn-both verillsca esoution he dafour-channel Nicolet induced fluorescence traces of Q2 + R12(8), R2(4) (near 226.7 nm)
12-bit vertical resolution. The fobtained for measurements at x/D = 0.75 along the jet axis.
Model 4094, when recording all four channels at a Predicted, isentropic values at this axial location were T = 159 K,

sampling interval of 0.2 iLs/point, provided a maxi- P = 0.123 atm, V = 521 m/s, and M = 2.03. The reference cell
mum temporal window of almost 800 pLs. Given the contained 0.5% NO/N 2 at 0.004 atm and 298 K.
laser scanning rate of 4.4 kHz or scan period of 230
pts, this window was sufficiently wide to capture two
to three complete sweeps of the spectral feature. visible beam through the 2.00-GHz 6talon. The
All data recorded by the oscilloscopes were trans- concavity of It.or results from the faster tuning rate
ferred to a computer for storage and analysis. of the laser in the center of the scan coupled with the

finite detector rise time. Each scan comprises 14
peaks over 230 A~s, denoting a scan width of 56 GHz in

Sample Data and Analysis the frequency-doubled UV and a scan rate of 4.4 kHz.

Sample raw data, acquired for flow measurements at Through Eqs. (2) and (5), the raw data of the second
x/D = 0.75, are shown in Fig. 6. These data were full scan of Fig. 6 were converted to normalized
obtained with a probe beam angle of -120' with absorption coefficients, producing the reference-
respect to the axial flow direction, and the thermome- absorption and fluorescence profiles of Fig. 7. For
try pair chosen for this and all other measurements both profiles, Q2 + R 12(8) is the larger feature. The
was NO Q2 + R 12(8), R 2(4), centered at 226.69 nm.
The top panel of Fig. 6 shows temporal variations in 1.25
the initial laser intensity (Io) and also the intensity D am

(Icegl) transmitted through the reference cell. For -- t o --,- .-- 2Gz
clarity, the Io and In. traces are purposely displaced 1.00 Measured Predicted

vertically. Clearly seen in the I,,, trace are the (Vale Vaiues Fluorescence 1 Ref. Absorp=on

reflective scans of Q2 + R12(8), R 2(4). [The Q2 + 0.75 , i0 0123 Pa= . (""

R 12(8) feature lies at +26 GHz from R 2(4) and pos- V v, n 545 52
sesses a greater absorption coefficient for all tempera- • M 2.16 2.03 T ]K
tures above 57 K.] The periodicity of Io reflects z 0.50 Po 0.004oam

variations in doubling efficiency caused by the laser 2.067 GH-

frequency tuning toward and away from the phase- 0.2S
matched frequency of the stationary doubling crystal.

Shown in the middle panel of Fig. 6 are both the
PMT signal (Is) and the intensity (Iprobe) of the probe 0-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30

beam after its transmission through the test section. Relative Frequeny, GHz

The static pressure at this jet measurement station Fig. 7. Reduced single-sweep profile from the data of Fig. 6.
was - 30 times higher than the cell pressure, and this Absorption and fluorescence line shapes were fit to Voigt profiles.
higher pressure accounts for the larger broadening of The flow conditions inferred from these fits are listed. The

the profiles recorded in fluorescence. The bottom measured total shift comprised nearly equal Doppler and collision
panel of Fig. 6 shows the transmission (16tdon) of the shifts.
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abscissa of Fig. 7 is the time base of Fig. 6 converted Results and Discussion
to a linear frequency scale by using information in the Figures 8-11 present the cumulative results of three
etalon trace. Both profiles were identically offset in independent trials (over 3 separate days); for each
relative frequency to establish the arbitrary zero trial, the optics were realigned and data were re-
frequency near the center of the scan. On this scale, corded for various axial locations downstream of the
the greater broadening and expected negative fre- 3.13-mm-diameter nozzle exit. The measurement
quency shift of the fluorescence profile, relative to the range extended from close to the nozzle exit, up to the
reference trace, are clearly evident. Because the point where the angled beam was clipped by the
probe beam in traversing the test section was attenu- nozzle, to beyond the Mach disk. For all three trials,
ated by a small amount, the incident intensity used in the stagnation and back pressures were maintained
Eq. (5) was determined from 10 multiplied by a at 1.0 and 0.046 atm, respectively, and the stagnation
correction factor that took the form of temperature steadied near 290 K. During each trial,

the laser frequency scanned continually over the
inc/Io = (Iprobe/Io)m, (m = I/L = 1/2), Q2 +R12(8), R2(4) feature at rates exceeding 4000

scans/s. Single-sweep data were analyzed by using
where L is the total distance traversed by the probe the methods outlined in the previous section.
beam through the test section chamber and I = L/2 is Each measurement displayed in Figs. 8-11 is an
the distance between the measurement volume and average determined from all single-sweep records,
the entry point of the beam into the test section. independent of trial number, that were coincident in

The reduced fluorescence profile of Fig. 7 was fit to axial location. Typically, these averaged values com-
Voigt functions through an interactive procedure prised the analyses of four to six scans. Vertical
previously described.10  In short, the procedure se- error bars represent ±-1 standard deviation of the
quentially optimized the parameters of center-line quantity measured at the particular axial location.
frequency, temperature (primarily through the inten- The positional uncertainty, denoted by the horizontal
sity ratio), and Voigt a. Optimum values were those error bar, for all trials was estimated at ±0.1 exit
that minimized the squared area resulting from the diameters. The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of single-
difference between the data and fit. Pressure was sweep fluorescence signals was limited largely by
inferred by using the best-fit temperature and Voigt a photon statistics. Because of this dominant noise
in conjunction with Eq. (10). In the fitting process source, the fluorescence S/N ratio scaled approxi-
the center-line frequencies of Q2(8) and R 2(4) were mately with n° 5 where n is the local gas density at the
varied independently, but the center-line frequency measurement location. At an axial location of 2.6
of the satellite R 12(8) was fixed, in accordance with diameters, where n - 4(1017 )/cm 3, the S/N ratio of
Eq. (17), at -0.683 GHz from Q2(8). The broaden- single-sweep fluorescence traces was approximately
ing parameters of Q2 + R 12(8) and R 2(4) were also fit 12. For measurements upstream at 0.75 diameters,
independently. The absorption profile was fit analo- where n - 5( 1018)/cm3, fluorescence traces attained a
gously, principally to establish reference (i.e., non- S/N ratio of Ž_ 30.
Doppler-shifted) center-line frequencies. Analyses In Fig. 11, the solid curve represents the algebraic
of all single-sweep data followed this same approach. formula of Ashkenas and Sherman, 29 which for

In total, analyzing the single-scan data of Fig. 7 x/D > 1 accurately fits the variation of center line
yielded the (NO rotational) temperature, two measure- Mach number as generated by a method-of-character-
ments of the velocity, and two measurements of the istics solution. The dotted curve is an extrapolation
pressure at x/D = 0.75. Predicted and measured of this formula back to the nozzle exit (x/D = 0)
values, averaged if two, are compared in a table inset where the sonic condition (M = 1) is met. In total,

to the plot. As seen, the measurements of 156 K and
0.117 atm are both within 5% of their predicted
values. The measured total frequency shifts of P, = 1.0 atm Temperature

-2.067 and -2.092 GHz, which would be identical 30 T, =290K
under ideal circumstances, are sums of collision and P= =oo4k atm

Doppler shifts. As computed by using Eq. (14), the
measured temperature and pressure, and the known E 200

cell conditions, the total shifts constitute a significant -
collision shift (which is known to be J" independent 21) 0 M.asure.ent I

of -0.878 GHz. Subtracting this value from each 'T

total shift yields an averaged Doppler shift of - 1.20 100o•

GHz. Through Eq. (12) along with known quanti-
ties z = 226.7 nm and 0 = - 120, this averaged
Doppler shift translates to a velocity of 545 m/s, 0 1 . . .
which is within 5% of the predicted velocity. The 0 2 3 4

predicted and measured Mach number, as derived x/D

from the measured velocity and temperature, are also Fig. 8. Comparison of the predicted and measured temperature

in close agreement. distributions along the jet axis.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the predicted and measured pressure Fig. 11. Comparison of the predicted and measured Mach number
distributions along the jet axis. distribution along the jet axis. Values of the measured Mach

number were derived from the measured temperatures and veloci-
ties along with physical constants of the major constituent, N 2.

the smoothly joined dotted and solid curves of Fig. 11 The red- and blue-Doppler-shift velocities of Fig. 10 were averaged

constitute a prediction of the Mach number distribu- if coincident.

tion along the axis of the expansion region. Concom-
itant distributions of temperature, pressure, and
velocity within this region were generated through sured temperatures is approximately constant at -+6
the appropriate isentropic relations.30  K. In the vicinity and downstream of the Mach disk,

By fitting experimentally obtained data, Ashkenas the greatly increased standard deviations (t 35 K) in
and Sherman 29 also developed a simple correlation the measured temperatures can be partly attributed
that predicts the axial location of the Mach disk from to small, positional oscillations of the Mach disk.
the stagnation and back pressures alone. The dashed Augmenting the standard deviations downstream of
vertical lines seen in Figs. 8-11 are all located at this the Mach disk is also the relative insensitivity, as seen
predicted position. Flow properties after the Mach in Figs. 3 and 4, of Q2 + R12(8), R 2(4) to elevated
disk were estimated through relevant normal-shock temperatures.
relations,30 and these estimated properties define the From the furthest upstream measurement station
intersections of the vertical and horizontal dashed to an x/D of 2, where the predicted temperature is 74
lines. K, the measured and predicted values agree quite

closely. On average, however, the measured temper-
Temperature atures in this region are slightly below the predicted
Measured and predicted temperatures are compared curve. Also, the occurrence of the Mach disk, identi-
with each other in Fig. 8. Except for the region near fled experimentally by the sudden onset of increased
the Mach disk, the standard deviation of the mea- temperatures and standard deviations, is slightly

upstream of its predicted position. These small devi-
ations are known to arise from influences of the

1000 , , .nozzle's internal geometry on the transonic region
Pt= 1.0 -- and are often corrected by assigning an effective
T, = 290 K origin location and exit diameter.29,32

= 0.00 am Within the expansion beyond x/D = 2, the mea-
sured rotational temperatures of NO systematically

60oo depart from the isentropic temperature curve by
.7I values greater than the measurement standard devia-

o .- tion. Apparently, the measured rotational tempera-
0 Meamimnt. Itures level off or freeze near 70 K while the isentropic

red Mshift temperature approaches 55 K at x/D = 2.8, the last
no 0 MI.measurement station before the Mach disk.

bhe h Doppe ---ft A similar underexpanded jet was investigated by

0 .. I I Lee et al., who applied planar LIF of NO to measure-
.0 1 2 3 4 ments of rotational temperature along the axis of an

X/D NO-air jet. The rotational lines employed for ther-
Fig. 10. Comparison of the predicted and measured axial velocity mometry were NO A -- X P1(3) and R21(0) near 226
distributions along the jet center line. Red-Doppler-shift data nm. The analysis of the data by Lee et al. yielded a
refer to trials for which the component beam direction opposed the variation of averaged rotational temperature that
center-line velocity. Blue-Doppler-shift data were obtained with paired well with the isentropic temperature from 100
the component beam direction aligned with the center-line velocity, to 30 K, which was the temperature just upstream of
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the Mach disk. Rotational freezing was, therefore, insignificant 1 MHz to the linewidth. Polymeriza-
not observed. tion, as initiated by a phase change, of either NO or

Apart from the diagnostic techniques, an impor- N2 in this region was unlikely because the static
tant difference between the experiments of Lee et al. 15 pressure was far below their respective triple-point
and those reported here lies with the particular J" pressures of 0.216 atm (Ref. 34) and 0.124 atm.3 5

states chosen for thermometry. The observations of Although NO dimers may form at temperatures
Marrone3 3 suggest that depopulation of higher J", below 120 K,m their presence probably did not measur-
states, such as those used for this experiment, may ably affect the collision broadening because NO itself
gradually diminish and eventually cease over the constituted only 0.5% of the flow. However, the
course of a rapid expansion. In other words, the process of forming dimers, or possibly the chance
higher J" states may become overpopulated while the interference of a dimer transition, could have influ-
lower-lying J" states, such as those utilized by Lee et enced the measured broadening or imparted the
al.,15 maintain populations commensurate with the observed slight asymmetry. Still, the broadening
kinetic temperature. The development of such a may not have been anomalously large, in which case
non-Boltzmann rotational energy distribution could the overestimations of pressure within 2.2 _< x/D <
then explain the absence of rotational freezing in the XM/D stemmed simply from extrapolating Eq. (10) to
results presented by Lee et al. 15 and its occurrence in temperatures well below 295 K.
Fig. 8. Aside from their puzzling origin, these small, sys-

tematic offsets in pressure should bias the measured
velocities in a predictable manner. For example, at

Pressure x/D = 2.7 the isentropic conditions are 0.003 atm and
In Fig. 9 the measured and predicted pressures are 56 K, whereas the measured conditions are 0.011 atm
compared with each other. For most of the data, the and 67 K. Assuming Eq. (14) is applicable at low
standard deviation is practically a constant percent- temperatures, these paired values yield relative colli-
age, 8%, of the measured value. Near the Mach disk, sion shifts (with reference to the collision shift im-
however, this percentage deviation increases to 27%. parted by the cell conditions) of -0.044 and -0.140
In total, the measured pressures agree reasonably GHz, respectively. Using the measured pressure
well with predicted values both upstream and down- then yields an overestimation of the actual collision-
stream of the Mach disk. Like the meausured tem- shift magnitude by - 0.1 GHz. In turn, the mea-
peratures, the measured pressures locate the Mach sured velocity magnitude, calculated from the Dop-
disk slightly upstream of the predicted position. pler shift relation, would incur an absolute error of 45
Also, for x/D < 1.2, the measured pressures are m/s.
displaced from predicted values in the same direction
as seen for the measured temperatures. Understand-
ably, this departure of measured from predicted Velocity
values is more pronounced in Fig. 9 as a result of the For one of the three separate trials, flow measure-
steeper initial decline of the pressure. This trend in ments were obtained with the beam directed at -60'
the measurements for x/D <_ 1.2 along with the instead of -120' with respect to the jet axis.
measured. location of the Mach disk are consistent Distinguishing these trials, which yielded equivalent
with an effective origin located 0.1 diameter upstream results for temperatures and pressures, was unneces-
of the nozzle exit. sary prior to this section. With the beam directed at

Between an x/D of 2.2 and the Mach disk location - 120o, as depicted in Figs. 1 and 5, a component
(xM/D), the absolute discrepancy between the mea- direction of the probe beam opposes the axial velocity.
sured and predicted distributions was quite small, In this arrangement, the Doppler shift is toward
although the measured pressures were systematically lower frequencies or toward the red. Conversely, for
high by often a factor of 3 or more. This departure a beam direction of -60', the Doppler shift (viewed
from measured values occurred because the fluores- from the laboratory frame of reference) is toward
cence profiles acquired within this region were colli- higher frequencies or toward the blue. Velocity mea-
sion broadened significantly more than Eq. (10) would surements resulting from these symmetrically op-
suggest. Also in this region, the collision broadening posed beam directions are compared with predicted
of Q2 + R12(8) was systematically greater than the values in Fig. 10. Excluding regions near the Mach
collision broadening of R2(4), and both profiles be- disk, the standard deviation of the measured veloci-
came noticeably asymmetric with slightly extended ties is nearly constant at ±-35 m!s. Near and after
tp:. on the low-frequency side. the Mach disk, the standard deviation increases to

"!sues of laser saturation, transit-time broadening, ±45 m/s. In concordance with Figs. 8 and 9, an
and polymerization were considered for explaining effective origin located upstream of the exit by 0.1
the coincident departures of collision broadening and diameters would account for the small but systematic
rotational temperatures from predicted values. None discrepancy between the measured and predicted
of these explanations, however, was found plausible. velocity distributions in the region x/D <• 1.2.
As we discussed in the theory section, the laser From 0.6 < x/D < 2, the velocities extracted from
intensity exciting fluorescence was very moderate, the blue- and red-Doppler-shift data practically over-
and transit-time broadening contributed at most an lap and agree fairly well with the predicted distribu-
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tion. Yet at x/D = 2.2, the measured velocities by various species. Measuring the frequency dis-
bifurcate almost symmetrically about the theoretical placement between two simultaneously recorded pro-
curve with the red-Doppler-shift data diverging to- files, of which one exhibits a Doppler shift, yields the
ward lower values. On average, the two velocity sets flow velocity. If the recorded profiles are obtained
are separated by 100 m/s over the region of 2.2 < from regions disparate in static properties, then
x/D < xM/D. As noted from the previous section, accounting for a collision shift in the total frequency
this same region is coincident with slight overestima- displacement is essential for accurate velocity mea-
tions of the relative collision shift, originating from surements.
overestimations of the measured pressure, that could This rapid-tuning technique was applied to spa-
impart absolute velocity errors of - 45 m/ s. Because tially resolved measurements of temperature, pres-
the relative collision shift is toward the red and sure, and velocity along the axis of an underexpanded
overestimated, velocities computed from red-Doppler- free jet. Over the region probed within the expan-
shift data would be in errorby -45 m/s. Conversely, sion, the predicted temperature, pressure, velocity,
velocities obtained from blue-Doppler-shift data would and Mach number varied from 170 K, 0.2 atm, 480
err by +45 m/s. The region of velocity bifurcation m/s, andM = 2 to 55K, 0.003 atm, 650 m/s, andM =
in Fig. 10 thus supports the estimates of the previous 4.4. Overall, the agreement between single-sweep
section. Fundamentally, this accord justifies extrap- measurements and predicted values, as computed
olating the model for collision shifts [Eq. (14)] of NO from isentropic relations, was typically within 10%.
by N2 to low temperatures. Comparisons between the measured and predicted

distributions consistently signified an effective jet
Mach Number origin, a manifestation of nonidealities of the nozzle,

The independent measurements of velocity and tern- that was slightly upstream of the nozzle exit by 0.1

perature were combined to yield the measured Mach exit diameters. With theoretical distributions origi-
number through M = V/(-yRT)0 5, where V and T are nating from this effective jet exit location, the overall
the velocity and temperature, - is the ratio of specific agreement would be further improved.
heats (-y = 1.4 for N 2 at room temperature and below), Between an x/D of 2 and the Mach disk location at
and R is the gas constant specific to N2. For x/D > x/D = 2.8, the measured rotational temperatures
2, blue- and red-Doppler-shift velocities of Fig. 10 systematicallly departed from the predicted isen-
were averaged when coincident in axial location, tropic temperature. This departure could be attrib-
As seen in Fig. 11, the measured variation of Mach uted to freezing of the ground rotational states that
number closely matches the predicted values over the were probed. Possibly, a non-Boltzmann distribu-
entire expansion as well as after the Mach disk. tion developed wherein rotational states lying lower
Again, the results are consistent with an effective in energy than those probed maintained populations
source located upstream of the nozzle exit. The commensurate with the kinetic temperature. Also
slight departure, seen between an x/D of 2 and the within this region, the measured pressures were
Mach disk, of the measured Mach number to values slightly greater than the isentropic values, primarily
below the theoretical curve is ascribed to the elevated because the fluorescence line shapes were broader
rotational temperatures measured within this same than predicted. The consequent overestimations in
range. the collision shift biased the measured velocities,

emphasizing the importance of accounting for colli-

Conclusions sion shifts when basing velocity measurements on
Doppler shifts of spectral features. Further re-

An intracavity-doubled cw dye laser can provide search is needed to determine whether the coincident
milliwatt levels of laser output at 225 nm. Modify- departures of broadening and rotational tempera-
ing the laser for rapid tuning permits scanning the tures from predicted values were interrelated.
UV frequency several wave numbers at a repetition In all, the results presented here underscore the
rate of 4 kHz. With these combined capabilities, the versatility and effectiveness of diagnostic techniques
laser can fully resolve absorption features in the NO based on spectrally resolving line shapes with rapid-
gamma band. Simultaneous measurements of flow tuning, narrow-linewidth lasers. Applications of
properties are effected by modeling the acquired these lasers can yield simultaneous, spatially resolved
absorption features with Voigt profiles. Spatially measurements of flow parameters as well as the
resolved, simultaneous measurements are achievable spectroscopic database required for the measure-
by monitoring the induced fluorescence. Rotational ments' success. Future progressions of the NO fluo-
temperature is measured by recording adjacent fea- rescence technique will include measurements, at
tures that differ appropriately in ground-state energy. kilohertz repetition rates, of two velocity components
For NO, candidate features suitable for two-line at a point within the jet.
thermometry over the low-temperature region of
10-250 K have been identified. Pressure is inferred This research was supported by the U.S. Air Force
from the measured collision width in conjunction Office of Scientific Research and the NASA Ames
with relations, developed from measurements per- Research Center. The authors thank D. F. Davidson
formed in this laboratory, for the broadening of NO for his guidance and assistance.
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Degenerate four-wave mixing temperature
measurements in a flame
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Multiplex degenerate four-wave mixing is performed by using OH radicals in an atmospheric-pressure
hydrogen-oxygen flame. The ratio of the signal intensities from two OH transitions simultaneously pumped
by a single laser pulse is used to determine the local instantaneous flame temperature.

Resonant degenerate four-wave mixing"'2 (DFWM) gate, probe, and strong pump beams, respectively, L
in gases has recently generated interest as a laser- is the length of the interaction volume, and 8 is the
based optical diagnostic technique that offers detuning of the applied fields from the molecular
the advantages of remote signal detection and spe- resonance, normalized by the transition's coherence
cies specificity. Because DFWM is a resonant decay rate. The squared term in brackets is the
nonlinear-optical process, strong signals can be weak-field line center absorption coefficient a0,
generated by minor species. Furthermore, for a col- where w is the angular frequency of the laser radia-
limated pump-and-probe beam geometry, the third- tion, AN 0 is the population difference between the
order nonlinear interaction generates a collimated two atomic levels, A is the transition's electric dipole
signal beam that can be collected far from the moment, T2 is the transition's coherence lifetime,
measurement volume, which permits high noise re- and eo is the permittivity of vacuum. I., is the

* jection in luminous environments. Relative concen- frequency-dependent saturation intensity of the
tration measurements of Na and OH have been transition, given by'

* obtained through the use of DFWM in atmospheric-
pressure flames.3" Time-averaged rotational tem- It(5) - (1 + 82)eoc(h/28r)2 /2jt 2TxT 2 , (2)
perature measurements have also been performed
by scanning the laser wavelength and determining where T, is the population decay time for the
the ground electronic state Boltzmann population transition.
distributions of OH and NH molecules in laminar For multiplex DFWM, a spectrally broad laser
flat flames.7  source is used to pump more than one transition in

Multiplex DFWM has been proposed as a tech- a molecular system simultaneously. A theory for
nique for obtaining time-resolved temperature broadband pumping has been developed,'0 and the
measurements.' The technique is demonstrated case of multiple resonances has been considered."
here by performing multiplex DFWM measure- If the separation between transitions exceeds their
ments of OH in an atmospheric-pressure hydrogen- linewidth and there is no coupling between levels,
oxygen flame. the resonant response will ensure that a conjugate

The basic theory of DFWM in a two-level atomic wave is generated independently by each transition.
system was developed over a decade ago.2 In the The DFWM signal will then contain spectrally nar-
phase-conjugation geometry, two strong, counter- row frequency components corresponding to the mo-
propagating, collimated pump beams are overlapped lecular transitions overlapped by the laser spectral
in the interaction region by a weak probe beam. distribution. For temperature measurements, it is
The resonant nonlinear interaction of the three necessary to pump molecules in thermal equi-
beams with the molecules in the probe volume gen- librium, so that the ground-state rotational-energy-
erates a fourth conjugate signal beam of the same level population distribution is a known
frequency, which is also collimated and propagates (Boltzmann) function of temperature. The relative
backward along the path of the probe beam. If we intensities of the spectral components of the gener-
make the approximations of strong, undepleted, ated signal beam, when corrected for the spectral
monochromatic pump beams, a weak probe beam, illumination and the different dipole moments of the
low absorption, and a steady state, the generated transitions involved, will provide the relative
conjugate signal beam has an intensity given (in ground-state populations and hence the rotational
inks units) by9  temperature of the molecules.

8 ]Practically, however, multiplex DFWM ther-
I2NjLT 2 12 mometry poses some experimental challenges.

2eoc(h/2v) 1 + 82(1 + 41/11g,)3 ' ( First, signal-to-noise levels will be low, since much ofthe broadband laser energy will not be resonant

where 4,, 4, and I are the intensities of the conju- with molecular transitions and so will not contrib-
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-,bt M proil bution. (While the original intent of the monitor
0 -beam was to allow corrections for the intensity de-

0 m vpendence of the DFWM signal to be made, the spec-
tral resolution proved to be insufficient for this

x Were purpose, limiting use of the beam to monitoring the
60 tuning of the dye laser.)

•Foci, ls The laser spectral di-tribution overlaps the P1(8)
Freqq UV 1v and Q2(14) transitions in the (0,0) vibrational band

of the A-X system of the OH radical. The relatively
lower, CCnarrow (-1 cm-') laser linewidth makes the selec-
ds'o tion of the transitions to be pumped a critical part

of the experiment. Since the OH spectrum is not
Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement used for multiplex dense, no more than two transitions will be able to
DFWM thermometry. be pumped simultaneously. A transition pair that

produces strong DFWM signals of comparable
ute to signal generation. Inefficient spectral dis- strength and whose ratio is a sensitive function of
persion of the multiplexed DFWM signal will fur- temperatures in the flame is the most suitable.
ther reduce detected light levels. A compromise This ratio may be estimated from relation (1) by ap-
must be reached with regard to the spectral width of plying the Boltzmann distribution for the ground-
the laser source--greater width allows simultaneous state populations of the two transitions and using
pumping of more transitions and a more accurate the appropriatc spectral constants.1 2" 3 (The use of
temperature determination but will significantly re- this relation, derived for pumping by a monochro-
duce pump and signal spectral intensities. Since matic source, is discussed below.) If we assume
the multiplexed signal beam will have contributions identical coherence and population decay rates for
from multiple rotational levels with small energy the two transitions"4 and I >> IW so that coupling
separation, extremely high spectral dispersion will between the levels can be neglected, the ratio of
be required to obtain the required single-shot spec- DFWM signal peaks is then
tral information. B14N,2  B, /2J, + 1 2

The experimental arrangement used in perform- R,(T) = - -
ing these experiments is shown in Fig. 1. The out- B2AN 2

2  B2 2J2 + 1
put of a pulsed Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser system
operating on Sulforhodamine 540 (Spectra-Physics X exp 2hcBoJ 1(J, + 1) - J 2 (J 2 + 1)] (3)
DCR2, PDL1, and WEX) was doubled to obtain I mJ kTUI
of energy at 311.78 nm, with a pulse duration of
-10 ns and a bandwidth of -1 cm-'. The laser en- where B, and B2 are the Einstein absorption coeffi-
ergy was collimated to form a 1.5-mm-diameter cients for the two transitions (proportional to the
beam that was split to form a strong (839) forward square of the dipole moment), J, and J 2 are the an-
pump and weak (17%) probe beam, which crossed at gular momentum quantum numbers of the ground-
10. An interaction length L greatly exceeding the state levels of the transitions, and B0 is the
depth of the fiame was produced by this geometry. rotational constant for the lower vibrational state.
Although this degraded the spatial resolution in this Figure 2 shows the calculated temperature variation
measurement, optical alignment was facilitated and of the DFWM peak ratio for the three most promis-
signal generation [by relation (1)] was maximized. ing candidate line pairs. The Q2(14)/P1 (8) tran-
A retroreflection of the forward pump was used to sition line pair of the (0,0) band, which has
obtain the backward pump beam in the common the smallest line separation (1.3 cm-'), provides
phase-conjugation geometry. The flame tip of a good temperature sensitivity and the strongest sig-
laminar premixed hydrogen-oxygen torch (d = nal levels.
2.2 mm, 0 = 0.86) was placed in the overlap region
of the pump and probe beams, and a 20% beam split- 2.0

ter was used to recover the conjugate beam (gener- (.0) R2(8) R2(5)

ated by the resonant interaction in OH) propagating 1.5 (1,0) R2(11)/01(2)

backward along the probe-beam path. 1 (0.0)02(14)/P1 (8)

The DFWM signal was spectrally dispersed by us- Z
ing a diverging cylindrical lens and a 1-mm-thick 1.0

6talon (free spectral range 3.3 cm-', finesse < 20).
A spherical lens focused the straight fringe pattern
generated by the 4talon onto a UV-enhanced cooled 0.5

CCD detector (Photometrics Star 1) while at the
same time focusing in the nondispersed direction to 00 .
enhance the signal-to-noise ratio in the detected sig- 0 500 1000 1500 200o 2500 3000 3500

nal. A small fraction of the probe beam was moni- TWauro T (K)
tored simultaneously with the DFWM signal on an Fig. 2. Calculated temperature sensitivity of the multi-
offset portion of the CCD chip, in order to record plex technique for the three most promising candidate line
shot-to-shot fluctuations of the laser spectral distri- pairs of the OH system.
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so sity at the transition wavelengths will not be
I required.

Go Owing to the random shot-to-shot fluctuation of

01 mode intensities, simultaneous signal from both
04 transitions was generated by only 15% of the laser

40 pulses. All pulses producing two DFWM peaks dis-
tinguishable for the background were retained.

120 With the calculated temperature dependence of
Fig. 2, the ratio of line peak intensities obtained
from the ensemble of single-shot measurements

0 yields an OH rotational temperature of 2880 t
0 0.2 04 06 0.8 320 K. This compares favorably with the adiabatic

waves wq Waet_ flame temperature of 3070 K, an upper bound on

Fig. 3. Multiplex DFWM spectrum obtained by using a the actual flame temperature.
single laser shot. Two peaks corresponding to DFWM The accuracy of the temperature determination
resonant with the P,(8) and Q2(14) transitions of the (0, 0) can be improved by simultaneous monitoring of the
band of the A-X system of OH are clearly visible. The nonuniform conjugate beam profile and the use of
wavelength normalization corresponds to the free spectral higher-quality optical elements to improve spectral
range of tle 6talon, 3.3 cm-' or 0.032 nma. resolution. Corrections for incomplete or unequal

r3 saturation of the two transitions should then be pos-
Figure shows a representative multiplex DFWM sible. While it may be inefficient for frequency dou-

spectrum obtained by using a single laser shot. The bling, a modeless laser'17 might also provide better

6talon fringe pattern was first linearized in wave-

length, and then the repeated spectra in four orders shot-to-shot repeatability in the signal generation.
ofngthe fringe ptthen wherepsummed t btrain tr orde-s In conclusion, multiplex degenerate four-wave
of the fringe pattern were summed to obtain the re- mixing in OH has been used to perform single-laser-
sult. The x axis is linear in wavelength with a nor- shot thermometry in an atmospheric-pressure
malization corresponding to the free spectral range hydrogen-oxygen flame. Good signal levels were
of the 6talon, 3.3 cm-' or 0.032 nm. Two peaks cor- obtained and feasibility of the technique is indicated.
responding to DFWM resonant with the P1(8) and
Q2(14) transitions are clearly visible. Research support was provided by the U.S. Air
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Temperature measurements in gases by use of
planar laser-induced fluorescence imaging of NO

Michael P. Lee, Brian K. McMillin, and Ronald K. Hanson

Two techniques based on planar laser-induced fluorescence of NO are applied to the measurement of
two-dimensional temperature fields in gaseous flows. In the single-line technique, the NO fluorescence
signal, which is in general a function of temperature, pressure, and mole fraction, can be reduced to a
function of temperature alone. In this limit, a single measurement of fluorescence can be directly related
to temperature. In contrast, in the two-line thermometry technique the ratio of fluorescence signals
resulting from excitation of two different rovibronic states is related to the fractional populations in the
initial states, which are solely a function of temperature. The one-line method is applied to the study of a
laminar heated jet, and the two-line technique is used to measure temperature in a supersonic
underexpanded jet. In addition, energy transfer in NO laser-induced fluorescence is analyzed with
multilevel rate equation models. Finally, an accurate model is developed for prediction of the
temperature dependence of the NO fluorescence signal.

Introduction tics based on the propagation and detection of light
Temperature is one of the key variables required for interacting with an atomic or molecular species in the
the description of gaseous flows. The need for accu- flow. A number of optically based techniques have
rate temperature data has motivated the develop- been developed for single-point thermometry, 1 4 and
ment of a wide range of temperature measurement the extension of these methods to multidimensional
(or thermometry) techniques, and the most widely imaging will permit acquisition of spatially correlated
applied methods use physical probes such as thermo- multipoint measurements. Unfortunately most op-
couples or gas-sampling probes. Probe-based ther- tical diagnostics for temperature cannot be easily
mometry has important advantages, including simple applied to planar measurements, either because of
implementation, well-developed technology, and rela- their inherent single-point or line-of-sight nature
tively low cost, but these techniques also have disad- (e.g., absorption spectroscopy and coherent anti-
vantages that limit their application. For example Stokes Raman spectroscopy), or because the reduced
the intrusive nature of probes can lead to flow intensity of laser -sheet illumination leads to insuffi-
perturbations and measurement errors, particularly cient signal levels (e.g., spontaneous Raman scatter-
in studies of supersonic flows. In addition, probes ing). Rayleigh scattering has been demonstrated for
are subject to degradation in harsh flow environ- planar thermometry,5,6 but the applicability of this
ments, and the poor temporal resolution and single- technique is limited. Thus our emphasis in the
point nature of these techniques limit their utility, development of imaging thermometry has focused on
particularly for studies of rapidly varying two- the planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) tech-
dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) flows. nique.

The need for improved temperature measurement Two methods based on PLIF have been developed
methods has prompted the development of diagnos- for planar (i.e., 2-D) temperature measurements.

In the one-line technique, the fluorescence signal,
which is typically a function of temperature, pres-

The authors are with the High Temperature Gasdynarnics sure, and species mole fraction, can be reduced to a
Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Stanford function of temperature alone. In this limit a single
University, Stanford, California 94305. M. Lee is now with measurement of the fluorescence signal can be di-
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt ffir Luft- und Raumfahrt, Pfaffen-
waldring 38-40, D-7000 Stuttgart 80, Germany. rectly related to temperature. In contrast the two-

Received 29 April 1992. line technique uses the excitation of two transitions
0003-6935/93/275379-18$06.00/0. originating from different rovibronic states within a
© 1993 Optical Society of America. molecule. The ratio of the resulting fluorescence
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signals can be related to the ratio of the initial-state Theory of Laser-Induced Fluorescence
populations, which can be converted to temperature
with an assumption of a Boltzmann population distri- Overiew
bution in the ground state. There have been a In a laser-induced fluorescence experiment, a laser is
number of previous studies on the application of tuned in frequency to an optically allowed absorption
PLIF to 2-D thermometry. Cattolica and Ste- transition in an atomic or molecular species of interest.
phenson7 measured the temperature field in a steady Following excitation from a lower to an upper energy
premixed CH 4/air flat flame with two-line PLIF of state, the excited-state molecules can relax through
OH. One-line NO PLIF has been applied by Seitz- several paths. Deexcitation processes may include
man et al.8 to the measurement of temperature in a collisional quenching, stimulated emission, spon-
rod-stabilized fuel-lean CH 4 /air flame with flow- taneous emission (also called radiative decaN r fluo-
stopping temporal resolution. Lee et al.9 measured rescence), rotational energy transfer (RET) and vi-
2-1) temperature fields in a laminar heated jet with brational energy transfer, predissociation, and
one-line PLIF of 02. Recently several applications of photoionization. Many studies have been performed
PLIF thermometry have been presented. Ni-Imi et on the modeling of energy transfer in LIF by use of
al.10 have used two-line PLIF Of 12 to measure temper- rate equations.3,32-4 3 The simplest model that has

ature in a low-density supersonic underexpanded jet. been developed is the two-level model, in which the

Hartfield et al.II have applied one-line PLIF of 12 to only energy states of importance are the laser-coupled

the measurement of the temperature field in a super- states. Subsequently, more complex models have
sonic Laval nozzle. Paul et al. 12 have used single- been developed to allow inclusion of important energy
shot two-line PLIF of OH to perform temperature transfer processes such as RET. Accurate predic-

measurements in laminar and turbulent flames. tion of the fluorescence signal requires the develop-

Palmer etal. 13 and McMillin et al. 14.1
5 have measured ment of multilevel rate equation models, which in

temperature fields in supersonic flows by use of PLIF turn requires detailed examination of the spectros-

of NO. copy of the species of interest.

The extension of PLIF thermometry to methods Spectroscopy of NO
that use NO is important for a number of reasons. The NO transitions that have been examined most
First, NO (along with its chemical product NO2) is one extensively for LIF studies are the A 2 :+-X 21H (0, 0),
of the most important pollutant species. In addition B 2

H-X211(7, 0), and D 2X+-X 211 (0, 1) bands. The
the natural presence of NO in many flows of interest A-X (0, 0) band can be excited with a frequency-
(e.g., flames and hypersonic flows) implies that no doubled dye laser at 226 nm, whereas the B-X (7, 0) -

seeding of the flow may be required. Finally, the and D-X (0, 1) bands can be pumped with an argon
thermal stability of NO means that it can be used for fluoride (ArF) excimer laser at 193 nm. 23  A compari-
thermometry over a wide temperature range, unlike son of these transitions is summarized in Table 1.
other species such as OH (which is only present in This comparison illustrates the advantages of exci-
significant concentrations above - 1000 K) or biace- tation of the A-X (0, 0) band for quantitative LIF
tyl and 12 (which are unstable at elevated tempera- studies. The spectroscopy of the A-X (0, 0) band has
tures). Single-point LIF of NO has been applied to been thoroughly studied, and extensive data are
the study of a variety of flows, including flames'6- 24  available on important parameters such as line posi-
and wind-tunnel flows. 25' 26 Also, PLIF of NO has tions,44 linewidths, 45.46 quenching cross sections,47,4s
been used for a wide range of flow measurements,
including planar velocimetry in an underexpanded
jet,27 species imaging in an internal combustion en- Table 1. Comparison of Three Rovibronic Transitions of NO
gine,28 visualization of mixing in supersonic trans- for LIF Studies
verse jet injection, 29 vibrational relaxation behind a
planar shock,3° and flow visualization in a supersonic
shear layer.31 f(V', v") 3.8 x 10-4 3.3 x 10-3  

7 x 10-5

This survey indicates that the application of PLIF Excitation wave- 226 nm 193 nm 193 nm

to temperature measurements has been fairly limited, length

In addition, some of these studies have used OH, Accessible tran- AllJ" J" = 15.5-46.5 J" = 23.5-34.5

which is only found at elevated temperatures in sitions
Excitation from Yes No Yesreacting flows, or 12, which is highly reactive and V"= 0?

unstable at high temperatures and must be seeded Linewidths +a _b
into the flowfield. Thus the need exists for further Line positions + -

development of PLIF thermometry techniques. In Quenching + -

this paper we provide an overview of PLIF thermom- Applicable for low Yes No No
etry, as well as demonstrations of the one-line and temperature
two-line NO PLIF techniques for 2-D temperature Overlap with 02 No Yes Yes

measurements. Multlevel rate equation models ap- transitions

plicable to analysis of NO fluorescence are also pre- 'Comprehensive data are available.

sented. bData are incomplete.
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and RET rates.49,5° The data on the B-X (7, 0) and all energy states that are not directly coupled by the
D-X (0, 1) transitions are less comprehensive. In laser excitation are grouped into bath levels. Thus,
addition, the oscillator strength for the A-X (0, 0) in the lower state, RET from bath level 4 to level 1
band6 l (f = 3.8 x 10-4) is greater than the oscillator replenishes the population of the laser-excited state,
strength for the B-X (7, 0)51,52 band (f = 7 x 10-5), whereas in the upper-state RET acts to drain the
and at low temperatures the smaller oscillator population from the laser-populated state 2 to the
strength of the A-X (0, 0) band compared with the bath level 3, delaying the onset of saturation. In
D-X (0, 1) band51 ,52 (f = 3.3 x 10-3) is offset by the addition, radiative decay and collisional quenching
higher population in v" = 0 compared with v" = 1. are assumed to occur to a fifth level (state 5) that is
Also, the tuning range of the narrow-band ArF laser not collisionally or radiatively coupled to the lower
(- 1 nm) limits the rotational levels that can be energy levels during the laser pulse. This is an
accessed in the D-X (0, 1) band (J" = 15.5-46.5) and accurate model for energy transfer in NO for the
the B-X (7, 0) band (J" = 23.5-34.5).23 In contrast following reasons: first, the majority of the excited
the ability to excite the entire manifold of rotational molecules decay to vibrational levels in the X state
levels enables A-X (0, 0) excitation across a wide other than the initial pumped levelS4; second, vibra-
range of temperatures and permits the development tional energy transfer in NO is slow compared with a
of more sensitive thermometry strategies. For qual- typical laser-pulse duration of ' 20 ns.5',56 The rate
itative studies (such as flow visualization), the D-X equations for the five-level model are
(0, 1) and B-X (7, 0) transitions may be superior
becauseofthehigher availablelaserenergyat 193nm dN,/dt = (-b,21, - R14)N1 + b21IN 2 + R 41N 4, (1)
( - 100 mJ) compared to 226 nm (- 1 mJ). However,
the increased laser energy at 193 nm may also lead to dN2/dt = b121AN - (b211, + A 25 + Q25 + R 23)N2
deviations from the weak excitation limit, and care + R 32N 3, (2)
must be taken to avoid saturation effects. In addi-
tion, the presence of 02 transitions at 193 nm23 ,53 can dNzidt = R 23N2 - (A35 + Q35 + R32 )N3 , (3)
complicate the interpretation of the fluorescence sig-
nai in flows where both NO and 02 are present. dN4/dt = RIN - R 41N4, (4)
Thus, in general, the desire for quantitative LIF
measurements dictates the use of the A-X (0, 0) dN5/dt = (A25 + Q25)N2 + (A35 + Q35)N3. (5)
transition.

The NO LIF in the A-X (0, 0) band can be accu- The rates for stimulated emission and absorption are
rately analyzed by extending the well-known four- denoted by bijI,, where bij (cm 2 cm-' J-i) represents
level model for LIF 36-38,41 to a five-level model,53  the Einstein B coefficients and I. is the spectral
shown in Fig. 1. The RET has been modeled by use intensity of the laser (J cm-' s-1); Qj (s-1) is the
of the approach of Berg and Shackleford, 36 in which collisional quenching rate, and Aij (s-), the Einstein

R32
2232

Q ~A35  3

b2 1 b 21 Iv - 5

141

Fig. 1. Schematic of the five-level model for LIF of NO.
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A coefficient, is the spontaneous emission rate. The lated absorption and emission rates, and no signifi-
RET rates are denoted by R,, (s-1). The subscripts ij cant RET occurs over the time scale of the laser pulse.
(e.g., b12 = bý) indicate that i is the initial state in the In this case, the bath levels do not play a significant
energy-transfer process and that j is the final state. role in the energy transfer during the laser excitation,
Note that the collisional quenching and radiative and the fluorescence signal can be determined explic-
decay rates from the upper states 2 and 3 into the itly by use of the two-level model in two limits. In
lower states I and 4 are assumed to be negligible, the first limit, the fluorescence lifetime is short

The RET process is modeled 36 by assuming that the compared with the laser-pulse duration, T, and the
ratio of transfer rates between level I and the ground fluorescence signal can be modeled by
state bath level 4 is equal to the initial Boltzmann
fraction in the pumped state, i.e., S1 - N°0ATb 12r(b 1 2 + b21), (9)

R 4 1 /R 1 4 = N 1
0/N 4

0. (6) because the fraction of the fluorescence signal emit-
ted after cessation of the laser pulse is insignificant.

The RET between levels 2 and 3 is modeled in the Note that in this expression, the steady-state fluores-
same way, i.e., cence emission rate has been temporally integrated to

yield the fluorescence signal. In the second limit,
R 32 /R 23 = N1 °/N 4

0 . (7) the fluorescence lifetime is not negligible compared
with the laser-pulse duration, and thus the fluores-

This approximation yields the LIF signal in the limit cence after the end of the laser pulse must also be
of maximum RET (i.e., the RET will not be faster considered. The fluorescence that is emitted after
than the values predicted by this model). the end of the laser pulse can be written as

The rate equations can be simplified by examining
the energy-transfer rates for NO. The radiative S 2 ~ N2end[A/(A + Q)]
decay rate does not vary significantly in the upper = (Nl~b12/(b12 + bz•)][AI(A + Q)j. (10)
state, and so the Einstein A coefficients can be
assumed to be constant (A25 = A35 = A). In addition, If we combine Eqs. (9) and (10), the total fluorescence
in recent studies47 ,48 ,57 researchers have observed no is
significant variation in collisional quenching cross
section with rotational level, and so it can be assumed Sot =S 1 + S2 - [N1

0b12 /(b 12 + b21)]{Ar + [A/(A + Q)1}.
that both the laser-populated level and the upper
bath level have the same collisional quenching rate (1l)
(Q25 = Q35 = Q).

In general, time-dependent analysis of this system Note that this expression is valid provided that the
of rate equations is required to analyze the LIF absorption transition is saturated at the end of the
signal. A computer program 53 has been written to laser pulse. Also note that in this case the fluores-
calculate the temporal variation of the NO fluores- cence signal is dependent on the collisional quenching
cence signal. However, in some cases full numerical rate, even though the absorption transition is satu-
analysis is unnecessary, and the rate equations can be rated during the laser pulse. However, if the detec-
solved explicitly. In the limit of weak laser excita- tion system is temporally gated to detect only the
tion (i.e., the ground-state population is not signifi- portion of the fluorescence that is emitted during the
cantly perturbed), the fluorescence emission rate laser pulse, Eq. (9) can be used to describe the
simplifies to fluorescence signal, even if the signal emitted after

the end of the laser pulse is significant.
Sf(t) - Nj 0b12 IA/(A + Q), (8) In the second regime of strong excitation, the RET

and/or collisional quenching rates are not negligible
which is identical with the result that has been with respect to the laser excitation rate. In this case,
developed previously for the simple two-level model. 3  saturation may or may not be reached because of the
Note that this result is valid in cases in which the rapid energy transfer. Thus a full time-dependent
spontaneous emission rates and the collisional quench- analysis must be used to evaluate the fluorescence
ing rates do not vary significantly in the upper state. signal in this limit.
In cases where these rates do vary in the upper state Many NO lines actually consist of pairs of transi-
(e.g., for OH), the derived result is more complex but tions originating from the same lower state into two
has the same basic form. Note also that for narrow- different upper states. Modeling of these overlapped
band fluorescence collection, processes that transfer line pairs requires the addition of a sixth level to the
molecules out of the detection bandwidth (such as five-level model.53  The additional absorption transi-
RET) act as additional loss mechanisms for the tion acts to increase the transfer rate of molecules out
fluorescence signal. of the ground state, thus leading to more rapid

For strong laser excitation the analysis is generally depletion of this state. The rate equations for the
more complex, but two regimes can be examined, six-level model are similar to the equations derived
In the first regime, all energy-transfer processes for the five-level model, and these equations can be
(including RET) are slow compared with the stimu- examined in the weak and strong excitation limits.
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For weak excitation, the six-level model also reduces illustrative. A mixture of 0.25% NO in air at 295 K
to the solution given by the two-level model. In the and 1 atm has been examined, and the laser source is
case of strong excitation, the analysis is complicated assumed to have an energy of 3.0 mJ/pulse, a pulse
by the presence of two transitions with different duration of 20 ns, a Gaussian lineshape with AVL -
oscillator strengths originating from the same lower 0.6 cm-1, and a cross-sectional area of -5 cm x 100
state. In the limit that both transitions saturate and I.m. The RET rates for NO in the A state were
the stimulated enission rate dominates the energy obtained from Ebata et al.,50 and identical rates are
transfer, the model of saturated fluorescence devel- used for modeling of lower-state RET. The colli-
oped previously can again be used. However, if sional quenching cross sections of Raiche and Cros-
either transition is only partially saturated, or if ley47 were used. The Einstein B coefficient for excita-
other energy-transfer processes are rapid with re- tion of the Q2(7) line is b12[Q2(7)J = 224 cm 2 cm-1/J.
spect to the laser excitation rate, a full time- The relevant energy-transfer rates are Q - 6 x 108
dependent model must be analyzed. s-1, A - 5 x 106 s- 1, R14 - 1 x 1010 s- 1, and bijQ 2(7)] •

Finally, it should be noted that rate equation 1. - 1 x 109 s-1. Thus R14 > b 2[Q2(7)]" I. > A, Q,
analyses often include two assumptions about the and so RET acts to prevent saturation of the transi-
laser spectral intensity I.. First, it is assumed that tion, enabling application of the weak excitation
the laser has a uniform temporal profile with a limit for analysis of the fluorescence signal.
characteristic duration given by T. In this case, the
total laser intensity is Temperature Measurements with LIF-NO One-Une

I = E/A', (12) Thermometry
In the limit of weak laser excitation, the NO fluores-

where E is the laser energy and A is the cross- cence emission rate is accurately described by Eq. (8).
sectional area of the beam. In the weak excitation The signal can be reduced to a function of tempera-
limit, this assumption causes no error. However, in ture alone if one of two sets of conditions is valid.
the strong excitation limit temporal variations in the The first set of conditions specifies that XNO is con-
laser intensity may lead to deviations from saturation. stant and that the flow is isobaric. In this limit the
In this case, the assumption of a temporally uniform fluorescence signal can be written as
laser pulse may lead to errors in the prediction of the
fluorescence signal, and time-dependent analyses are S - [F•.j.(T)/T][A/(A + Q)]G(T). (15)
required for accurate modeling.

It is also typically assumed that the laser linewidth Assuming that the collisional quenching is much
is much broader than the absorption linewidth, and faster than the spontaneous emission (Q •* A) and
so the spectral intensity I. is approximated as the quenching cross section is not a function of

temperature (i.e., Q - P/T'/2 ), the fluorescence
I, = I/AVL, (13) signal can be reduced to

where AVL is the laser linewidth. However, in gen- S - [F0.j.(T)/T 1/2]G(T). (16)
eral this simplification is not necessary. Instead, the
overlap between the absorption line and the laser line The second set of conditions requires that XNo is
can be explicitly evaluated by including the overlap constant, Q >> A, and the collision width must be
integral between the two line shapes, 26 and so I, is negligible (i.e., Avisr >> Av, or AvD s Ave). In this
defined as case the fluorescence signal can again be described by

Eq. (16), assuming that the quenching cross section is
fC independent of temperature. If either of these two

I, = I 4ý(v, vo, P, T)g(v, VL, AvL)dv sets of conditions is valid, the fluorescence signal can
be reduced to a function of temperature alone. Note

= IG(vL, v0, P, T, AVL), (14) that single-line thermometry can only be applied in
nonreacting flows or in reacting flows where the seed

where -$(v, v0, P, T) is the absorption line-shape species has constant concentration (e.g., NO in fuel-
function centered at v0, g(v, VL, AVL) (in inverse wave lean flames). In addition, this technique has limited
numbers), is the laser line-shape function centered at applicability in nonisobaric flows. These constraints
vL, and G(VL, vo, P, T, AvL) (in inverse wave numbers) limit the utility of NO single-line PLIF for thermome-
is the line-shape overlap integral. In this formula- try, but this method is advantageous because it
tion the integrals of the laser and absorption line- permits a direct measurement of temperature on a
shape functions over all frequencies are normalized single-shot basis with a single laser and detector.
to unity. It will be shown below that assuming G(vL,
vo, P, T, AVL) - 1/AVL can lead to significant errors in
prediction of the variation of the fluorescence signal Temperature Measurements with LIF-NO Two-Une
as a function of pressure and temperature. Thermometry

A comparison of the rates for the various energy In the weak or strong excitation limits, the ratio of
transfer processes for a typical PLIF experiment is the fluorescence signals resulting from the excitation
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of two NO transitions can be written as neous two-line measurements are more extensive
than for one-line measurements.Ratio ~ [Fv.j.(T)]1/[F•.j.(T)I 2 ~f(T). (17)
NO One-Une Thermometry

Thus the signal ratio is solely dependent on the ratio
of the initial-state populations, which is a function of Introduction
temperature alone. Note that this derivation as- As discussed above, in isobaric flows with constant
sumes that the overlap integrals for the two lines NO mole fraction, the NO fluorescence signal can
have identical pressure and temperature dependences. be reduced to a function of temperature alone, en-
In the intermediate regime between strong and weak abling application of the one-line thermometry tech-
excitation, the transitions are partially saturated and nique. A schematic of the experimental facility used
Eq. (17) cannot be used to model the fluorescence to generate a flow of this type is shown in Fig. 2.
signal ratio. If the degree of saturation were pre- An 8-mm-i.d. electrically heated torch (Sylvania
cisely the same for both lines, the signal ratio could be SGH114372) was mounted within a 7.5-cm-i.d. tube.
approximated by the ratio of state populations, but in Gas flowed through the torch and exited with a
general varying saturation effects can lead to errors tcrnperature ranging from 295 to 1200 K. A shroud
in two-line thermometry measurements and should flow of the same mixture as the torch flow was used to
be avoided if possible. maintain a constant gas composition throughout the

The two-line thermometry technique has several measurement region.
advantages over other approaches. Using the ratio A standard experimental arrangement5" was used
of the fluorescence signals to determine temperature for the PLIF studies. The beam from an excimer-
minimizes measurement uncertainties that are due pumped dye laser (Lambda Physik EMG 160/FL
to variations in quenching cross section, species mole 3002) was doubled in BBO to excite transitions in the
fraction, and pressure. As a result, the two-line A-X (0, 0) band of NO at 226 nm. The laser beam
method can be applied to a wide range of flows, was formed into a thin sheet with the combination of
including reacting and supersonic flows. In addi- a spherical lens (1-m focal length) and a cylindrical
tion, two-line thermometry is applicable in either the telescope (- 12.5-mm and 50-cm focal lengths), and
weak or the strong excitation limits. However, this this sheet was propagated along the center line of the
technique also has important limitations. In partic- torch flow. The resulting fluorescence was collected
ular, in studies of rapidly varying flows, the use of two at right angles to the path of laser propagation with a
excitation sources and two detection systems is re- Cassegrainian lens (f/1.2, 95-mm focal length) and
quired for acquiring flow-stopping measurements. detected with an image-intensified CCD camera
Thus the experimental requirements for instanta- (Amperex NXA1061). The intensifier was tempo-

T = 295 K to 1200 K to Ventilation

ceramic rod

heating element s
8 mm I.D.

quartz tube

,steel
wool

electrical leads Varia1

t
gas inlet shroud

(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Schematic of(a) the electrically heated torch and (b) the flow facility.
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rally gated (duration -1 tIs) to detect the entire The gas mixture in this experiment is predominantly
fluorescence decay. The influence of elastic scatter- N2, and thus the pressure broadening of NO is
ing of the laser light was examined by acquiring dominated by NO-N 2 collisions. Chang et al." have
images of the flow without NO seeding and was shown that the collision width and shift for NO
observed to be negligible. broadening by N2 are given by

A gas mixture of 0.25% NO + 5% 02 + 94.75% N2
was chosen for two reasons. A low NO concentra- A O, = 0.583P(295/T)°7 5 cm- 1, (19)
tion was used to minimize attenuation of the laser
sheet. In addition, for the conditions of this experi- Collision shift= -0.18P(295/T) 0" cm-', (20)
ment, the electronic quenching rate of NO by N2 was where P is the pressure (atm). The overlap integral
negligible, and so 5% 02 was seeded into the flow to has been calculated on the basis of the assumptionensure that collisional quenching dominated the deex- hsbecaultdotebsiofhesumin
ciinsfro th eat e (A 5uenching dominated the Qthat the laser is tuned to absorption linecenter at 295citation from the A state (A T 5 x flo s-1, Q t 2 x K and that the collision shift results in detuning of108 s- I at 295 K and 1 atm). The flow rate through the laser at elevated temperatures. The result (plot-the torch was 7.2 standard liters per minute (slpm), ted in Fig. 3) illustrates that the overlap integral
the shroud flow rate was 50.8 slpm, and the resulting varies by - 34% (from 0.76 to 1.02 cm) for tempera-
torch and shroud velocities were 2.4 m/s and 0.2 m/s, tures ranging from 295 to 1100 K. Thus an assump-
respectively. Thus the torch's Reynolds number tion of a constant overlap integral will lead to errors
based on jet diameter was 1200 at 295 K and 160 at in the predicted variation of the fluorescence signal
1000 K. with temperature.

In the limit of weak laser excitation, the LIF signal The overlap integral can be combined with the
can be analyzed with Boltzmann fraction for the Q2(7)/R 1 2(7) transition to

Sf - [F~,,_-(T)1/T '2 (T). (16) compute the variation of the NO LIF signal with
f Ftemperature. The results of this calculation are

Criteria for selection of an appropriate absorption shown in Fig. 4. Examination of this plot indicates
transition for one-line thermometry include sensitive that the signal varies monotonically by a factor of - 3
and monotonic temperature dependence of the fluores- over the temperature range of interest. Single-point

cence signal, sizable fractional population over the measurements of NO LIF have been acquired and are

temperature range of interest (for maximization of plotted in Fig. 4, and the good agreement between the

the fluorescence signal), and negligible overlap with calculation and measurements confirms the accuracy
neighboring lines. Equation (16) illustrates that the of the modeling.

fluorescence signal will tend to decrease as tempera- Saturation effects in NO LIF have been examined
ture increases because of the T1/ 2 dependence. Thus by measuring the variation in the temporally inte-
the temperature sensitivity of the fluorescence signal grated fluorescence signal with increases or decreases
will be maximized by selecting a transition with a in laser intensity. A single-point LIF saturation
fractional population that also decreases with increas- measurement was performed at 295 K and 1 atm for
ing temperature. In addition, to maximize the frac- the selected gas mixture and the Q2(7)/R,2(7) transi-

tional population over the temperature range of tion, and the results are plotted in Fig. 5, along with
interest (295 K to - 1000 K), an appropriate absorp-
tion transition will be the line with a lower state that
has a maximum population at 295 K. Anexamina-
tion of the NO A-X (0, 0) spectrum44 illustrates that 1.4
the Q2(7)/F,2(7) line pair is an appropriate choice for
single-line thermometry, because the N" = 7 level is • 1.2
the most highly populated state at room temperature,
and this transition is separated from nearby lines by -
at least 2.4 cm-. .n 1.0

Calculation of the line-shape overlap integral re-
quires knowledge of the laser linewidth. The laser

*~0.8linewidth at 226 nm has been measured53 with a
fixed-gap air-spaced 6talon (Tec Optics) to be - 0.6
cm- 1 , and the laser line shape can be approximated by 0.6
a Gaussian. The laser linewidth has been observed J I I ,
to vary by as much as ±t10% from shot to shot, and 400 600 800 1000
the laser position can vary by -0.02 cm-1. The laser Temperature (K)
line shape ean be combined with the NO Doppler Fig. 3. Variation of the line-shape overlap integral from 295 to
width, collision width, and collision shift to calculate 1100 K for NO at I atm. The laser linewidth is 0.6 cm-', and the
the temperature dependence of the overlap integral, laser line shape is Gaussian. It is assumed that the laser is tuned
The Doppler width of NO at 226 nm is to the center of the absorption line at 295 K, and this calculation

includes the effect of the collision shift of the absorption line with
AVD = 0. 1(T/295)"2 cm-. (18) respect to the laser line at elevated temperatures.
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ing increase in signal) without incurring significant
1.0 saturation effects.

Additional measurements (not presented here) that
7were performed at higher laser intensities indicate

that saturation effects in NO LIF are accurately

0.8 predicted by the simple five- and six-level models
"presented above.5 The accuracy of these simple
models eliminates the necessity for development of

0.4 more complex multilevel models for NO LIF.

0.2 PUF Imaging of Temperature

0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . . ._ _ _. . . . _ _ _. . . ._ _ S in gle-sh ot an d 100 -fram e-average P L IF im ages w ere
400 ow 80 10oo acquired at two vertical positions above the exit of the

Temperature (K) torch. The imaged regions are 25 mm wide x 28 mm

Fig. 4. NO fluorescence signal an a frnction of temperature for tall, and the first region (the lower view) extended

excitation of the Q2(7)/R,2(7) line. The solid line is a theoretical from 2 m below to 26 mm above the torch exit,
calculation of the fluorescence signal variation, and the data points whereas the second region (the upper view) extended
are LIF measremta. The data were acquired in three separate from 24 mm to 52 mm above the torch exit. The
sets, and each data set is normalized to unit value at 295 K. The 100-frame-average images of the laser sheet distribu-
gs mixture is 0.25% NO + 5% 02 + 94.75% N2. tion were acquired by operating the torch and shroud

flows without applying voltage to the torch and

calculations from the six-level model for NO LIF. imaging the fluorescence from the uniform field of

The sheet intensity was vared with UV neutral NO. The PLIF images were corrected for variations
dhesiety fitersiy ( soCorp) vanid wasideterminedt in the laser sheet spatial distribution and the camera
density filters (Esco Corp.) and was determined by background.
measuring the laser-pulse energy, beam height, and The PLIF images have been converted into 2-D
beam width and combining these parameters w images of temperature by calibrating the fluorescence
calculations of the line-shape overlap integral. Con- signal with the known temperature at one point r in
bining typical laser parameters (- 0.5 mJ/pulse, 5-cm the flowfield (measured with a thermocouple). Errors
height, -300-Rm width) with an overlap integral of can be incurred if the temperature at the calibration
-0.75 cm leads to a peak laser intensity of -0.0025 Pan is in grred thur calibrationJ cm/cm= Examination of the result in Fg 5 point is varying, and thus calibration in the edges of •
JiustratEsxthatmnosignificantsration of tn ig. 5 the jet where mixing between the hot and cold fluid
illustrates that no sigificant saturation effect i occurs is not appropriate. It appears that the shroud
observed for laser intensities of this magnitude, and region would be the preferred calibration poit, be-
thus the weak excitation limit is valid for analysis of r o ule the prfere caibratin pointthe IF ignl. hes reult alo sow hatthe cause the signal is maximum in this location.
the LIF signal. These results also show that the However, wide temperature variations ( -350 ± -50
laser intensity could be increased (with a correspond- K) resulting from the heating of the shroud gas as it

flows over the exterior of the torch make this region
I~o ... • ... •... • ... ... l',yl inappropriate for calibration. Thus points along the

jet centerline have been chosen for calibration, be-
0.8 cause the temperature is essentially invariant in this

6 0region. The images in the lower view are calibrated
at a point 1 cm above the exit of the torch, and the

j0.e calibration point for the upper-view images was 3 cm
above the exit. The resultant PLIF images of temper-

0.4 ature are shown in Fig. 6. Note that the single-shot
images display significant flow structure, whereas the
averaged images only show a monotonic variation in

0 .2' temperature from the centerline to the shroud.
This comparison illustrates the importance of acquir-

0 .... .... . ..... ing flow-stopping data to observe the complex fluid
o 0.0o1 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.006 o.o6 dynamics.

Laser intensity (J-cm/cm2) Radial profiles of temperature were taken from the
Fig. 5. NO LIF mesmurements and rate equation calculations of averaged PLIF images atFy = 10 mm and 20 mmn in
saturation effects at 295 K for a mixture of 0.25% NO + 5% 02 + the first viewed region [Fig. 6(a)], and at y = 30, 40,

94.75% NZ. The results of the rate equation calculations are
denoted by the solid line, and the dashed line denotes linear The profiles are plotted in Fig. 7, along with profiles
fluorescence. The LIF measurements are represented by the data acquired by translating a Pt/Pt-10%Rh thermocou-
points and are normalized at the maximum laser intensity. The pie (3-mil bead) radially across the torch flow and
laser sheet intensity in this experiment is - 0.0025 J cm/cm2 . averaging 20 readings at each location. The thermo-
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couple data have been corrected for radiation losses,
5 and the error bars on the data correspond to twice the

standard deviation of each measurement. The dis-

925K crepancy between the two measurements is < 40 K in
all cases.

800K 4 (b) Previous studies of axisymmetric jets59 have deter-
mined that a region of potential flow (termed the

700K potential core) is present in the center of the jet near
thejet exit. The mixing of thejet with the freestream

600K- mJ3  causes a reduction in the size of this region until
approximately five diameters downstream of the exit,
at which point the potential core ends and the flow is

500K - fully established. The radial temperature profiles in
Fig. 7 clearly illustrate the presence of this conical

"2 potential flow region extending from the jet exit to

400K - 40 mm downstream, corresponding to roughly five
jet diameters.

(a) The accuracy of the one-line thermometry tech-
1 nique can be examined by analyzing the sources of

300K measurement error. Sources of error include varia-
tions in the collisional quenching rates, incorrect
calibration of the PLIF images, variations in the laser

Sy--=O cm line shape, and random noise in the images. Esti-
mates indicate that the error resulting from quench-
ing is < 5%, primarily because of uncertainty in the
quenching cross-section data. Errors in calibration
of the images are estimated to be - 1% or less,
because of the stability of the flow at the calibration
points in the potential core. Laser line-shape effects
(including variations in linewidth, line position, and
line shape) are estimated to cause a maximum error

-, 5 of - 6%, and averaging of the data will reduce this
error to - 2%.

925K The primary source of random error in this experi-
ment is the shot noise of the measurement. The

800K -"4 (d) varying signal level throughout the images results in
variations in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and an

700K examination of the PLIF images shown in Fig. 6
shows a SNR ranging from - 7 (in the core of the jet)

600K- 3 to -10 (in the shroud region) for the single-shot
images and - 70 (in the core) to - 100 (in the shroud)
for the 100-frame-average images. The images are

500K - processed with 100-frame-average images of the laser
sheet profile and background, which have SNR's of

"2 - 70-100, and each image is calibrated against the

400K signal at one point in the core of the flow. Thus the
-(c) random error resulting from shot noise is - 14% to

20% for the single-shot image and - 2% for the
1, average image.

300K From these results we estimate that the single-shot
PLIF temperature measurements have a maximum
error of < 12% because of systematic effects and

oCM < 20% because of random error, whereas the average
measurements have a maximum systematic error of
< 8% and a random error of - 2%. The systematic

Fig. 6. PLIF images of temperature. The gray color bar indi- error in these measurements could be reduced with
cates the temperature scale. (a) 100-frame-average image,y = -2 more precise data on collisional quenching rates and
to 26 mm; (b) 100-frame-average image, y = 24 to 52 mm; (c) careful monitoring of the laser parameters from shot
single-shot image,y = -2 to 26 mm; (d) single-shot image,y = 24 to to shot with an etalon. In addition, the application
52 mm. of lasers with broader or narrower line shapes will
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also reduce the measurement error. The use of sented in Fig. 5 illustrates that the laser intensity can
broader lasers is constrained by several factors, includ- be increased considerably without introducing signif-
ing reduced signal levels because of decreased laser icant nonlinearity into the measurement. In addi-
intensity, the possibility for unwanted excitation of tion, the signal can be increased by reducing the 02
neighboring absorption transitions, and limited flexi- mole fraction, thus decreasing the collisional quench-
bility in laser linewidths, particularly at frequency- ing rate. This may result in a more complex depen-
doubled wavelengths. dence of the fluorescence signal on temperature be-

Reduction of the random error requires an increase cause of the temperature dependence of the N 2in the fluorescence signal, which can be achieved in a quenching cross section,48 but this variation can be
number of ways. The saturation measurement pre. accounted for. An increase in the NO mole fraction
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will also result in an improvement in SNR, but it may ture decreased from 330 to 0.25 Torr and from 250 to
not be practical because of increasing optical attenua- 30 K, respectively.
tion. The beam from a doubled excimer-pumped dye

laser (Lambda Physik EMG 203/FL 2002) was sequen-
NO Two-Urm Thnnonwiry tially tuned to excite two different rotational transi-

tions in the A-X (0, 0) band of NO at 226 nm. The
Introduction - 3-mJ laser beam was formed into a 100-I.Lm-thick x
The NO two-line thermometry technique has been 10-mm-high sheet with a 50-cm spherical lens and
demonstrated in an underexpanded jet flow. This two cylindrical lenses (50 mm negative and 500 mm
flow is useful for the development of measurement positive), and the sheet propagated through the flow-
methods for a number of reasons. The wide varia- field along the center line of the underexpanded jet.
tions in pressure, temperature, and velocity through- The resulting fluorescence was detected with the
out the flowfield represent a strenuous test for diag- same imaging system used in the one-line experiment.
nostic techniques. In addition, thii flow has been The PLIF images resulting from excitation of each of
well studied, and the flow properties can be calculated the two NO lines were acquired following tuning of
along the jet center line by use of correlations60 or the laser to each transition, and the two images were
throughout the flowfleld with a method-of-character- processed to determine the temperature variation
istics solution.13  throughout the flowfield.

A schematic of the underexpanded jet is shown in Selection of appropriate transitions for two-line
Fig. 8. Gas flows from a high-pressure reservoir into thermometry measurements requires consideration
a low-pressure background region, and for pressure of several criteria. The chosen transitions should be
ratios above - 4-5, the barrel shock structure6° is isolated from other lines and should originate from
formed. Within the barrel shock, the gas undergoes initial states with a population ratio that is a strong
an isentropic expansion, resulting in decreases in function of temperature over the temperature range
pressure, temperature, and density, and increases in of interest. In addition, the signal in each image
Mach number and velocity. This expansion is must be sufficiently large to avoid errors resulting
bounded in the axial direction by a normal shock from poor SNR, and the fluorescence signal variation
(termed the Mach disk), and in the radial direction by in each image must not exceed the dynamic range of
incident shocks. The flow within the barrel shock is the detection system.
steady. Rate equation modeling (discussed below) illus-

A schematic of the experimental facility is shown in trates that for x/D < 1.5, typical laser sheet intensi-
Fig. 9. A mixture of 1% NO in air flowed from the ties result in partial saturation of the absorption
reservoir (Pr,. = 630 Torr) through a 1.8-mm- transitions. However, beyond x/D = 1.5 the low
diameter nozzle into the background region (PA k = density in this flow results in reduced collisional
10 Torr), which was maintained at low pressure quenching and RET rates (at x/D = 2, Q - 107 s-1,
through continuous evacuation. The pressure ratio R - 1.5 x 108 s-1; atx/D = 5, Q - 9 x 10, s-1, R ~
of 63: 1 corresponded to a distance from the jet exit to 1.3 x 107 s-1), leading to complete saturation of the
the Mach disk ofxM/D = 5.3.60 The Mach number in NO fluorescence. In addition, because collisional
this flow varied from M = 1 at the nozzle exit to M = quenching is slow compared with the laser-pulse du-
6.5 at the Mach disk, and the pressure and tempera- ration, a simple two-step model for the fluorescence

' reflected shock ambient
jet boundary region

D

point core boundary

. riaery. Mach _._wb; c .

stagnation expansion disk 4, core

region incident shock

secondary
expansion

Ix
, • M ,-•

Fig. 8. Schematic of the barrel shock flow structure.
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Fig. 9. Schematic of the underexpanded jet flow facility.

was used. As discussed previously, in the limit of For selection of the second transition, the variation
strong excitation the fluorescence signal will reduce in signal throughout the flowfield has to be predicted
to and compared with the detection system dynamic

range. In addition, the temperature dependence of
Stot - ANb 2/(bU2 + b2l)]{A 21r + [A21/(A 21 + Q21)1}" the Boltzmann fraction for each transition has to be

calculated to determine the sensitivity of the signal
ratio to temperature. The nominal dynamic range
of the Amperex CCD camera system is - 80-200,61Because the fluorescence signal is related to density, and for the experiments performed here, this dy-

near the Mach disk the signal will be low (because of namic range was reduced considerably because of
the decreased density) unless the fractional popula- fixed-pattern noise in the camera. An appropriate
tion in the absorbing state is relatively high [i.ef, choice for the second excitation line is P1(3), and a

is very large]. Thus the choices for appropri- prediction of the fluorescence signal variation, mod-
ate transitions for a two-line temperature measure- eled by NTF•.j.(T){A 21T' + [A21/(A21 + Q21)1}, as a
ment in this flow are limited to relatively low-lying function of center line distance for the R21(O) and
rotational levels, because the rotational populations P1(3) transitions (shown in Fig. 10) illustrates that no
in the two initial states must be maximized at low errors should be incurred because of saturation of the
temperatures. However, if transitions originating detection system. The temperature sensitivity of
from the two lowest rotational levels (i.e., N"= 0, and the signal ratio can be illustrated by plotting the
N' = 1) are chosen to maximize the fluorescence Boltzmann fraction ratio of the two lines as a func-
signal, the signal ratio will not be a very sensitive tion of temperature. Examination of the result
function of temperature because of the small energy (shown in Fig. 11) indicates that over the tempera-
spacing between these levels. The solution to this ture range of interest (30-100 K, corresponding to
tradeoff is to select one line that originates from the x/D = 1.5-5.3) the population ratio is a monotonic
lowest possible rotational level and then select an- and sensitive function of temperature. Thus the
other line that provides enough signal to obtain a
reasonably high SNR but also has a sizable rotational
level spacing. The dynamic range of the measure- 2.5x 1016,
ment system should also be considered in this analy-
sis, because errors resulting from detector saturation '-° 2.0 x 1016 - P1(3)
will occur if the range of signal variation throughout v
the flowfield exceeds this dynamic range.

An examination of the NO spectra indicates that 1.S X 1016
the lowest accessible rotational level is the N" = 0, -
J" = 1/2 level in the X 2111/2 electronic state of NO. P-' 1.0 (0)
Three transitions [Q1(0), R1(0), and R21(0)] originate R (0)
from this level. The Q1(0) line is partially overlapped .l
by several lines, including P1(17), Q1(4), and P2(25), 2 5.0 1015
and the R1(0) line is partially overlapped by Q1(6) and
Q2(18). In contrast, the R21(0) line is only overlapped ,
by the P 1(19) line, and for the range of temperatures 2 3 4 5 6
encountered in this experiment, the contribution of xD (centerline distance)
the latter line to the fluorescence signal is negligible. Fig. 10. Plot ofNTF,.J.(T)IA 21T + [A21/(A21 + Q21)]I as a function
Thus the R21(0) line is an appropriate choice for of center line distance from x/D = 1.5 to x/D = 5.3 for the R21(0)
excitation of a low-lying rotational level, and P1(3) lines.
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excitation of this pair of lines is a viable strategy for
two-line thermometry.

The five-level model for NO LIF has been used to
analyze saturation effects for excitation of the R 21(0)
and P 1(3) lines. Calculations have been performed
for temperatures and pressures corresponding to the
physical conditions at the axial locations x/D = 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5 along the center line of the flow, permitting
examination of the onset of saturation as a function
of axial position. Fig. 12 illustrates the results of
these calculations for the R 21(0) transition [the re-
suits for the P 1(3) transition are similar]. The esti-

* mated laser intensity in this experiment is -0.375
• J-cm/cm2, corresponding to a laser-pulse energy of 3

mJ in a 100 pm x 10 mm sheet and an overlap
"integral of - 1.25 cm. These results demonstrate
the growing importance of saturation effects as the
flow propagates downstream and the onset of com- (b)
plete saturation (to within <5%) for x/D > 1.5. Fig. 13. 50-frame-average PLIF images acquired following excita-

tion of the R21(0) and P1(3) lines. (a) R21(0), (b) P1(3). The images
PLIF Imaging of Temperature are displayed with a gray color scale, where white indicates no
Figure 13 displays 50-frame-average PLIF images signal and black indicates the maximum signal.
acquired following excitation of the R 21(0) and P1 (3)

lines. The flow moves from left to right, and the
imaged region is 15 mm x 20 mm. A comparison of

1 ¶-0 the signal variation throughout these two images
6 illustrates the temperature sensitivity of the measure-
a D- 1 ment. The R 21(0) image displays a slowly decreasing

signal level from the nozzle exit to the Mach disk,

whereas the P1(3) image shows a more rapid decrease
XD - 2 in signal as the Mach disk is approached. In both

S1--3 images, the fluorescence signal is quite low in the
S102~ background region outside the barrel shock because

of the combination of high temperature (295 K) and
moderate pressure (10 Torr). The signal persists in

1o-3 . the shear layer because of the low temperature (- 100
104 10-3 10 10.1 1 10 102 K) combined with the moderate pressure (roughly

Laser inwsty (Jw-crn9) equal to the background pressure) in this region.
Fig. 12. Fluorescence signal versus laser intensity at five axial Several forms of image processing are performed to
locations x/D = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, for excitation of the R 21(0) extract temperature from these images. Fixed-
transition. The laser intensity in this experiment was -0.375 J pattern noise is removed by spatially filtering the
cm/cm 2. images, background frames are subtracted, and the
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effects of asymmetry resulting from velocity-induced The comparison is shown in Fig. 15 and shows good
Doppler shifts are reduced by averaging the images agreement for 1. 5 <x!D < 5.3. The measurement
about the jet center line. Note that removal of the agrees with the calculation to within ± 6 K and ±9%.
fixed-pattern noise through subtraction of back- Radial temperature profiles from the PLIF image
ground images was not possible because of the ten- can be compared with profiles calculated with a
dency for the noise to drift temporally and spatially.53  method-of-characteristics code. 13 The results of the
Note also that corrections for spatial variations in the comparison at axial locations x!D = 2, 3, 4, and 5 are
laser sheet intensity are unnecessary because of the shown in Fig. 16. Good agreement between the
saturation of the absorption transition. The ratio of measured and calculated temperature profiles is ob-
the processed images results in an image that is a served, except for some deviation near the edge of the
relative measure of temperature. The ratio image barrel shock at small x/D values (x/D = 2 and 3).
can then be calibrated at any point in the flowfield to In this region, the measured temperature is larger
determine the absolute temperature, because the than the predicted temperature by as much as - 30%.
temperature can be accurately predicted at all points. There are two potential reasons for this error. First,
We have chosen to calibrate the image against the a slight misalignment of the camera or laser sheet
centerline temperature at a point in the barrel shock with respect to the flowfield can lead to deviations
just before the Mach disk, because measurement when the images are processed. In addition, spatial
errors resulting from deviations from saturation are filtering of the images to remove the camera pattern
minimized. At this point in the flowfield, the temper- noise can lead to errors in regions of high tempera-
ature is 31 K. The resultant temperature image is ture gradient. Spatial filtering acts to alter the slope
shown in Fig. 14. Note that although the image does of the gradient, underpredicting the temperature at
extend from x/D = 0 to x/D = 5.3, the two-line some locations and overpredicting it at others.
temperature measurement is inaccurate for x/D < Other sources of systematic error in this experi-
1.5, because deviations from complete saturation in ment include the contribution of overlapped spectral
this region result in errors in the interpretation of the features and variations in laser sheet intensity. The
fluorescence signal. R 21(0) line overlaps with the P1 (19) line, and the P 1(3)

The PLIF image of temperature in Fig. 14 has the line overlaps with the P 1(14) line. Because the P1 (14)
expected characteristics. There is a monotonic de- and P1 (19) transitions originate from relatively ele-
crease in temperature from the jet exit to the Mach vated rotational levels, they are expected to contrib-
disk. The temperature drops rapidly near the jet ute significant fluorescence signal at moderate-to-
exit, and then more slowly as the Mach disk is high temperatures, but the effects of these overlaps
approached. As we move radially away from the should be small at low temperatures. A calculation
center line, the temperature decreases slowly, and at of NO absorption line strengths shows that at T = 98
the edges of the barrel shock the temperature gradi- K (corresponding to x/D = 1.5) the signal from
ent is large. The temperature profile along the excitation of the P1 (19) line is less than 0.2% of the
center line of the jet can be compared with the results R 21(0) signal, and the P1 (14) line contributes < 3% of
from the correlation of Ashkenas and Sherman.60 the P 1(3) signal. In addition, the contribution of

these transitions decreases rapidly with decreasing

x/D=0 1 2 3 4 5 temperature, and so the effect of the overlapping
D3 transitions on this temperature measurement should

____________________be negligible.

--- = Correlation
125 - -- = PLIF data

S100

"'• • 75

E ""0

25

I I II2 3 4 5

250 120 70 50 40 35 32 30 Centerfine distance WD

Fig. 14. PLIF image of temperature. The gray color bar indi- Fig. 15. Comparison between center line temperature profiles
cates the temperature scale. The two-line temperature measure- measured from the PLIF image in Fig. 14 and calculated with the
ment is valid forx/D > 1.5. correlation of Ashkenas and Sherman.60
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The solid lines represent the PLIF data, and the dashed lines represent the MOC calculations. (a) x/D = 2; (b) x/D = 3; (c) x/D =4; (d)
x/D = 5.

Variations in the spatial profile of the laser sheet SNR of - 50 to 1 near the exit and - 25 to 1 near the
can cause deviations from saturation. The sheet Mach disk. The spatial filtering of the images acts to
profile was - 10 mm long and had a roughly Gaussian increase this SNR by a factor of - 2. The resultant
distribution, and the region of the flow from x/D = SNR of the ratio image (computed from the square
1.5 to 5.3 was -6 mm long. The laser sheet was root of the sum of the squares of the error in each
centered at x/D - 2 to align the most energetic image) is - 80 to 1 near the jet exit and - 35 to 1 at
portion of the sheet with the region of the flow where the barrel shock. Thus the random error in the
deviations from saturation were most likely to occur fluorescence signal ratio varies from - 1.5% (at small
(i.e., small x/D). Thus the laser intensity was esti- x/D) to - 3% (at large x/D). The resultant estimate
mated to vary from a maximum at x/D = 2 to 94% of for the random error in the temperature measure-
maximum at x/D = 1.5 and 46% of maximum at ment is - 2 K at x/D = 1.5 and - 1 K at x/D = 5.3,
x/D = 5.3. Variations of this magnitude cause corresponding to 2% and 3% errors, respectively.
insignificant deviations from saturation, and thus The error analysis presented above shows that the
errors resulting from the spatial nonuniformity of the minimum error in the temperature measurement is
laser sheet should be negligible. Saturation was - 3% near the Mach disk along the jet center line, and
experimentally verified by varying the laser sheet the error is larger near the jet exit and near the edges
intensity and observing minimal changes in the PLIF of the barrel shock. In future experiments, system-
signal. atic errors can be decreased if the following steps are

The signal variation throughout the barrel shock taken:
results in a variation in SNR (and thus in random
error) in the images. The raw PLIF image of the 1. Averaging the images about the center line of
P1(3) line has an SNR (neglecting fixed-pattern noise) the jet to remove the velocity-induced Doppler shift
of - 75 to 1 near the jet exit and - 25 to 1 at the Mach leads to errors. The effect of the Doppler shift can be
disk, whereas the raw image of the R21(0) line has a minimized with more accurate tuning of the laser
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wavelength (e.g., by pressure tuning) and shot-to- studies, including a wide range of accessible wave-
shot monitoring of the laser line shape with an 6talon. lengths, narrow linewidths (AvL 0 0. 1-1.0 cm-'), and
Broadening of the laser linewidth will also reduce the relatively high power. Unfortunately variations in
influence of this effect. laser parameters can lead to measurement errors.

2. Fixed-pattern noise is generated in the camera First the laser line shape often consists of several
readout by imbalances in the gains and offsets of the competing spectral modes, and the distribution of
three output amplifiers. Removal of this noise re- energy within these modes can vary during the laser
quires spatial filtering of the PLIF images, which can pulse and from pulse to pulse. In cases where the
lead to measurement errors. Pattern noise can be laser and absorption linewidths are of the same order,
significantly reduced by carefully adjusting the cam- laser line-shape fluctuations may have a significant
era before data acquisition. Unfortunately the spa- effect on the fluorescence signal, particularly for
tial and temporal drift of the noise makes elimination single-shot measurements. This error can be re-
of this noise source difficult. One solution to this duced by use of a laser with a linewidth that is much
problem is the use of a camera that has only a single broader or narrower than the absorption line. In
output amplifier. In such a device, no fixed-pattern cases where this is not possible, the laser line shape
noise is generated. should be monitored with an 6talon. This 6talon can

3. The slight misalignment of the flowfield with be monitored th an this can
respect to the laser-camera system results in signifi- also be used to check the tuning and stability of the
cant measurement errors near the edges of the barrel laser wavelength. Second, as discussed above, ter-
shock when the images are processed to remove the poral variation of the laser energy can lead to errors
effects of Doppler shifts. These deviations can be in cases where saturated fluorescence is used. Rate
removed through careful alignment of the imaged equation modeling and saturation measurements can
region with a focusing target. In measurements assist in analyzing the magnitude of this effect.
where two cameras are used (e.g., an instantaneous Third, the spatial variation of the laser sheet should
two-line thermometry experiment), the cameras have be measured by projecting the sheet onto a linear or
to be carefully indexed, and the images should be 2-D array, or by acquiring images of a uniform field
processed to remove residual distortions. (e.g., by using PLIF or Rayleigh scattering).

Calibration of the PLIF signal (or signal ratio in the
two-line technique) is necessary to convert the mea-

Extension to Other Flow Studies sured fluorescence signal into temperature. The
Application of the one- and two-line NO LIF thermom- accuracy of the temperature measurement is limited
etry techniques to more complex flow environments by the accuracy of this calibration. Calibration of
requires consideration of several factors. Variations the measurements in this study was straightforward
in pressure, temperature, and chemical composition because the flows that were examined were steady,
(such as those encountered in flames or wind tunnel and because the temperature at any point could be
flows) can complicate the prediction and analysis of calculated (in the supersonic jet) or measured with a
fluorescence signals. In addition, in studies of rap- thermocouple (in the laminar heated jet). Alternative
idly varying flows, the necessity for acquisition of calibration techniques (required in more complex
single-shot measurements can lead to errors that are flows) include simultaneous measurement of the tem-
reduced in time-averaged measurements. Potential perature at a single point in the flowfield with an-
sources of uncertainty include fluctuations in NO perathoe at a bsil ptin the sowe withea-
mole fraction, collisional quenching rates and colli- other method (e.g., absorption spectroscopy or coher-sio with; tmpral satiland spectral variations ent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy) or measurement
sion widths; temporal, spatial, an sfethe flu o ns of the fluorescence signal from a reference cell contain-
of the laser; inaccurate calibration of the fluorescence inakowcnetrinofN.Ceulm io-signal; and decreased signal because of reduced NO ing a known concentration of NO. Careful monitor-
concentrations and increased quenching rates. ing of experimental parameters (in particular, the

As discussed above, the one-line thermometry tech- detector sensitivity and the laser energy, line shape,
nique is highly sensitive to changes in the physical and spatial profile) can also be used to directly
composition of the gas. Variations in quench rates determine the calibration constant.
and linewidths will increase the measurement error, In the studies performed here, gas mixtures with
and in flows where the NO mole fraction fluctuates, large NO mole fractions and small quantities of
the one-line technique cannot be used. In contrast, quenching species were used to maximize the fluores-
when the two-line technique is applied, ratioing of the cence signal. In flows where the NO mole fraction is
fluorescence signals, combined with the relatively smaller (e.g., flames), the decreased NO concentra-
small variations in the collisional quenching cross tion will result in reduced fluorescence signals. In
sections and collision-broadening coefficients through- addition, the fluorescence signal will also be de-
out the A(v' = 0) level of NO, will tend to minimize creased by increased concentrations of rapid quench-
the influence of these variations. Thus for tempera- ers such as H20 or C02. Increases in laser intensity
ture measurements in complex flows (particularly in can compensate for decreases in the fluorescence
chemically reacting flows), the two-line thermometry signal but may lead to the onset of saturation effects.
method will be preferred. Linearity of the fluorescence signal can be accurately

Pulsed dye lasers have several advantages for PLIF evaluated by use of the five- and six-level models we
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Absorption measurements of water-vapor
concentration, temperature, and line-shape
parameters using a tunable InGaAsP diode laser

M. P. Arroyo and R. K. Hanson

A tunable diode laser diagnostic based on spectrally resolved laser absorption has been developed to detect
water vapor. The system uses a distributed feedback InGaAsP diode laser, emitting at - 1.38 Lm. The
diode laser is tuned in wavelength by modulation of the current, resulting in 1-cm- I tuning at 80-Hz
repetition rate. The directly measured absorption spectra yield values for water-vapor concentration
and temperature, as well as a collision-broadening line shape. To our knowledge, we accurately
determined required data for H2 0 line strengths and self-broadening coefficients for several spectral lines
in a static cell filled with pure water vapor. The temperature and concentration of the water vapor
present in laboratory room air and in the postflame gases above a methane-air flat flame burner have also
been measured. These results agree well with calculated values and independent measurements.

Key words: Diode laser, spectroscopy, water, absorption, linewidth, line strength.

Introduction 1.6 ptm, with GaAIAs lasers providing the shorter
Measurements of water vapor are generally relevant wavelengths and InGaAsP the longer wavelengths.
to combustion, propulsion, and aerodynamic facili- Several coincidences with absorption bands of inter-
ties, since water vapor can be related to performance esting species have been pointed out.4 Some monitor-
parameters such as extent and efficiency of combus- ing of 02,3,5 NO 2,

6 and H20 7.8 with GaAIAs diode
tion, propulsion efficiency, and heat release. The lasers and HCN, 9 CO and CO 2 ,10 HC111 and H 2012'13
development of a nonintrusive technique for monitor- with InGaAsP diode lasers has been reported already.
ingH 20 based on high-resolution absorption spectros- The emphasis in previous water-vapor papers7,1 2,13

copy is especially valuable, as it may provide a means has been mostly on frequency-modulation detection
of simultaneously measuring multiple parameters strategies suited for very low absorption (<0.1%) in
including concentration, temperature, pressure, and connection with trace gas detection applications.
even velocity, since all these parameters affect the In that case the feature of central interest is the
position and shape of individual absorption lines.1-3  magnitude of the line-center absorption over a fixed
The use of tunable semiconductor diode lasers for this path length. However, accurate characterization of
spectroscopic technique is attractive, as these lasers the shape of the absorption features is more complex,
are compact, rugged, cost effective, compatible with with frequency-modulation detection strategies, be-
optical fiber transmission, and simple to operate. cause of the mathematical transform that relates the
These lasers are narrow-linewidth light sources whose actual line shape to the wave form observed. This
wavelength can be tuned easily by changing the laser problem is particularly acute for doublets, triplets,
temperature and injection current. and other cases of overlapping lines, which are com-

Room-temperature-operated GaA1As and InGaAsP mon features in the water-vapor spectrum. Since
diode lasers now provide access to the near-IR region our interest is focused on quantitatively measuring
of the optical spectrum, generally between - 0.7 and concentrations, temperature, pressure, and even ve-

locity, of water vapor at high temperatures, a wave-
e alength-modulation technique with direct absorptionThe authors are with the High Temperature Gasdynamics detection is used. The laser-wavelength-modulation

Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Stanford technique Tw e des er envolv tin
University, Stanford, California 94305-3032. technique as it will be described here involves tuning

Received 14 September 1992. the wavelength of a single-mode probe laser across
0003-6935/93/306104-13$06.00/0. one or more closely spaced spectral lines of the water
c 1993 Optical Society of America. vapor and directly monitoring the resultant absorp-
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tion spectra. The tuning range of the probe must be where P• is the partial pressure of the absorbing
sufficiently large to resolve the scanned lines corn- species (atmospheres), S(T, vo) is the line strength of
pletely in a single sweep. Good temporal resolution the transition centered at v 0 (cm-2 atm-1), and
will be possible if the tuning is fast enough. 4ý(v - vo) is the line-shape function (centimeters).

The water-vapor absorption lines previously used The line-shape function depends on temperature
in diode laser measurements lie near 820 mm (Refs. through the Doppler broadening and on both pres-
7, 8) or 1.3 gm (Refs. 12, 13); the emphasis has been sure and temperature through the collision (or pres-
on room-temperature detection, although activity has sure) broadening. The line-shape function is usually
recently been initiated in other laboratories to mea- expressed in terms of a Voigt profile characterized by
sure water at higher temperatures.13 These lines a parameter a, which is given by
are generally too weak for monitoring water in tran-
sient high-temperature flows in laboratory facilities, a = (In 2)°5 /Y,/1yd, (3)
We have calculated that the strongest absorption
lines of water vapor occur between 1.35 and 1.41 pLm where Yc and _Yd are the collision and Doppler half-
at room temperature and somewhat beyond these widths (HWHM), respectively. The Doppler half-
limits (1.34-1.46 gm) at 1500 K, the line intensities width is well known and can be calculated as
being between 100 and 1000 times stronger than
those at 820 nm and 1.30 pIm.14 Thus it is clear that lYd = 3.581 X 10- 7(T/M)° vo, (4)
water-vapor measurements in high-temperature, labo- where T is the temperature (kelvin) and M is the
ratory-scale flows should preferably be done at longer whereight te matu nit) of the
wavelengths. Unfortunately the long-wavelength di- molecular weight (atomic mass unit) of the absorber.
ode laser market is dominated by the telecommunica- The collision half-width has to be measured experi-
tions industry, which seeks to avoid any light losses mentally and depends not only on the absorbing
that are due to absorption. Thus diode lasers are molecules but also on the temperature, pressure, and
available mostly at 1310 ±t 30 nm and 1550 t 30 nm, composition of the gas.
and it is hard to find lasers outside these ranges. Line strengths and positions for water vapor at
This is particularly true for the single-mode [distrib- room temperature have been taken from the HITRAN

uted feedback (DFB)] lasers needed for spectroscopic database, 15 a line-by-line compilation of spectral pa-
measurement, as the wavelength dispersion in the rameters, which contains line parameters on numer-
manufacturing process of this type of lasers is nar- ous water-vapor absorption bands at 296 K. The
rower than in the multimode (Fabry-Perot) lasers. line strengths at any other temperature T may be
We are hopeful that the increasing scientific demand calculated from
for spectroscopic applications of diode lasers will S(T,vo)fS(To, vo)(To/T)[Q(To)/Q(T)]
increase the range of wavelengths available in the
near future. x [1 - exp(-hcvo/kT)]

The measurements presented here were performed
with a DFB diode laser operating near 1385 nm. x [1-exp(-hcvo/kTo)]-'
Experiments in a static cell, in laboratory room air, x exp[-(hcE"/k)(1/T - 1/To)], (5)
and in the postflame gases above a methane-air
flat-flame burner have been carried out. Tempera- where To = 296 K, h is Planck's constant (erg s), k is
tures and water concentrations were inferred from Boltzmann's constant (ergs per degree kelvin), c is the
Voigt fits of the absorption profiles for several absorp- speed of light (centimeters per second), v0 is the
tion lines. resonant frequency of the line, E" (reciprocal centime-

ters) is energy of the lower state of the transition (also
Measurement Technique taken from the HITRAN database), and Q(T) is the
The measurement technique is based on the absorp- rovibrational partition function. When we use the
tion of monochromatic near-IR laser radiation by rigid-rotor, harmonic-oscillator model, the partition
water vapor. As is well known, the transmission of a function can be given by16

probe beam of light through a uniform absorbing )3
1
0

.

medium follows the Beer-Lambert relation, Q(T) = 0.5[(Tr/AB)kT/hc

,r(v) = I(v)/lo = exp[-k(v)L], (1) x [1 - exp(-hcvl/kT)J'

where r(v) is the transmissivity at frequency v, Io is X [1 - eXP(-hcv2 /kT)V'

the incident intensity of the probe beam, 1(v) is the x [1 - exp(-hcv 3/kT)]-', (6)
intensity at frequency v observed after propagation
through a length L of the absorbing medium, and k(v) where A, B, and C are the three rotational constants
is the spectral absorption coefficient (reciprocal centi- of an asymmetric top rotor, 27.0, 14.4, and 9.4 cm-'
meters). The absorption coefficient can be expressed for water,16 respectively and v1 , v2, and v3 are the
as three fundamental vibration frequencies, 3657.05,

1594.75 and 3755.93 cm-1,17 respectively.
k(v) = Pw.S(T, vo)4(v - vo), (2) The spectral regions accessed by the near-IR semi-
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conductor diode lasers contain many water-vapor intensity ratio between 0 and 1.2 The sensitivity of
absorption bands that are overtones or combinations this ratio to temperature can be obtained by differen-
of the fundamental modes. In addition the high- tiating equation tEq. (7)]. It can be seen that the
temperature spectra in this region contain hot bands, peak sensitivity for a specific pair of lines occurs at
which are absorption bands originating from excited
vibrational levels rather than from ground level. T = (hc/2k)(El" - E 2') = 0.724E", (8)
The strongest band at long wavelengths is the vi + v 3bandwit a andintnsit of6.41 x1o' cm where T is in kelvins and AE" in reciprocal centime-
mole-b , at 296 K, and apeak line strength of 0.52 and ters. However, if the intensity ratio R reaches unity0.016 cm- 2at--' at 296 K and 1500 K, respectively, for a lower temperature, TR.1, the maximum sensitiv-

At shorter wavelengths the strongest band is the ity will be at this temperature. Nevertheless, the

2v, + V2 + v3, which is - 1000 times weaker than the most sensitive line pair for a certain range of tempera-
V1 + V3 band. The analysis of the line strength of the tures does not correspond necessarily to a line pair
individual lines within the v, + V3 band at room with a relative maximum in that range as the actual
temperature (296 K) and at high temperature (1500 K) sensitivity depends also on the ratio of the transition
(Fig. 1) shows that the lines are much weaker at probabilities of both lines.
1500 K than at low temperatures, but the range of The partial pressure of water vapor can be obtained
wavelengths containing lines with similar strength is from Eqs. (1) and (2) if the temperature, line strength,
wider at 1500 K than at 296 K. It can also be seen and path length are known. If the total pressure P is

that the lines can be grouped into three primary also known, we can obtain the mole fraction of water

branches, i.e., the P, Q, and R branches, according to vapor, X, since

the change in the rotational quantum number, which X = Pb./P. (9)
occurs in the transition.

The strategy for measuring the temperature of the Experimental Details
gas is based on the intensity ratio of two absorption
lines, which is given by Diode Lasers

The diode lasers used for the present experiments are
R = S(T 0, VI)S(To, V2) DFB InGaAsP diode lasers from Anritsu Corpora-

x exp[-(hc/k)(Ej" - E2")(1/T - lIT 0 )]. (7) tion, in an open-chip carrier configuration. The
distributed feedback structure constrains the laser to

Thus, for a given pair of lines the intensity ratio is a operate in a single longitudinal mode (single fre-
function of temperature only. For convenience, the quency). At a driving current of 70 mA at 25 °C, the
two lines (1 and 2) are labeled so as to keep the diode lasers nominally provide an output power of 5

mW at a wavelength of 1384 nm. The diode laser
0 740 controller is the new compact ILX Lightwave LDC-

S.. I . . 3722 system, which includes temperature and cur-
T.296 K rent control in the same package. The open-chip

•soo carrier laser is bonded with thermal epoxy to a copper
Sblock with a thermistor imbedded in it. The copper
- block is pressed against a thermoelectric heat pump

0 by two nylon screws. Both the thermistor and the
heat pump are driven by the laser controller system.

20o A omplete characterization of the laser diodes has

10 been made using a Jarrell-Ash 0.5-m monochroma-
tor, modified to produce sweeps across a small range

10 1320 ..4 136 I ..m of wavelength in real time. This is done by mount-
48014.o n ing a mirror in the optical path upstream of the

20 B - , p output slit. The mirror is attached to a galvanom-

eter, which oscillates at frequencies near 1 kHz.
T6 T1500K The mirror diverts the light out of the side of the

monochromator where a slit and a detector are
10 •placed. With this system we have easily confirmed

S10- [ithat the side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) of the15diode laser, defined as

- SMSR = - 10 log(I,/I.), (10)

0- • where Im is the peak intensity of the main mode and I,
7 40 74 0 r0 7000 60 is the peak intensity of the strongest side mode, is

.,,•.m (CM") better than 50 dB between the threshold current
Fig. 1. Line position and strength for the v, + v3 band at 296 and (-27 mA at 25°C) and 100 mA. We have also
1500 K observed that the spectrum above this current is
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asymmetric, with only one side mode occurring. _
This side mode becomes more important as the E 024
current is increased. Thus at 110 mA we measured S T.2%K

a SMSR of 20 dB, while at 120 mA we measured only 06

10dB.
Figure 2 shows the instrument-broadened spec- 3 6

trum of the laser diode at 20 'C for several driving L0. 7

currents. The original time scale of the horizontal
axis has been transformed into a relative wave- 0.2 5

number scale. To calibrate this transformation, the a
spectrum of the laser light at 120 mA was recorded 0
driving the monochromator with its motor at a speed 4- 4

of 100 nm/min and the mirror still. Then, the same - T - M120K

spectrum was recorded with the mirror oscillating
sinusoidally at - 1 kHz. By comparing the position 0.06 -
of the two peaks in both recordings and taking into 6

account the sinusoidal motion of the mirror, the 0.04 3
transformation relation can be obtained. It can be
seen that the peak wavelength and the peak intensity
change with current. As is well known, they change 0.02 1 2 5 a

with temperature also. The peak intensities have
been observed to change linearly with current over a . .0
small range of current. The measured tuning rates 1383 1 38 13" 1
for these lasers are 0.107 nm/° C (-17 GHz/° C) and wavelengt Inml
0.007 nm/mA (- 1 GHz/mA).

The range of absolute wavelengths, which can be Fig. 3. Calculated absorption at T = 294 K, XH2O = 0.0146

tuned continuously by varing the laser temperature, (laboratory room air, top panel) and at T = 1720 K, XH2o = 0.158

is obtained for each specific laser by measuring the (methane-air flame, bottom panel) for the spectral region of the

absorption in a room air optical path between the diode laser.

laser and the detector. The laser is operated at a
constant current, and the wavelength tuning is done
by varying the laser temperature. The water-vapor methane-air flame conditions existing in our experi-
absorption lines are easily observed, and their known ments by using the theoretical linewidth calculations
relative intensities and positions permit easy identifi- of Delaye et al."5

cation of the lines that are being observed. Figure 3
shows the calculated absorption coefficient in the Wavelengh-Modulation Technique
range of wavelengths emitted by our laser diode with In the present experiments the laser was modulated
the lines that have been probed in the present with a triangular function (-80 Hz frequency and
experiments. The absorption coefficients at a tern- 35-mA amplitude) superimposed on a mean current
perature typical of a flame is also shown for compari- 65 mA. This means that the current ranges from 30
son. The spectroscopic parameters of the probed to 100 mA, where the laser operates single mode.
lines are listed in Table 1.15 We note that more than The amplitude of the modulation is large because of
100 transitions are tabulated in HITRAN for this range the limited current tuning rate of the InGaAsP diode
of wavelengths and that only the strongest ones have lasers. This large-modulation amplitude implies a
been listed in Table 1. We evaluated the broadening large modulation in the output power of the laser.
parameter a at the laboratory room air and the The tuning capabilities at different frequencies and

amplitudes are reported in Fig. 4. They have been
3_ measured by modulating the diode laser at frequen-

3 .. cies as high as 2 kHz and amplitudes as high as 40

1-. 120 MA mA. The increase of tuning range with amplitude is• • jj i -- ,.0o• . almost linear, although the slope decreases slowly
E- .......- with increasing amplitude. The decrease in tuning

SI1 range with increasing frequency is a well-known
I feature of diode lasers. This decrease is substantial

even at relatively low frequencies (as high as 1 kHz),
' twhich is why the present experiments have been done

0 - Iat a relatively low modulation frequency.
0 s to Is Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram for the direct

Wawumf"fteff')] absorption detection employed in the flame experi-
Fig. 2. Diode laser spectrum at three injection currents. The ments. The output of the laser diode is collimated by
spectral linewidth is much larger than the laser linewidth because a 6-mm focal length lens, with f-number = 1 and a
of instrument broadening. broadband antireflecting coating to reduce back reflec-
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Table 1. SprVNeoeeepl Pl9oinwru t-tU mnges Wa Iines lwmn 1363 mid 1387 nm -

T - 294 K T = 1720 K

v 104S 104S E"
Line (nm) (cm-') (cm-2 atm- ) a (cm-2atm-1 ) a (cm - ) J k . ' k,' J k." k,

1 1383.512 7227.983 522.822 6.90 20.134 1.41 383.843 4 3 2 4 3 1
2 1383.819 7226.380 2.034 6.17 10.134 1.32 1581.336 10 4 6 10 4 7
2 1383.887 7226.024 1594.826 8.79 14.234 1.33 23.794 0 0 0 1 0 1

- 2 6 1383.894 7225.987 0.201 6.78 3.643 1.30 1899.008 12 4 8 11 4 7
3 1384.891 7220.787 181.155 7.69 5.292 1.41 315.779 4 2 3 4 2 2
3 1384.899 7220.741 414.052 7.03 26.486 1.39 508.812 5 3 3 5 3 2
4 1385.107 7219.658 1736.739 5.45 102.138 1.29 488.108 4 4 0 4 4 1
4 1385.139 7219.491 5709.642 5.45 33.563 1.29 488.134 4 4 1 4 4 0
4 b 1385.174 7219.311 1.249 5.27 4.077 1.28 1477.298 10 5 5 9 5 4
5 1385.773 7216.190 147.704 5.78 16.862 1.34 610.114 5 4 1 5 4 2
6 1385.899 7215.534 741.312 5.78 71.617 1.34 610.341 5 4 2 5 4 1
7 1386.390 7212.979 295.092 5.93 51.657 1.34 756.725 6 4 2 6 4 3
7 1386.411 7212.868 676,899 8.16 11.089 1.40 173.365 3 1 3 3 1 2
8 1386.550 7212.144 20.967 6.20 16.223 1.33 1122.709 8 4 4 8 4 5
9 1386.645 7211.653 0.003 7.44 2.859 1.25 2918.244 14 5 9 14 5 10

'The parameter a is evaluated for P = 1 atm, at the laboratory room air conditions (T = 294 K) and at the methane-air flame conditions

(T = 1720 K). Iatm = 760 torr.
'These lines correspond to the 2V2 + v3 band. All the other lines correspond to the vi + v3 band.

tions into the cavity laser. A first glass plate, used as on a pair of detectors (D1 and D2), that are optically
a beam splitter, sends part of the beam through a balanced by variation of the beam-splitter angles.
low-finesse solid 6talon of 2-GHz spectral range and The detectors used are germanium photodiodes
onto detector D3 , providing a measurement of the (EG&G J-16-18A-R01M) mounted in amplifier-filter
change in relative wavelength during tuning. The packages, which give a low-pass cutoff frequency (- 3
rest of the beam is passed through the postflame dB) of 90 kHz and a responsivity of 28 V/mW at 1.38
gases tibove a premixed methane-air flat-flame burner. pzm. We recorded the 6talon signal 13, the reference
Approximately 10% of the beam is split offboth before signal I,, the transmitted signal 12, and the absorption
and after passing above the burner and is monitored signal (lIf = I, - 12) with digital storage oscilloscopes.

The absorption signal was first passed through a
differential amplifier with a gain factor of 20 and a

40 bandwidth of 100 kHz.
3. Man MA The burner is a rectangular water-cooled flat-flame

:e0mA burner with a fine-mesh metal honeycomb burner
30- surface, which measures 3 cm x 9 cm. Gas flows of
25 methane and compressed air were conducted to the
2 burner through calibrated rotameters. Equivalence

ratios of 0.82 (fuel lean) were used in these experi-
ments. The probe beam was directed across the long
dimension of the burner. A shroud of nitrogen N 210 .was used along the long dimension on both sides of

S 500 lo00 15W 0 O0 the burner to stabilize the flame. Measurements

smm

~20

10 

03

0 . . .. . . i . . . .i.. . .
0 10 20 30 40 50

Fig. 4. Tuning capabilities of the diode laser (T,..f = 20 C). Fig. 5. Experimental schematic for the experiments in a flame.
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were made -~5 mm above the burner surface along .
the burner centerline.

We measured the temperature profile along the , -26 0M

probe path with Pt/Pt-Rhl0% thermocouples, cor- 2

rected for radiation losses. The temperature of the
postflame gases was found to be 1720 K, stable within 0! 1- i T_

20 K along most of the length. The temperature
dropped sharply, over a distance of - 3 mm, at both
ends of the observation path. 2

In the experiments in the flame the path lengths _,
from the laser to both detectors, L1 and L2, are 0
carefully matchedinsuchawayastohaveL 2 =L +
Lf, where Lf is the length of the flame. In these
experiments, L, = 71.2 cm, L2 = 80.2 cm, and L, = 9 2

cm, with the beam splitter placed 22.7 cm from the I
laser. _ _._.....

In the cell experiments the flame was replaced by a 0.125-

15-cm-long sample cell that contains glass windows. 0.100 -

The cell has two sidearms, one leading to a pressure 0WT

gauge (MKS Baratron 227 AHS) and vacuum system, 0.0
0.05

the other to a flask containing water vapor at room 0
temperature. Water vapor was introduced into the 0 5 10 15 26 25

cell from the evaporated distilled water contained in I"*
the flask. The maximum water vapor pressure ob- Fig. 6. Raw data trace showing absorption scans of the lines 5-6
tained in this way was - 21 Torr, corresponding to a of H20in laboratory room air with T = 294 K (TI = 40 C).
measured room temperature 296 K. Laser, detec-
tors, and optics are enclosed in a nitrogen-purged
area to prevent absorption by room air. Further feature, while line 5 is barely seen because of its
precautions were also taken by matching carefully smaller absorbance. Both lines are more pronounced
the path lengths L, and L2 in such a way as to have for longer path lengths, as in the signal from detector
L2= L1 + L,, where L, is the length of the cell. D2. Nevertheless, the signal from the divider pro-

In the experiments in room air, no flame or cell was vides a sensitive way to detect even smaller absor-
placed between the beam splitters, and the dtalon was bances. The 6talon trace shows that the length of
situated at the end of the optical path (instead of the the scan is 38 GHz. This scan is fully recorded in the
beam dump). A neutral-density filter was used to ramp-up of the triangle function, where 19 fringes
decrease the back reflections from the 6talon into the can be seen clearly, while part of it (-4 GHz) is
diode laser. The lengths used were L, = 26 cm and missed in the ramp down, where only 17 fringes can
L2 = 134.5 cm. The absorption signal recorded by be seen. The other two fringes occur in the lower-
the oscilloscope was Idi• = (Vi - 12)/11 (instead of laser-power end of the scan This also implies phase
I, - 12). This signal was the output of a divider variation between the current (or output power) and
circuit, which also allowed electronic variations in the the emission wavelength modulations. This effect
signal from detector D, to balance it perfectly with has been observed to be important for frequencies
the signal from detector D2. This setup permitted > 100 Hz.
analysis of the absorption profiles for three different
path lengths (L1, L2, and L, - L 2). Reduction of the Profiles

An example of the experimental traces obtained in The first step in the analysis of the recorded absorp-
this last case is shown in Fig. 6, which corresponds to tion signals is to convert its time scale into an optical
four repeated scans of the 5-6 line pair (at 1385.773 frequency scale. This conversion is obtained from
and 1385.899 nm, respectively). The two panels on the Rtalon signal (Fig. 7). It is clear that the peaks of
the top show the transmission signals, I, and 12, the 6talon signal are not equidistant in time, which
through path lengths ofL, = 26 cm (the upper record) shows that the time dependence of the laser fre-
and L2 = 134.5 cm (the lower record), as recorded quency is not quite linear; we used a fifth-order
with detectors D1 and D2, respectively. The third polynomial to fit the peak positions. The residual
panel shows the signal I1. = I, - I2/Il, as recorded shows that the differences found between the mea-
from the divider output. The divider output voltage sured and the fitted peak positions are smaller than
ranges from 0 (for 11 =/2) to 10 V (for 2 = 0). The 0.1 GHz.
absorbance [k(v)AL] for a path length AL = L2- L, = In the analysis of the data recorded from the
108.5 cm can be inferred from the divider signal. experiments in air the absorbance from the I, and 12
The bottom panel shows the 6talon trace as recorded signals was calculated as k(v)L = -ln[I(v)/Io], where
by detector D3. the reference signal Io was assumed to be linear and

The signal from detector D, clearly shows the line 6 was calculated from each recorded signal. The absor-
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bance for the AL path length was calculated from the 0. -, 0.2

1 1 a n d 1 2 s ig n a ls a s k2 1( M A L = - ln [l 2( V)/ l ;(V )] a n d 0 .. .. .. . '
from the divider signal as kdi,(v)AL = -In[ 1 - l•j(v)], o" -... ................ o. .1 ........ ...

largest peak, nam ely (kL )p .,, an d the location corre- 1 .. 1 .1 .... I .... , ...... .. . 1 [ 1, 1• . . -.. . I .... - 1 -1.
sponding to zero frequency was set at this maximum. ,.MM ,,, "*,c ,.,.M,.•W
These normalized experimental profiles were then Fig. 8. Reduced profiles and residuals from the data of Fig. 6

fitted to a set of line shapes (Voigt profiles) whose (0=7215.534, Av = 21.6 VHz).
intensity ratio is a function of temperature as in Eq.
(7). The fitting procedure minimizes the integrated
squared difference between the experimental profle The divider signal (Fig. 8d) shows a less noisy re-

and a calculated profile with the same area. The fit sidual, which is due to the cancellation of the laser

was first optimized with respect to the shift in noise and the effective reduction in the detector noise
frequency of each profile from zero with an assumed as the absorption signal uses the whole voltage range

temperature and a given a Voigt parameter. The fit of the detector.
was then optimized with respect to temperature Even though, in theory, the divider signal is the

(through the intensity ratio) with the best-fit a Voigt only signal we need to analyze to obtain the absor-

parameter determined at each temperature. Once bance in a path length AL, in practice the signals from

the beat-fit a parameter and temperature were deter- detectors D p and D2 need to be recorded, too.

mined, the fit of the shift was reoptimized. If there Practical problems with the divider signal arise from

was appreciable change in this fit, the iteration the fact that signals from detector DE and D2 have to

procedure was repeatedu be balanced perfectly. Any small dc offset between

Figure d betee the eeduced profiles corresponding both signals or any small difference in their amplifier
to the first pair of absorption features in Fig. 6. The gain will give an absorbance signal with the baseline
residuals show the difference between the data and displace and even tilted, which cannot be fitted

the best-fit Voigt profile. The experimental profiles, accurately. We observed that a de offset of 50 mV
and more ofearly the residuals, are seen to be noisier (1% of the full range voltage for detector D, and D2

at lower laser wavelengths (higher laser frequency signals) noticeably tilts the baseline as it makes a

emission). This noise is due to either fluctuations in bigger change in the low than in the high wavelength
the laser output power (which is due to fluctuations in absorbance signal obtained. The difference in the

its driving current) or the intrinsic noise of the gain of the detector signals can be easily corrected
detector. These fluctuations are small enough not afterward as it only displaces the absorbance signal

to be seen on the direct signal (Fig. 6). Nevertheless, without tilting it. Several ways to determine when

the division by the reference signal I0 to obtain the fac balance is perfect have been tried, but none are

absorbance profiie et noticeable as it fully satisfactory. For example, the detector signals
changes the scale of the plot. This effect is, of can be perfectly balanced in a range of wavelengths

course, more important at lower values of the refer- where the absorption is negligible. However, when

ence signal than at higher values. As is well known, the laser temperature is changed to tune to another

it is also more important when the absorbance signal wavelength range, the signals do not remain balanced.

is lower (compare normalized signals from detectors We also tried to observe the wings of the divider

Da and Dl). When the s, and (h signals are divided, signal and have them approach zero in a symmetric
after being simultaneously recorded, the noise that is manner. Nevertheless, as the time-to-wavelength
due to fluctuations in the laser output power should transformation is not linear, and we cannot tune far

cancel, but the detector noise will still remain. This enough in the wings of the lines, this procedure did

can be seen in Fig. 8c, which shows a residual noise of not work perfectly either. Thus we need to record
the same order of magnitude as the residual from the the signals from detectors Dh and D2 as well. In our

detector D2 signal, but for a smaller absorbances data reduction the divider signal is analyzed when-
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Fig. 9. Measured strengths for four different spectral lines. The
horizontal lines represent the average values for each data set.
These values and the wave numbers of the lines are listed in Table
2, together with the symbols used in the figure. -"0.50• • •

E

ever possible; otherwise, the direct signals from detec- 0 0.45

tors D1 and D2 are used.
The absorption coefficient obtained from the four 2? 0.40 *,,

experimental profiles analyzed gives a mean value of 0.35 A

3.83 x I0- cm-' with the value from the signal I, I' .V
being 7% lower than the values from the other three o 0.30 1 ,

normalized proffles (which agree within 1% of each 0 5 10 15 20 25

other). The a parameter obtained from data in Fig.
8 is 5.85, with all the data agreeing within 1%. The Presr [Toni
intensity ratio for this fitting was kept constant at 13 Fiz. 10. Measured self-broadening coefficient for the same lines

as both lines have exactly the same energy E". represented in Fig. 9. The horizontal lines represent the average
value for each data set. These values and the wave number of

Results and Discussion each line are listed in Table 2, together with the symbols used in
the figure.

Experiments in a Cell
In these experiments we probed all the strongest lines
accessible with the diode laser. Data have been though measurements at pressure as low as 1 Torr
taken with undiluted water vapor in the cell at total were taken, we found that the lowest-pressure data
pressures as high as the saturated water vapor pres- were prone to errors because of the presence of a
sure (21 Torr at 296 K). For each line, the amount small quantity (ofthe order of tenths of Torr) of air in
of water vapor in the cell was increased to the the cell. We found that the linewidth calculations
saturated pressure and then decreased in steps of - 1 were also prone to errors at the lowest pressures since
Torr, with data being taken at every step. Values of the collision broadening was much smaller than the
line strength S and collision (or self-broadening) Doppler broadening (a parameters of the order of 0.1).
half-width were computed for each data point from Thus the data presented are limited to pressures
the a parameter of the Voigt fit and the peak absor- higher than 5 Torr.
bance of the signal, through Eqs. (2) and (3). Al- The line-strength results are plotted in Fig. 9 for

Tab" 2. Une Parameters Obtained from Absorption Data Acquired Ins 15-cm-Long Static Cell at T = 296 K

Relative Frequency 10(21S "Yo5
(GHz) (cm-1/molecm- 2 ) (cm-1/atm)

V
Line (cm-1 ) Ref. 20 Ref. 15 Measured Measured Ref. 15 Ref. 19 Measured Ref. 15 Ref. 18

1 7227.983 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.76 2.10 1.90 0.386 0.370 0.380
2(0) 7226.024 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.44 6.33 8.63 0.467 0.452 0.404
3 7220.787 1.32 1.35 1.40 0.923 0.726 0.935 0.484 0.439 0.437
3 7220.741 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.10 1.67 2.25 0.425 0.430 0.404
4(V) 7219.658 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.72 7.00 6.08 0.335 0.383 0.314
4(W) 7219.491 -3.19 -5.01 -3.21 1.91 2.30 2.12 0.300 0.439 0.314
5 (0l) 7216.190 21.33 19.68 21.62 0.840 0.707 0.808 0.351 0.345 0.337
6 7215.534 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.57 3.00 2.64 0.375 0.342 0.337
7(A) 7212.979 1.95 3.33 2.04 0.978 1.20 1.01 0.369 0.423 0.357
7 (A) 7212.868 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.96 2.70 2.06 0.498 0.500 0.445
8 7212.144 -22.24 -21.72 -22.44 0.0956 0.0863 0.0934 0.380 0.329 0.355

The symbols correspond to those used in Figs. 9 and 10.
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Fig. 11. Experimental (dots) and calculated (solid curve) normal- the absolute pressure and temperature measurement
ized profiles for the lines probed in the experiments in room accuracies.
air. Theoretica) conditions are as follows: T = 294 K, XH20 = Table 2 compares the experimental values of the
0.0 146, P = I atm, L = 108.5 cm. measured lined parameters with the values listed in

the most recent update (1992) of the HITRAN data
four of the lines studied. The overall scatter is quite base,15 with the theoretical linewidth calculations by
low, and very precise (to within 1.5%) S values are Delaye et al.18 and with some recent measurements by
obtained by averaging the data points. These aver- Toth.19 As a by-product of our Voigt-fitting proce-
ages are shown as the solid lines in Fig. 9 and are dure, we have also obtained the relative frequency
listed in Table 2. (i.e., frequency difference) of some line-pair peaks.

We calculated values of the self-broadening coeffi- These values are also listed in Table 2 and are
cient, yo.0 = -y/Pab,, by using the water-vapor pres- compared with the HITRAN data base and some mea-
sure measured for each data point. The resulting surements by Flaud et al.20  Better agreement is
y00eef values, plotted in Fig. 10, display a higher overall found with this latter source.
scatter than the line-strength measurements. This The lines strengths listed in the 1992 HITRAN data
scatter may be due to the low a parameters (less than base15 differ by - 20% from our measured values,
1) of the lines at the studied pressures. This means which we believe are accurate to within the stated 3%
that a small change in the baseline position implies a error bars. We note that similar discrepancies have
bigger change in the half-width of the line than in the been found by other workers,8 although for lines from
total integrated absorptivity of the signal. In fact, it a different band. Better agreement is found with the
can be clearly seen from the plots that when there are line strengths measured by Toth,19 although almost
two transitions involved in the same line (lines 4 and all of his values are slightly higher (between 1% and
7) there is a correlation between the deviation of both 10%) than ours.
lines from the average value. The precision of the The self-broadening coefficients in the HITRAN list-
/yO.Sf measurements obtained by averaging the data ing are obtained from measurements of correspond-

points is better than 3%. These averages, shown as ing lines in the 720-nm region by Grossmann and
solid lines in the plots, are listed in Table 2. Browell. 21 The Delaye et al. 18 values are based on an

We estimate the absolute accuracies of the S and approximation valid for low rotational quantum num-
the yo..f values in Table 2 to be within 3% and 5%, bers. The vibration-rotation interaction is ne-

Table 3. Une Parameters Obtained from Aborl•ion In a 108.5-cm Path Length In Laboreator Room Air at T = 294 K

v Relative Frequency 100 (a - .oX/au, XEo

Line (cm-1) (GHz) k(vo)L R a Ref. 18 Ref. 15 (%)

1 7227.983 0.0 0.234 1. 6.80 -1.3 4.9 1.39
2 7226.024 0.0 0.949 1. 8.50 -3.4 2.1 1.40
3 7220.787 1.26 0.440 7.52 -2.1 11.2
3 7220.741 0.0 0.372 1. 7.18 2.3 4.5 1.38
4 7219.658 0.0 1.128 1. 5.39 -1.2 -25.5 1.53
4 7219.491 -3.2 0.333 5.39 -1.2 -25.5
5 7216.190 21.6 0.333 5.86 1.3 6.2
6 7215.534 0.0 0.430 1. 5.86 1.3 2.9 1.47
7 7212.979 1.5 0.433 6.45 8.7 13.3
7 7212.868 0.0 0.362 1. 8.78 7.6 7.4 1.57
8 7212.144 -23.0 0.0465 8.77 41.4 44.2
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Fig. 13. Sensitivity of intensity ratio to temperature for the
low-temperature line pairs of Fig. 12.

fraction can be calculated. The accuracy of this
temperature has to be higher for the lines with a

glected in these calculations. At wavelengths near strong dependence on temperature but can be relaxed
820 nm, some measurements made by Goldstein et somewhat for the lines with a weak dependence.
al.8 agree with both the theoretical values of Delaye et We calculate that within a range of 50 K around
al. 18 and the measurements by Grossmann and Brow- 300 K the intensities of lines 3 and 4 change less than
ell. However, in our case the data in the HITRAN 6%, as they reach their maximum intensities at
listing are more than 10% higher than the theoretical - 300 K. Lines 5 and 6 exhibit a maximum similar
values of Delaye et al., with our measurements agree- to that of lines 3 and 4 but near 350 K Thus these
ing better (within 4%) with the first source than with lines are suitable for measuring mole fractions at low
the second one ( - 10% positive differences), temperatures.

These discrepancies between tabulated or previous Of all the lines accessible with the diode laser, only
data and our measurements are sufficient to warrant pairs 5-6 and 7-8 can be tuned simultaneously in the
further experimental investigation of these and other
water lines in the v, + v3 band.

Experiments in Room Air 1.0o -
The experimental normalized profiles for all the lines 0. 7o1t8,

probed in these experiments are shown in Fig. 11 for I 0s 'L)6:
a path length of 108.5 cm and a measured tempera- 0 o-
ture of 294 K. The profiles calculated using the 0

HITRAN data base are also plotted for comparison. 02
Table 3 summarizes the line parameters obtained 0

in our experiments. We note that the measured a -20 0 0 40 s0

parameters agree quite well with calculations from I,,al
Ref. 18 and data from the HITRAN data base,' 4 with the . ,
only exception being line 8. This can be because line 1.0 -
8 is much weaker than line 7 and close enough to . I-

overlap with it. Thus line 8 is much more affected 0.6 v°.2 ,.,
than line 7 by any small error in the baseline of the 06
absorption data. The mole fraction has been ob- 4.,

tained, assuming T = 294 K, from the peak absor- :2•
bance and the intensity of the strongest transitions, o

as measured in our previous experiments. The mean 0 , 0 .. 4,

value, calculated from all the lines probed, is 0.0146, -W 0 20 ,0
which implies a relative humidity of 60%. All the [G

inferred values agree within 5%. We note that the ..I ............. I .
temperature needs to be known before the mole 1.0:.

0.8 - Vo - 7L972g an-"

Table 4. Selected Une Pairs for H20 Thenometry at Low 0.o -729,II.C

AE" Tim, Th• T 294K
Lines (K) (K) (K) R 100 dR/dT R ,.. T, f. L . ........

-40 -20 0 20
4/2 670 150 1070 0.891 0.688 0.967 305 r60 f [yHzl
6/2 845 215 1425 0.300 0.292 0.313 299
4/7 450 85 385 0.376 0.079 0.400 279 Fig. 15. Experimental (dots) and calculated (solid curve) normal-6/7 630 135 625 0.854 0.301 0.810 278 ized profiles for the lines probed in the experiment in a methane-
6/7 6325 85 102 0.724 0.272 0.681 306 2 air flame. Theoretical conditiors are as follows: T = 1720 K,6/1 325 85 1020 0.724 0.272 0.661 306 X 2 .5 ,P =I a m m

XH2o tb 0.158, P = 1 atm, L 3 9 cm.
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Tbie . Urns Pwa Obakbd fram the Abeorpuon In 9-cm Psi Length In a Fuel Loan (* = 0.82) Men-Air R 1 T 120 K,

V Relative Frequency 100(a - ah)!ath x0

Line (cm-1 ) (GHz) k(vo)L R a Ref. 18 (%)

3 7220.787 1.26 0.15 2.90
3 7220.741 0.0 0.0368 1 1.47 6.1 18.1
3 -... 8.9 0.08 1.45 . -
4 7219.658 0.0 0.0829 1 1.31 1.2 16.3
4 7219.491 -3.2 0.33 1.31 1.0
4 7219.311 -9.0 0.06 1.30 1.8
5 7216.190 21.6 0.33 1.32 -1.4
6 7215.534 0.0 0.0602 1 1.32 -1.4 17.0
7 ... 16.9 0.12 1.40 ...

7 7212.979 0.0 0.0470 1 1.10 -18.0 16.9
7 7212.868 -1.5 0.25 1.15 -17.7
7 ... -6.8 0.06 1.30 •.. *

8 7212.141 0.0 0.0183 1 1.60 20.8 19.8
9 7211.653 -16.8 0.2 1.40 12.4

*Asterisks denote lines not tabulated in the HITRAN database.

same sweep. Pair 5-6 is not good for T measure- value, obtained from all the lines measured, is 0.17 1,
ments, as both transitions have the same low energy which agrees within 8% with the calculated value of
E", and so their ratio is independent of T. Pair 7-8 0.158, corresponding to a , = 0.82 methane-air flame.
could be good for T measurements because of the The temperature has been inferred from the linear
difference in E" of the transitions involved. The fitting of S(T)/S(296) versus E" (Fig. 16) for all the
drawback is that there are many components of these lines probed in these experiments. The value ob-
lines: at least three at room temperature, and more tained is 1915 K, which is slightly higher than the
as temperature increases. Furthermore, at room measured value. We note that the slope of the linear
temperature and P = 1 atm (760 Torr), the weaker fitting is dominated by the line with biggest E' (line
line of the pair is obscured by the wings of the 8). Thus, if we assume that the ratio S(T)/S(296) is
stronger line, making an accurate measurement of 10% smaller than the present value, the linear fitting
the intensity ratio difficult. If we take R = 0.1 and will give a temperature of 1710 K, in better agree-
dR/dT = 0.01/100 K as the lower limit criteria,2 this ment with the measured temperature value. The
line pair should be good for T measurements between change in the ratio S(T)/S(296) can be explained by
450 K and 1500 K, but with a low sensitivity errors in the line strength at 296 K or by the presence
(<0.04/100 K). We also considered the possibility of a high E" line blended with line 8 and not tabulated
of using the intensity ratio of two lines, which are not in the data base. Since we do not believe there is
close together. The line pairs giving the highest such a big error in our measurement of the line
ratio and sensitivity are plotted in Figs. 12 and 13. strength at 296 K for this line, and taking into
Table 4 list their constants, where T1 ow,, and Thigh account that the a parameter obtained for line 8 in
indicates the range of temperatures where R Ž_ 0o.1 this flame experiments is bigger than expected, it is
and dR/dT > 0.01/100 K. The temperature in- quite likely that a high-E" line not tabulated in the
ferred from all these pairs compares well with the data base could be blended with line 8.
measured value of 294 K (agreement better than 5%). The line pairs with the best sensitivity at the flame

The temperature inferred from the linear fitting of temperature are 8-7,8-14, and 7-4. All of these can
S(T)/S(296) versus E" (Fig. 14) for all the lines provide the temperature with an accuracy of - 200 K
measured is 298 K, which also compares well with the if the intensity ratio is measured to within 0.01.
measured temperature. This low sensitivity, together with the possible error

in the strength of line 8, as remarked in the previous
Experiments in a Flame
The normalized experimental profiles for all the lines 10
probed in these experiments are shown in Fig. 15. - fCorT - 1720 K
The profiles calculated from the HiTRAN data base and : ....... pwm= fin T - 1915 K
broadening parameters from Ref. 18 are also plotted
for comparison. Table 5 summarizes the line param-
eters obtained in our experiments. Apart from the
same differences in line positions observed at room
temperature, we also observe some features that are __I___Io-1,_ III___...
not included in the HITRAN data base, probably corre- 200 400 600 600 1000 12M0
sponding to hot-band transitions. We obtained the :"(cm"]
mole fraction assuming T = 1720 K. The mean Fig. 16. Measured line intensity versus E" at high temperature.
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paragraph, could explain that the temperatures in- technique in hydrocarbon combustion," Appl. Opt. 27, 4454-

ferred from these line pairs (2980, 2760, and 2280 K 4464(1988).

respectively) are quite far from the measured value. 2. A. Y. Chang, M. D. DiRosa, D. F. Davidson, and R. K. Hanson,

More accurate measurements would be possible if "Rapid tuning cw laser technique for measurements of gas

line pairs with better sensitivity were available, velocity, temperature, pressure, density, and mass flux using

This means that line pairs with bigger AE" and ratios ~NO," Appi. Opt. 30, 3011-3022 (1991).
3. L. C. Philippe and R. K. Hanson, "Tunable diode laser

nearer to 1 should be looked for. An analytical absorption sensor for temperature and velocity measurements
search of the theoretical water vapor spectra showed of 02 in air flows," in Technical Digest, Twenty-Ninth Aero-
that there are several such line pairs near 1.40 pLm. space Sciences Meeting (American Institute of Aeronautics and
Unfortunatley, these wavelengths, to our knowledge Astronautics, Washington, D.C., 1991), paper 91-0360.
are not yet commercially available in DFB lasers, 4. D. T. Cassidy, "Trace gas detection using 1.3-ý±m InGaAsP
although they may be in the future. At the present, diode laser transmitter modules," Appl. Opt. 27, 610-614
a good alternative to DFB lasers are FP lasers modi- (1988).
fled with a short external cavity, 22 which can force the 5. D. M. Bruce and D. T. Cassidy, "Detection of oxygen using
laser to emit in a single mode. short external cavity GaAs semiconductor diode lasers," Appl.

Opt. 29, 1327-1332 (1990).

CoIclusions 6. W. Length and H. Gehrtz, "Sensitive detection of NO 2 using
high-frequency heterodyne spectroscopy with a GaAIAs diode

A wavelength-modulated diode laser has been used to laser," Appl. Phys. Lett. 47, 1263-1265 (1985).
detect water vapor at room temperature and in a 7. L.-G. Wang, D. A. Tate, H. Riris, and T. F. Gallagher,
flame by means of spectrally resolved line-of-sight "High-sensitivity frequency-modulation spectroscopy with a
absorption. The simplicity of the optical setup makes GaAIAs diode laser," J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 6, 871-876 (1989).
such a diagnostic easy to implement in studies of 8. N. Goldstein, S. Adler-Golden, J. Lee, and F. Bien, "Measure-
combustion flows where water vapor is one of the ment of molecular concentrations and line parameters using
primary species. The system could be coupled with line-locked second harmonic spectroscopy with an AIGaAs
fiber optics to probe remote environments, diode laser," Appl. Opt. 31, 3409-3415 (1992).

Temperature and water concentrations, as well as 9. H. Sasada and K. Yamada, "Calibration lines of HCN in the

water line parameters, have been inferred from the 10.1.5-m region," Appl. Opt. 29,3535-3547 (1990).
10. D. T. Cassidy'and L. J. Bonnell, "Trace gas detection with

directly measured absorption spectra. Line param- short-external-cavity InGaAsP diode laser transmitter operat-
eters for several spectral lines have been obtained for ing at 1.58 .Lm," Appl. Opt. 27, 2688-2693 (1988).
water-vapor pressures as high as 20 Torr at T = 11. A. C. Stanton andJ. A. Silver, "Measurements in the HCL 3 *-
296 K, with an absolute accuracy of 5% or better. 0 band using a near-IR InGaAsP diode laser," Appl. Opt. 27,
Temperature has been obtained from the intensity 5009-5015 (1988).
ratio of a pair of lines. In the range of wavelengths 12. C. B. Carlisle and D. E. Cooper, "Tunable diode laser fre-
available in the present experiments, there are only a quency modulation spectroscopy through an optical fiber:
few line pairs close enough to be recorded simulta- high sensitivity detection of water vapor," Appl. Phys. Lett.
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Thus we also demonstrated the technique with sev- 13. A. C. Stanton, D. S. Bomse, and J. A. Silver, "A nonintrusive
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Tech. Rep. R90-01, for National Aero-Space Plane Jointtures inferred in this way were in close agreement Program Office AFSC/NAC (Southwest Sciences, Inc., Santa
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ture will be obtained when diode lasers become 15. HITRAN data base, 1992 ed. (Digital Product Section, National
available at other wavelengths. Future work will Climatic Center, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
focus on the region around 1.4 ptm, which looks tration, Federal Building, Asheville, N. C. 28801).
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